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Unless otherwise expressly stated or the context otherwise requires, references in this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q (this “Quarterly Report” or “report”) to
“Upwork,” “Company,” “our,” “us,” and “we” and similar references refer to Upwork Inc. and its wholly-owned subsidiaries.

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This Quarterly Report contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws. All statements contained in this Quarterly Report,
other than statements of historical fact, including statements regarding our future operating results and financial position, our business strategy and plans, potential
growth or growth prospects, future research and development, sales and marketing and general and administrative expenses, and our objectives for future
operations, are forward-looking statements. Words such as “believes,” “may,” “will,” “estimates,” “potential,” “continues,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “expects,”
“could,” “would,” “projects,” “plans,” “targets,” and variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements.
We have based these forward-looking statements largely on our current expectations and projections as of the date of this filing about future events and trends that
we believe may affect our financial condition, results of operations, business strategy, short-term and long-term business operations and objectives, and financial
needs. These forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions, including those described in Part II, Item 1A, “Risk
Factors” in this Quarterly Report. Readers are urged to carefully review and consider the various disclosures made in this Quarterly Report and in other documents
we file from time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) that disclose risks and uncertainties that may affect our business. Moreover,
we operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks emerge from time to time. It is not possible for us to predict all risks, nor can we
assess the impact of all factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those
contained in any forward-looking statements we may make. In light of these risks, uncertainties, and assumptions, the future events and circumstances discussed in
this Quarterly Report may not occur and actual results could differ materially and adversely from those anticipated or implied in the forward-looking statements.
You should not rely upon forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. The events and circumstances reflected in the forward-looking statements
may not be achieved or occur. Although we believe that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking statements are reasonable, we cannot guarantee future
results, performance, or achievements. In addition, the forward-looking statements in this Quarterly Report are made as of the date of this filing, and we do not
undertake, and expressly disclaim any duty, to update such statements for any reason after the date of this Quarterly Report or to conform statements to actual
results or revised expectations, except as required by law.
You should read this Quarterly Report and the documents that we reference herein and have filed with the SEC as exhibits to this Quarterly Report with the
understanding that our actual future results, performance, and events and circumstances may be materially different from what we expect.
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PART I—FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Item 1. Financial Statements.
UPWORK INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(In thousands, except share and per share data)
(Unaudited)

September 30, 2019
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities
Funds held in escrow, including funds in transit
Trade and client receivables – net of allowance of $2,219 and $2,832 as of September 30,
2019 and December 31, 2018, respectively
Prepaid expenses and other current assets

$

Total current assets
Property and equipment, net
Goodwill
Intangible assets, net
Other assets, noncurrent
Total assets
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Escrow funds payable
Debt, current
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities
Deferred revenue

71,160
60,404
114,593

December 31, 2018

$

129,128
—
98,186

32,034
7,606

22,315
6,253

285,797
20,668
118,219
4,002
904

255,882
10,815
118,219
6,004
653

$

429,590

$

391,573

$

2,934
114,593
7,579
21,898
1,587

$

2,073
98,186
5,671
20,948
722

Total current liabilities
Debt, noncurrent
Other liabilities, noncurrent

148,591
12,584
5,816

127,600
18,239
1,989

Total liabilities
Commitments and contingencies (Note 5)
Stockholders’ equity
Common stock, $0.0001 par value; 490,000,000 shares authorized as of September 30, 2019
and December 31, 2018; 111,899,493 and 106,454,321 shares issued and outstanding as of
September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Accumulated deficit

166,991

147,828

11
415,669
(153,081)

11
387,233
(143,499)

262,599

243,745

Total stockholders’ equity
$

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity

429,590

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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391,573

UPWORK INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS
(In thousands, except per share data)
(Unaudited)

Three Months Ended September 30,
2019
Revenue
Cost of revenue

$

2018

78,786
22,494

Gross profit
Operating expenses
Research and development
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Provision for transaction losses

Nine Months Ended September 30,

$

2019

64,113
20,504

$

2018

221,966
65,207

$

186,012
60,578

56,292

43,609

156,759

125,434

16,209
25,322
16,519
1,214

14,377
18,967
11,707
1,892

47,705
70,319
46,309
2,706

40,680
55,054
34,102
4,612

Total operating expenses

59,264

46,943

167,039

134,448

Loss from operations
Interest expense
Other (income) expense, net

(2,972)
317
(462)

(3,334)
589
3,423

(10,280)
1,047
(1,773)

(9,014)
1,674
3,845

Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision

(2,827)
—

(7,346)
—

(9,554)
(28)

(14,533)
(9)

Net loss

$

(2,827)

$

(7,346)

$

(9,582)

$

(14,542)

Net loss per share, basic and diluted
Weighted-average shares used to compute net loss per share,
basic and diluted

$

(0.03)

$

(0.20)

$

(0.09)

$

(0.41)

111,163

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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36,070

108,844

35,129

UPWORK INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF REDEEMABLE CONVERTIBLE PREFERRED STOCK
AND STOCKHOLDERS’ EQUITY (DEFICIT)
(In thousands, except share amounts)
(Unaudited)

Three Months Ended September 30, 2019

Redeemable Convertible
Preferred Stock
Shares

Balances as of June 30, 2019

Amount

—

$

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Common Stock
Shares

—

Amount

110,708,530

$

11

$

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

407,876

$ (150,254)

$

257,633

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock
options

—

—

1,122,763

—

3,795

—

3,795

Stock-based compensation expense

—

—

—

—

3,998

—

3,998

Issuance of common stock for settlement of RSUs

—

—

68,200

—

—

—

—

Net loss

—

—

—

—

—

(2,827)

(2,827)

—

111,899,493

415,669

$ (153,081)

$

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Stockholders’
Deficit

100,173

$ (130,788)

$

Balances as of September 30, 2019

—

$

Three Months Ended September 30, 2018

Redeemable Convertible
Preferred Stock

Balances as of June 30, 2018

61,279,079

Shares

11

$

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Common Stock

Amount
$

$

Shares

Amount

166,486

35,880,003

$

4

$

262,599

(30,611)

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock
options

—

—

1,065,314

—

2,741

—

Stock-based compensation expense

—

—

—

—

1,986

—

1,986

Net loss

—

—

—

—

—

(7,346)

(7,346)

166,486

36,945,317

104,900

$ (138,134)

Balances as of September 30, 2018

61,279,079

$

4

$

4

$

2,741

$

(33,230)

Nine Months Ended September 30, 2019

Redeemable Convertible
Preferred Stock
Shares

Balances as of December 31, 2018

Amount

—

$

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Common Stock
Shares

—

Amount

106,454,321

$

11

$

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Stockholders’
Equity

387,233

$ (143,499)

$

243,745

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock
options and common stock warrants

—

—

5,041,302

—

14,145

—

14,145

Stock-based compensation expense

—

—

—

—

10,714

—

10,714

Issuance of common stock for settlement of RSUs

—

—

123,562

—

—

—

—

Issuance of common stock in connection with employee
stock purchase plan

—

280,308

—

3,577

—

3,577

Net loss

—

—

—

—

(9,582)

(9,582)

415,669

$ (153,081)

$

Accumulated
Deficit

Total
Stockholders’
Deficit

92,222

$ (123,592)

$

Balances as of September 30, 2019

—

—
—
$

—

Nine Months Ended September 30, 2018

Redeemable Convertible
Preferred Stock

Balances as of December 31, 2017

61,279,079

Shares

111,899,493

11

$

Additional
Paid-in
Capital

Common Stock

Amount
$

$

Shares

Amount

166,486

33,740,323

$

3

$

262,599

(31,367)

Issuance of common stock upon exercise of stock
options and common stock warrants

—

—

3,204,994

1

7,011

—

Stock-based compensation expense

—

—

—

—

5,667

—

5,667

Net loss

—

—

—

—

—

(14,542)

(14,542)

166,486

36,945,317

104,900

$ (138,134)

Balances as of September 30, 2018

61,279,079

$

$

4

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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7,012

$

(33,230)

UPWORK INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(In thousands)
(Unaudited)
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2019

2018

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Net loss

$

(9,582)

$

(14,542)

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash provided by (used in) operating activities:
Provision for transaction losses

2,078

4,612

Depreciation and amortization

4,498

3,542

39

64

Amortization of debt issuance costs
Amortization of discount on purchases of marketable securities
Change in fair value of redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant liability
Change in fair value of Tides Foundation common stock warrant
Stock-based compensation expense
Loss on disposal of fixed assets

(948)

—

—

3,610

439

—

10,858

5,667

—

33

(11,885)

(15,137)

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Trade and client receivables
Prepaid expenses and other assets

(1,439)

(658)

697

5,006

Accrued expenses and other liabilities

5,814

(490)

Deferred revenue

1,432

103

2,001

(8,190)

(131,950)

—

Accounts payable

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchases of marketable securities
Sale of marketable securities
Increase in restricted cash
Purchases of property and equipment
Internal-use software and platform development costs
Net cash used in investing activities

72,500

—

—

(94)

(10,230)

(1,598)

(4,054)

(2,670)

(73,734)

(4,362)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Changes in funds held in escrow, including funds in transit

(16,407)

(20,283)

Changes in escrow funds payable

16,407

20,283

Proceeds from exercises of stock options and common stock warrants

13,974

7,011

Proceeds from borrowings on debt

50,000

15,000

(53,786)

—

Repayment of debt
Proceeds from employee stock purchase plan
Payments of costs related to the initial public offering
Net cash provided by financing activities

3,577

—

—

(3,999)

13,765

18,012

NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

(57,968)

5,460

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period

129,128

21,595

$

Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

71,160

$

27,055

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION:
Cash paid for income taxes

$

31

$

7

Cash paid for interest

$

1,027

$

1,573

Property and equipment purchased but not yet paid

$

905

$

166

Unpaid deferred offering costs

$

—

$

1,583

SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES OF NON-CASH INVESTING AND FINANCING ACTIVITIES:

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these condensed consolidated financial statements.
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UPWORK INC.
Notes to Condensed Consolidated Financial Statements
(Unaudited)

Note 1—Organization and Description of Business
Upwork Inc. (the “Company” or “Upwork”) operates an online talent solution that enables businesses (“clients”) to find and work with highly-skilled independent
professionals (“freelancers,” and, together with clients, “users”). The Company was originally incorporated in the state of Delaware in December 2013 prior to and
in connection with the combination (the “Elance-oDesk Combination”) of Elance, Inc. (“Elance”) and oDesk Corporation (“oDesk”). The Company changed its
name to Elance-oDesk, Inc. shortly before the Elance-oDesk Combination in March 2014, and later to Upwork Inc. in May 2015. In 2015, the Company relaunched
as Upwork and commenced consolidation of its two operating platforms. In 2016, following completion of the platform consolidation, the Company began
operating under a single platform. The Company is currently headquartered in Santa Clara, California.
Unless otherwise expressly stated or the context otherwise requires, the terms “Upwork” and the “Company” in these notes to the condensed consolidated financial
statements refer to Upwork and its wholly-owned subsidiaries.
Initial Public Offering
In October 2018, the Company completed its initial public offering (“IPO”), in which the Company issued and sold an aggregate of7,840,908 of the Company’s
common stock, including 1,022,727 shares pursuant to the exercise of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares. The shares were sold to the
underwriters at the IPO price of $15.00 per share less an underwriting discount of $1.05 per share. The Company received aggregate net proceeds of $109.4
million from the IPO after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions but before deducting offering expenses payable by the Company.
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Note 2—Basis of Presentation and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Basis of Presentation
The accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the
United States (“U.S. GAAP”) and applicable rules and regulations of the SEC regarding interim financial reporting. Certain information and note disclosures
normally included in the financial statements prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP have been condensed or omitted pursuant to such rules and regulations. As
such, the information included in this Quarterly Report should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and notes thereto included in the
Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2018 (the “Annual Report”), filed with the SEC on March 7, 2019.
The condensed consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2018 included herein was derived from the audited financial statements as of that date, but does not
include all disclosures including notes required by U.S. GAAP.
The condensed consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Upwork Inc. and its wholly-owned subsidiaries. All intercompany balances and
transactions have been eliminated.
The accompanying condensed consolidated financial statements reflect all normal recurring adjustments necessary to present fairly the financial position, results of
operations, changes in stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the interim periods, but do not purport to be indicative of the results of operations or financial
condition to be anticipated for the full year ending December 31, 2019.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of the condensed consolidated financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make certain estimates, judgments, and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the
reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the periods presented. Such estimates include, but are not limited to: the useful lives of assets; assessment of the
recoverability of long-lived assets; goodwill impairment; allowance for doubtful accounts; liabilities relating to transaction losses; the valuation of warrants; stockbased compensation; and accounting for income taxes. Management bases its estimates on historical experience and on various other assumptions that
management believes to be reasonable under the circumstances. The Company evaluates its estimates, assumptions, and judgments on an ongoing basis using
historical experience and other factors and revises them when facts and circumstances dictate. Actual results could materially differ from these estimates.
Significant Accounting Policies
The significant accounting policies applied in the Company’s audited consolidated financial statements, as disclosed in the Annual Report, are applied consistently
in these unaudited interim condensed consolidated financial statements, except as noted below.
Marketable Securities
Beginning in 2019, the Company purchased various marketable securities consisting of commercial paper, treasury bills, and U.S. government securities, all of
which have contractual maturities within 24 months from the date of purchase. The marketable securities are available for current operations and are classified as
available-for-sale. These marketable securities are carried at estimated fair value with unrealized gains and losses, net of taxes, included within the stockholders’
equity section of the Company’s condensed consolidated balance sheet. The Company periodically reviews its available-for-sale marketable securities for otherthan-temporary impairments. The Company considers factors such as the duration, severity, and the reason for any decline in value, the potential recovery period,
and its intent to sell. For debt securities, the Company also considers whether (i) it is more likely than not that the Company will be required to sell the debt
securities before recovery of their amortized cost basis and (ii) the amortized cost basis cannot be recovered as a result of credit losses. Unrealized losses are
charged against other (income) expense, net when a decline in fair value is determined to be other-than-temporary. The Company determines realized gains or
losses from the sale of marketable securities on a specific identification method and records such gains or losses as other (income) expense, net within the
Company’s condensed consolidated statements of operations.
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Income Taxes
The Company’s income tax provision for interim periods is determined using an estimate of the Company’s annual effective tax rate, adjusted for discrete items
arising in the quarter. The Company’s effective tax rate was lower than the U.S. federal statutory tax rate for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019,
primarily due to valuation allowances on the deferred tax assets as it is more likely than not that some, or all, of the Company’s deferred tax assets will not be
realized. The Company continues to maintain a full valuation allowance against its net deferred tax assets. Due to tax losses and the offsetting valuation allowance,
the income tax provision for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively, was immaterial to the Company’s condensed
consolidated financial statements.
Recent Accounting Pronouncements Not Yet Adopted
As an emerging growth company (“EGC”), the Company is permitted by the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act (the “JOBS Act”) to delay adoption of new or
revised accounting pronouncements applicable to public companies until such pronouncements are made applicable to private companies. The Company has
elected to use this extended transition period under the JOBS Act. As a result, so long as it remains an EGC, the Company’s financial statements may not be
comparable to the financial statements of issuers that are required to comply with the effective dates for new or revised accounting standards that are applicable to
public companies.
Effective as of December 31, 2019, the Company will cease to qualify as an EGC. As a result, the Company will be required to comply with the requirements for
adoption of new or revised accounting pronouncements applicable to public companies. Specifically, the Company will be required to accelerate the adoption of
certain accounting standards previously disclosed in its Annual Report as follows:
Accounting Pronouncement
2017-04, Intangibles—Goodwill and Others (Topic 350): Simplifying the Test for Goodwill
Impairment
2017-12, Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815): Targeted Improvements to Accounting for
Hedging Activities
2018-07, Compensation—Stock Compensation (Topic 718): Improvements to Nonemployee
Share-Based Payment Accounting
2018-13, Fair Value Measurement (Topic 820): Disclosure Framework—Changes to the
Disclosure Requirements for Fair Value Measurement
2018-15, Intangibles—Goodwill and Other—Internal-Use Software (Subtopic 350-40):
Customer’s Accounting for Implementation Costs Incurred in a Cloud Computing
Arrangement That Is a Service Contract

Previously Disclosed
Effective Date
For the year ending December
31, 2021
Fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2019

Accelerated
Effective Date
For the year ending December
31, 2020
Fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2018

Fiscal year ending December
31, 2020
Fiscal year ending December
31, 2021

Fiscal year ending December 31,
2019
Fiscal year ending December 31,
2020

Fiscal year ending December
31, 2021

Fiscal year ending December 31,
2020

In May 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (the “FASB”) issued Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) No. 2014-09,Revenue from Contracts with
Customers. Accounting Standards Codification 606—Revenue from Contracts with Customers (“ASC 606”) supersedes the revenue recognition requirements in
ASC 605—Revenue Recognition, and requires the recognition of revenue when promised goods or services are transferred to customers in an amount that reflects
the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. ASC 606 also includes Subtopic 340-40, Other Assets and
Deferred Costs—Contracts with Customers (“Subtopic 340-40” and together with ASC 606, the “new revenue standard”), which requires the deferral of
incremental costs of obtaining a contract with a customer. In August 2015, the FASB deferred the effective date for annual reporting periods beginning after
December 15, 2017. In 2016, the FASB issued amendments on this guidance with the same effective date and transition guidance. The new revenue standard may
be applied retrospectively to each prior period presented (“full retrospective method”) or retrospectively with the cumulative effect recognized as of the date of
adoption (“modified retrospective method”).
The Company will adopt the new revenue standard for the year ending December 31, 2019 during the fourth quarter of 2019, using the modified retrospective
method. Interim reporting under the new revenue standard will not be required until 2020.
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The Company is still finalizing its assessment of the impact of adoption of the new standard and is executing a transition plan, including necessary changes to
policies, processes, and internal controls. Based on the analysis completed to date, the Company has concluded that principal agent considerations across the
Company’s portfolio of contracts under the new revenue standard will remain largely unchanged. The Company has also concluded that the impact upon adoption
related to costs to obtain a contract with a customer related to certain sales commission plans do not meet the capitalization criteria and therefore does not expect a
significant impact upon adoption. Additionally, the Company’s tiered pricing program for freelancer service fees will result in a deferral of revenue under the new
revenue standard. The Company expects that the adoption of this standard will have a material cumulative effect at the adoption date on accumulated deficit,
deferred revenue, and related disclosures. However, the Company does not expect a material impact on the consolidated statements of operations as of and for the
year ending December 31, 2019. The Company is currently finalizing the potential impact that the following items will have on its consolidated financial
statements:
•

identification of performance obligations;

•

timing of revenue recognition for its tiered pricing program for freelancer service fees; and

•

revenue disclosures which are expected to expand and may require judgment in certain areas.

The Company currently does not expect significant changes to its systems and processes from the adoption of the new revenue standard.
In January 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-01, Financial Instruments (Subtopic 825-10): Recognition and Measurement of Financial Assets and Financial
Liabilities (“ASU 2016-01”). ASU 2016-01 makes targeted improvements to U.S. GAAP regarding financial instruments. ASU 2016-01 eliminates the
requirement to classify investments in equity securities with readily determinable fair values into trading or available-for-sale categories and requires those equity
securities to be measured at fair value with changes in fair value recognized in net earnings rather than in other comprehensive income. ASU 2016-01 also revises
certain presentation and disclosure requirements. Under ASU 2016-01, accounting for investments in debt securities remains essentially unchanged. The guidance
is effective for the Company for the year ending December 31, 2019. Interim reporting is not required until 2020. Early adoption is not permitted. The Company
has not yet evaluated the impact of adopting this guidance on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
In February 2016, FASB issued ASU No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842), related to how an entity should recognize lease assets and lease liabilities. The guidance
specifies that an entity that is a lessee under lease agreements should recognize lease assets and lease liabilities for those leases classified as operating leases under
previous FASB guidance. Accounting for leases by lessors is largely unchanged under the new lease standard. In 2018, the FASB also approved an amendment
that would permit the option to adopt the new lease standard prospectively as of the effective date, without adjusting comparative periods presented. This guidance
is effective for the Company for the year ending December 31, 2019. Interim reporting is not required until 2020. The Company anticipates the effect of adopting
this update will be recognizing right-of-use assets and corresponding lease liabilities for leases where the Company is the lessee, primarily comprised of leases for
facilities. The Company has identified its population of leases, selected the practical expedients it will apply upon adoption, and selected the discount rates it will
apply in the calculation of the lease liability. The Company is continuing to evaluate the calculations of the lease liability and lease asset which includes the
execution of internal controls; however, the Company expects that the adoption of this standard will have a material impact on its assets and liabilities and related
disclosures. The Company does not expect significant changes to its current systems and processes as a result of the adoption of this standard.
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In June 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2016-13, Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic 326). This standard changes the methodology for measuring credit
losses on financial instruments and the timing of when such losses are recorded. In April 2019, the FASB issued ASU 2019-04, Codification Improvements to
Topic 326, Financial Instruments—Credit Losses, Topic 815, Derivatives and Hedging, and Topic 825, Financial Instruments . The amendments in this update
represent changes to clarify, correct errors in, or improve the Codification. In May 2019, the FASB issued 2019-05, Financial Instruments—Credit Losses (Topic
326). The amendments in this update provide entities that have certain instruments within the scope of Subtopic 326-20,Financial Instruments—Credit Losses—
Measured at Amortized Cost, with an option to irrevocably elect the fair value option in Subtopic 825-10,Financial Instruments—Overall, applied on an
instrument-by-instrument basis for eligible instruments, upon adoption of Topic 326. This guidance is effective January 1, 2020 with early adoption permitted. The
standard requires a modified retrospective method of adoption. The Company is currently evaluating the impact to its consolidated financial statements and related
disclosures but expects that the most notable impact of these standards may relate to the Company’s processes around the assessment of the adequacy of the
allowance on trade and client receivables and the recognition of credit losses.
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Note 3—Fair Value Measurements
The Company defines fair value as the exchange price that would be received from the sale of an asset or paid to transfer a liability in the principal or most
advantageous market for the asset or liability in an orderly transaction between market participants on the measurement date. Valuation techniques used to measure
fair value must maximize the use of observable inputs and minimize the use of unobservable inputs. The authoritative guidance describes three levels of inputs that
may be used to measure fair value:
•

Level I—Observable inputs that reflect unadjusted quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in active markets;

•

Level II—Observable inputs other than Level I prices, such as unadjusted quoted prices for similar assets or liabilities in active markets, unadjusted
quoted prices for identical or similar assets or liabilities in markets that are not active, or other inputs that are observable or can be corroborated by
observable market data for substantially the full term of the assets or liabilities; and

•

Level III—Unobservable inputs that are supported by little or no market activity and that are significant to the fair value of the assets or liabilities. These
inputs are based on the Company’s own assumptions used to measure assets and liabilities at fair value and require significant management judgment or
estimation.

The categorization of a financial instrument within the fair value hierarchy is based upon the lowest level of input that is significant to its fair value measurement.
The Company’s assessment of the significance of a particular input to the fair value measurement in its entirety requires management to make judgments and
consider factors specific to the assets or liabilities.
The Company’s financial instruments that are carried at fair value consist of Level I and Level II assets as of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018.The
following tables set forth the fair value of the Company’s financial assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis based on the three-tier fair value hierarchy (in
thousands):
September 30, 2019
Level I
Cash equivalents
Money market funds
Marketable securities
Commercial paper
U.S. government securities
Total financial assets

$

56,487

Level II
$

—
24,602
$

81,089

Level III
—

$

—

35,802
—
$

35,802

Total
$

—
—
$

—

56,487
35,802
24,602

$

116,891

December 31, 2018
Level I
Cash equivalents—money market funds
Total financial assets

Level II

Level III

Total

$

117,138

$

—

$

—

$

117,138

$

117,138

$

—

$

—

$

117,138
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Prior to the IPO, the Company measured its redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant liability at fair value on a recurring basis, and it was classified within
Level III because the warrants were valued using a Black-Scholes valuation model, for which some inputs were unobservable in the market. For the three and nine
months ended September 30, 2018, the Company recorded $3.2 million and $3.6 million, respectively, related to the revaluation of its redeemable convertible
preferred stock warrant liability, which is included in other (income) expense, net in the Company’s condensed consolidated statement of operations.
Upon the closing of the IPO in October 2018, the redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant converted to a common stock warrant. As such, the Company
reclassified its redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant liability to additional paid-in capital.
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Note 4—Balance Sheet Components
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents consisted of the following (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
Cash
Money market funds
Total cash and cash equivalents

December 31, 2018

$

14,673
56,487

$

11,990
117,138

$

71,160

$

129,128

Marketable Securities
Marketable securities consisted of the following (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
Commercial paper
U.S. government securities
Total marketable securities

$

35,802
24,602

$

60,404

For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, the gross unrealized gains and losses on the Company’s marketable securities were immaterial. As of
September 30, 2019, the Company considered any decreases in market value to be temporary in nature and did not consider any of the Company’s marketable
securities to be other-than-temporarily impaired. As such, the Company did not record any impairment charges with respect to its marketable securities during the
three and nine months ended September 30, 2019.
Property and Equipment, Net
Property and equipment, net consisted of the following (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
Computer equipment and software
Internal-use software and platform development
Leasehold improvements
Office furniture and fixtures

$

Total property and equipment
Less: accumulated depreciation

4,109
10,778
10,457
2,409

December 31, 2018
$

27,753
(7,085)
$

Property and equipment, net

20,668

3,189
6,287
5,783
2,545
17,804
(6,989)

$

10,815

For the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, depreciation expense related to property and equipment was $0.7 million and $0.6 million, respectively.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, depreciation expense related to property and equipment was $2.1 million and $1.5 million, respectively.
For the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, the Company capitalized $2.0 million and $0.8 million of internal-use software and platform
development costs, respectively. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, the Company capitalized $4.5 million and $2.7 million of internal-use
software and platform development costs, respectively.
Amortization expense related to the capitalized internal-use software and platform development costs was $0.3 million and $0.4 million for the three and nine
months ended September 30, 2019, respectively. Amortization expense related to the capitalized internal-use software and platform development costs for the three
and nine months ended September 30, 2018 was immaterial.
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Intangible Assets, Net
All of the Company’s identifiable intangible assets were acquired in March 2014 from the Elance-oDesk Combination. Intangible assets, net consisted of the
following (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
Gross Carrying
Amount
Trade names
User relationships
Developed technology
Domain names
Total

Accumulated
Amortization

Net Carrying
Amount

$

2,293
18,678
10,356
529

$

2,293
14,676
10,356
529

$

—
4,002
—
—

$

31,856

$

27,854

$

4,002

December 31, 2018
Gross Carrying
Amount
Trade names
User relationships
Developed technology
Domain names
Total

Accumulated
Amortization

Net Carrying
Amount

$

2,293
18,678
10,356
529

$

2,293
12,674
10,356
529

$

—
6,004
—
—

$

31,856

$

25,852

$

6,004

For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, amortization expense of intangible assets was $0.7 million and $2.0 million, respectively.
Amortization expense is included in general and administrative expenses. As of September 30, 2019, the remaining useful life for user relationships was 1.5 years.
As of December 31, 2018, the remaining useful life for user relationships was 2.3 years.
As of September 30, 2019, the estimated future amortization expense for the acquired intangible assets was as follows (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
Remainder of 2019
2020
2021
Total estimated future amortization expense

$

667
2,668
667

$

4,002

Accrued Expenses and Other Current Liabilities
Accrued expenses and other current liabilities consisted of the following (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
Accrued compensation and related benefits
Accrued freelancer costs
Accrued indirect taxes
Accrued vendor expenses
Accrued payment processing fees
Other
Total accrued expenses and other current liabilities
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December 31, 2018

$

5,627
5,293
2,195
7,527
803
453

$

9,314
2,465
1,630
6,002
715
822

$

21,898

$

20,948

Note 5—Commitments and Contingencies
Operating Leases
The Company leases office space under four non-cancellable operating lease agreements, which expire from 2020 through 2028. The terms of the office leases
contain rent escalation clauses, rent holidays, and/or tenant improvement allowances. The Company recognizes rent expense on a straight-line basis over the noncancellable lease term and records the difference between cash payments and the recognition of rent expense as a deferred rent liability. Where leases contain
escalation clauses, rent holidays, and/or tenant improvement allowances, the Company applies them in the determination of straight-line rent expense over the lease
term.
In February 2019, the Company entered into an agreement for a non-cancellable operating lease for new office space in Santa Clara, California. From June 1, 2019
through October 15, 2028, total minimum lease payments under the lease agreement are $14.3 million, with lease payments ranging from $1.4 million to $1.8
million per year. The Company took possession of the Santa Clara office space for its corporate headquarters during the first quarter of 2019 and moved its
corporate headquarters and related operations in the second quarter of 2019 shortly after the termination of its Mountain View, California office lease. As a result,
the Company accelerated the depreciation expense of its leasehold improvements and furniture and fixtures on the cease-use date for the space exited in May 2019,
which was immaterial for the nine months ended September 30, 2019.
In 2018, the Company entered into an agreement to extend its non-cancellable operating lease for its San Francisco office through 2024. From September 1, 2019
through August 31, 2024, total minimum lease payments under the lease agreement are $15.7 million, with lease payments ranging from $1.0 million to $2.2
million per year from 2019 to 2024.
Also in 2018, the Company entered into an agreement for a non-cancellable operating lease for new office space in Chicago through October 2024. In December
2018, the Company amended this agreement (the “First Amendment”) to extend the term of the original lease from October 2024 to April 2025 and to lease
additional office space to accommodate continued headcount growth. From June 1, 2019 through April 30, 2025, total minimum lease payments under the original
lease agreement and the First Amendment are $10.3 million, with lease payments ranging from $0.5 million to $2.0 million per year from 2019 to 2025. The
Company moved its Chicago-based operations to this new office space in January 2019. In connection with this move, the Company entered into two sublease
agreements that provided for the sublease of the two office spaces the Company occupied prior to its execution of the new operating lease. The Company exited the
two spaces in December 2018 and January 2019, respectively. As a result, the Company accelerated the depreciation expense of its leasehold improvements and
furniture and fixtures on the cease-use date for the space exited in January 2019 and accordingly recorded $0.3 million of accelerated depreciation expense during
the nine months ended September 30, 2019. The expected sublease income from the two sublease agreements is reflected in the future aggregate minimum lease
payment table below.
As of September 30, 2019, future aggregate minimum lease payments under the non-cancellable operating leases, net of sublease income, were as follows (in
thousands):
September 30, 2019
Remainder of 2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Less: sublease income
Total
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$

1,059
5,921
6,405
6,588
6,776
13,137
(482)

$

39,404

For the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, rent expense was $1.2 million and $1.1 million, respectively. For the nine months ended September 30,
2019 and 2018, rent expense was $3.9 million and $3.0 million, respectively.
Letters of Credit
In conjunction with the operating lease agreements, as of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, the Company hadfour and three irrevocable letters of
credit outstanding, respectively, in the aggregate amount of $1.1 million and $0.8 million, respectively. The letters of credit are collateralized by restricted cash
in the same respective amounts and begin to expire in 2019. No amounts had been drawn against these letters of credit as of September 30, 2019 and
December 31, 2018.
Contingencies
The Company accrues contingent liabilities when it is probable that future expenditures will be made and such expenditures can be reasonably estimated. From
time to time in the normal course of business, various claims, and litigation have been asserted or commenced. Due to uncertainties inherent in litigation and other
claims, the Company can give no assurance that it will prevail in any such matters, which could subject the Company to significant liability or damages. Any
claims or litigation could have an adverse effect on the Company’s business, financial position, results of operations, or cash flows in or following the period that
claims or litigation are resolved.
As of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, the Company was not a party to any material legal proceedings or claims, nor is the Company aware of any
pending or threatened litigation or claims that could reasonably be expected to have a material adverse effect on its business, operating results, cash flows, or
financial condition. Accordingly, the Company has determined that the existence of a material loss as of this date is neither probable nor reasonably possible.
Indemnification
The Company has indemnification agreements with its officers, directors, and certain key employees to indemnify them while they are serving in good faith in
their respective positions. In the ordinary course of business, the Company enters into contractual arrangements under which it agrees to provide indemnification of
varying scope and terms to clients, business partners, vendors and other parties, including, but not limited to, losses arising out of the Company’s breach of such
agreements, claims related to potential data or information security breaches, intellectual property infringement claims made by third parties, and other liabilities
relating to or arising from our products and services or our acts or omissions. In addition, subject to the terms of the applicable agreement, as part of the
Company’s Upwork Enterprise offering, the Company indemnifies clients that subscribe to worker classification services for losses arising from worker
misclassification. It is not possible to determine the maximum potential loss under these indemnification provisions due to the Company’s limited history of prior
indemnification claims and the facts and circumstances involved in each particular provision.
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Note 6—Debt
The following table presents the carrying value of the Company’s debt obligations as of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018 (in thousands):
September 30, 2019
December 31, 2018
First Term Loan—18 months of interest-only payments ended in March 2019 followed $
12,500
$
15,000
by 36 equal monthly installments of principal plus interest, maturing March 2022;
interest at prime plus 0.25% per annum
Second Term Loan—11 months of interest-only payments ended in October 2018
followed by 47 equal monthly installments of principal plus interest, maturing
September 2022. As of September 30, 2018, the Company achieved trailing six-month
EBITDA of at least $1.0 million; as a result, the interest-only repayment period
extended to March 2019, followed by 42 equal monthly installments of principal plus
interest; bears interest at prime plus 5.25% per annum. As a result of the IPO, the
7,714
9,000
interest rate was reduced to prime plus 0.25% per annum in the fourth quarter of 2018
Total debt
Less: unamortized debt discount issuance costs

20,214
(51)

24,000
(90)

Balance
Debt, current

20,163
(7,579)

23,910
(5,671)

$

Debt, noncurrent
Weighted-average interest rate

12,584
6.72 %

$

18,239
6.89 %

Under the Company’s Loan and Security Agreement, as amended (the “Loan Agreement”), the aggregate amount of the facility is up to $49.0 million, consisting of
a term loan in the original principal amount of $15.0 million (the “First Term Loan”), a term loan in the original principal amount of $9.0 million (the “Second
Term Loan” and, together with the First Term Loan, the “Term Loans”) and a revolving line of credit, which permits borrowings of up to $25.0 million subject to
customary conditions. Among other things, the Company may only borrow funds under the revolving line of credit if, after giving effect thereto, total borrowings
under the line of credit do not exceed a specified percentage of eligible trade and client accounts receivable.
In September 2018, the Company entered into a second amendment (the “Second Amendment”) to the Loan Agreement, which expanded the types of eligible trade
and client accounts receivable considered for the determination of the borrowing base of the revolving line of credit. The Second Amendment also provided for a
reduction in the interest rate for the Second Term Loan, from the prime rate plus 5.25% per annum to the prime rate plus 0.25% per annum, from and after the
occurrence of an initial public offering by the Company with net proceeds of more than $50.0 million. This reduction became effective following the completion
of the IPO in October 2018.
In March 2019, the Company entered into a third amendment (the “Third Amendment”) to the Loan Agreement, which, among other changes, (i) amended the
adjusted quick ratio financial covenant to provide that the Company will maintain an adjusted quick ratio of 1.75 to 1.00 (previously 1.30 to 1.00), (ii) reduced the
frequency with which the Company is required to provide certain financial information to the lender during periods in which it maintains an adjusted quick ratio of
2.50 to 1.00, and (iii) eliminated the minimum EBITDA covenant with which the Company was required to comply. The Company was in compliance with its
covenants under the Loan Agreement as of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018.
To the extent the Company has not yet collected funds for hourly billings from clients that are in-transit due to timing differences in receipt of cash from clients,
the Company may utilize the revolving line of credit to satisfy customary escrow funding requirements. The Company drew down $25.0 million under the
revolving line of credit for such purpose in each of March and June 2019, which the Company subsequently repaid in April and July 2019, respectively.
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Pursuant to the terms of the Loan Agreement, in April 2019, the Company commenced repayment on the Term Loans. During the three and nine months ended
September 30, 2019, the Company repaid $1.3 million and $2.5 million related to the First Term Loan, respectively, and $0.6 million and $1.3 million related to
the Second Term Loan, respectively.
Amortization expense related to the debt discount was immaterial for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018.
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Note 7—Redeemable Convertible Preferred Stock
Prior to the IPO, the Company financed its operations and capital expenditures primarily through sales of convertible preferred stock, bank borrowings, and
utilization of cash generated from operations in the periods in which the Company generated cash flows from operations.
As a result of the IPO, all of the Company’s 61,279,079 shares of then-outstanding redeemable convertible preferred stock automatically converted into shares of
common stock on a one-for-one basis. Therefore, there were no issued or outstanding shares of redeemable convertible preferred stock as of September 30, 2019
and December 31, 2018.
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Note 8—Preferred and Common Stock Warrants
Redeemable Convertible Preferred Stock Warrants
As a result of the Elance-oDesk Combination, a redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant that was originally issued by Elance prior to the Elance-oDesk
Combination became exercisable to purchase up to 124,506 and 273,825 shares of the Company’s Series A-1 and Series A-2 redeemable convertible preferred
stock, respectively, at an exercise price of $3.13 per share.
Prior to the IPO, the Company estimated the fair value of its redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant using the Black-Scholes valuation model. For the three
and nine months ended September 30, 2018, the Company recorded $3.2 million and $3.6 million, respectively, related to the revaluation of its redeemable
convertible preferred stock warrant liability, which is included in other (income) expense, net in the Company’s condensed consolidated statement of operations.
Upon completion of the IPO, this warrant converted to a common stock warrant exercisable for the same number of shares and was reclassified to additional paidin capital. The common stock warrant was outstanding and exercisable as of December 31, 2018. In April 2019, this common stock warrant was exercised in full at
a total cost of $1.2 million. In lieu of a cash payment, the holder of the warrant surrendered64,646 shares of common stock to cover the exercise price. The
Company issued 333,685 shares of common stock upon the exercise of this common stock warrant.
Common Stock Warrant
In 2018, the Company established The Upwork Foundation initiative. The program includes a donor-advised fund created through the Tides Foundation. In May
2018, the Company issued a warrant to purchase 500,000 shares of its common stock at an exercise price of $0.01 per share to the Tides Foundation. The vesting
and exercisability provisions of the warrant became effective upon the IPO in October 2018.
This warrant is exercisable as to 1/10th of the shares on each anniversary of the IPO, with proceeds from the sale of such shares to be donated in accordance with
the Company’s directive. In October 2019, 50,000 shares underlying the warrant vested and were exercised in full. See “Note 14—Subsequent Events.”
For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Company recorded $0.1 million and $0.4 million of expense, respectively, related to the revaluation
of this warrant, which is included in general and administrative expense in the Company’s condensed consolidated statement of operations.
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Note 9—Common Stock
Holders of common stock are entitled to one vote per share and are entitled to receive dividends, if any, on a pro rata basis whenever funds are legally available
and when, as, and if declared by the Company’s board of directors.
As of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, the Company was authorized to issue490,000,000 shares of common stock. As of September 30, 2019 and
December 31, 2018, the Company had reserved shares of common stock for future issuance as follows:
September 30, 2019
December 31, 2018
Options issued and outstanding
RSUs issued and outstanding
Warrant to purchase common stock
Remaining shares reserved for future issuances under 2018 Equity Incentive Plan
Remaining shares reserved for future issuances under 2018 Employee Stock Purchase
Plan
Total
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16,596,305
1,471,876
500,000
17,045,968

23,774,279
288,460
898,331
10,558,306

2,271,326

1,700,000

37,885,475

37,219,376

Note 10—Stock-Based Compensation
Equity Incentive Plans
The following table summarizes activity under the Company’s stock option plans:
Number of Shares
Underlying
Outstanding Options

Weighted-Average
Exercise Price

Weighted-Average
Remaining Contractual
Term (Years)

Aggregate
Intrinsic Value
(in thousands)

Balances at December 31, 2018
Exercised
Forfeited and canceled

23,774,279
(4,707,617)
(2,470,357)

$

3.71
3.00
6.09

7.10 $

342,262

Balances at September 30, 2019

16,596,305

$

3.56

6.35 $

161,808

In 2018, the Company’s board of directors and stockholders each adopted the 2018 Equity Incentive Plan (the “2018 EIP”), which became effective on the date
immediately prior to the date of the IPO. Awards granted under the 2018 EIP may be (i) incentive stock options, (ii) nonqualified stock options, (iii) restricted
stock units (“RSUs”), (iv) restricted stock awards, or (v) stock appreciation rights, as determined by the Company’s board of directors or compensation committee
at the time of grant.
The following table summarizes the RSU activity and related information under the 2018 EIP:
Number of RSUs
Outstanding

Weighted-Average Grant
Date
Fair Value

Unvested balance at December 31, 2018
Granted
Vested
Forfeited and canceled

288,460
1,397,645
(123,562)
(90,667)

$

15.00
19.99
15.36
20.50

Unvested balance at September 30, 2019

1,471,876

$

19.37

Pursuant to the terms of the 2018 EIP, the number of shares available for grant was increased by5,322,716 shares in January 2019.
In July 2018, the Company’s board of directors granted an option exercisable for up to1,860,000 shares of common stock to the Company’s Chief Executive
Officer under the 2018 EIP (the “CEO Award”). The vesting and exercisability of the CEO Award is contingent upon the recipient’s continuous service as the
Chief Executive Officer and the achievement of certain measurement objectives during three separate measurement periods within the period of time beginning on
January 1, 2019 and ending on December 31, 2023. Each reporting period, the Company assesses the probability that the performance criteria will be met and
records expense for those shares that are probable of vesting. In June 2019, the Company determined that vesting of the CEO Award was improbable. As a result,
the Company reversed the full amount of previously recorded expense related to the CEO Award, which amounted to $ 0.9 million for the nine months ended
September 30, 2019. In August 2019, this award was canceled.
In February 2019, the Company’s board of directors approved the omnibus Performance Bonus Plan along with the performance criteria and bonus pool for 2019
(the “Bonus Plan”), which provides for the payment of bonus compensation to selected employees of the Company, including the Company’s executive officers,
upon the achievement of certain performance criteria. In lieu of a cash payment, bonus payments to certain of the Company’s management team will be paid in the
form of fully vested RSUs issued from the 2018 EIP. The ultimate number of fully vested RSUs to be granted will be determined by dividing (A) the total dollar
value of the bonus that would be delivered in cash by (B) the closing stock price on the day prior to the award grant date, which is expected to occur in the first
quarter of 2020. The payment of the bonus in fully vested RSUs requires accounting as a stock-based award under U.S. GAAP. Because the number of fully vested
RSUs to be granted is dependent upon the future closing price of the Company’s common stock, the Company has classified this award as a liability within its
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condensed consolidated balance sheet as of September 30, 2019. Each reporting period, the Company assesses the probability that the performance criteria will be
met and records expense for those shares that are probable of vesting. For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Company recorded stockbased compensation expense related to the Bonus Plan of $0.1 million and $0.3 million, respectively.
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
In 2018, the Company’s board of directors and stockholders each adopted the 2018 Employee Stock Purchase Plan (the “2018 ESPP”), which became effective
upon the completion of the IPO. Pursuant to the terms of the 2018 ESPP, in January 2019, the number of shares of common stock available for issuance was
increased by 851,634 shares.
During the nine months ended September 30, 2019, the Company issued280,308 shares of common stock under the 2018 ESPP.
Stock-Based Compensation
The following table summarizes the components of stock-based compensation expense recognized in the condensed consolidated statements of operations (in
thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2019
Cost of revenue

2019

2018

109
1,685
635
1,685

$

59
623
355
949

$

326
4,751
1,860
4,103

$

164
1,711
1,026
2,766

$

4,114

$

1,986

$

11,040

$

5,667

Research and development(1)
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total stock-based compensation

2018

$

Includes $0.2 million that the Company capitalized to internal-use software and platform development costs during the three and nine months ended September
30, 2019.
(1)

Stock-based compensation expense related to non-employee stock option grants was immaterial for the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019 and
2018.
The amount of stock-based compensation capitalized to internal-use software and platform development costs for the three and nine months ended September 30,
2018 was immaterial.
Prior to the IPO, certain common stockholders (who were employees or former employees of the Company) sold shares of the Company’s common stock in
secondary market transactions. In 2018, one such transaction occurred. The incremental value between the sale price and the fair value of the common stock at the
date of sale aggregated to an immaterial amount of stock-based compensation expense for the nine months ended September 30, 2018.
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Note 11—Net Loss per Share
The following table sets forth the computation of the Company’s basic and diluted net loss per share for the periods presented (in thousands, except share and per
share data):
Three Months Ended
Nine Months Ended
September 30,
September 30,
2019
Numerator:
Net loss
Denominator:
Weighted-average shares used to compute net loss per
share, basic and diluted
Net loss per share, basic and diluted

$

2018

(2,827)

$

111,163,396
$

(0.03)

2019

(7,346)

$

36,069,502
$

2018

(9,582)

$

108,844,495

(0.20)

$

(0.09)

(14,542)

35,129,250
$

(0.41)

The following potentially dilutive shares were excluded from the computation of diluted net loss per share because including them would have been anti-dilutive:
As of September 30,
2019

2018

Options to purchase common stock
Common stock issuable upon conversion of redeemable convertible preferred stock
Common stock issuable upon exercise of common stock warrants
Common stock issuable upon exercise and redeemable conversion of preferred stock
warrants
Common stock issuable upon vesting of restricted stock units
Common stock issuable in connection with employee stock purchase plan

16,596,305
—
500,000

24,312,203
61,279,079
500,000

—
1,471,876
730,217

398,331
—
—

Total

19,298,398

86,489,613
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Note 12—Segment and Geographical Information
The Company operates as one operating and reportable segment for purposes of allocating resources and evaluating financial performance.
The following table sets forth total revenue by type of service for the periods presented (in thousands):
Three Months Ended
September 30,
2019

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

2018

2019

2018

Marketplace
Managed services

$

70,683
8,103

$

56,766
7,347

$

197,787
24,179

$

164,180
21,832

Total revenue

$

78,786

$

64,113

$

221,966

$

186,012

The Company generates its revenue from freelancers and clients. The following table sets forth total revenue by geographic area based on the billing address of its
freelancers and clients for the periods presented (in thousands):
Three Months Ended
Nine Months Ended
September 30,
September 30,
2019
Freelancers
United States
India
Philippines
Rest of world

$

Total freelancers
Clients
United States
Rest of world
Total clients
Total revenue

13,077
7,159
5,159
23,245

2018
$

$

37,451
20,693
14,665
67,528

2018
$

28,930
19,134
12,535
59,352

48,640

41,379

140,337

119,951

23,502
6,644

16,504
6,230

62,607
19,022

50,153
15,908

30,146
$

10,273
6,561
4,377
20,168

2019

78,786

22,734
$

64,113

81,629
$

221,966

66,061
$

Substantially all of the Company’s long-lived assets were located in the United States as of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018.
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186,012

Note 13—401(k) Plan
The Company offers the Upwork Retirement Savings Plan (the “Retirement Plan”), a defined contribution plan that allows employees to contribute a portion of
their salary, subject to the annual limits. Under the Retirement Plan, eligible employees may defer a portion of their pretax salaries, but not more than the statutory
limits. The Retirement Plan provides for a discretionary employer cash matching contribution. The Company makes matching cash contributions equal to 50% of
each dollar contributed, subject to a maximum contribution of $5,000 annually per participant. The Company’s total expense for the matching contributions was
$0.3 million for each of the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018. The Company’s total expense for the matching contributions was $1.7 million and
$1.4 million for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Note 14—Subsequent Events
In October 2019, a common stock warrant was exercised pursuant to which49,963 shares of common stock were issued. The warrant was exercised as to all
50,000 of the then-vested and exercisable shares. In lieu of a cash payment, the holder of the warrant surrendered37 shares to cover the exercise price.
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Item 2. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.
You should read the following discussion and analysis of our financial condition and results of operations together with the section titled “Risk Factors” and the
condensed consolidated financial statements and related notes included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report. This discussion contains forward-looking statements
based upon current expectations that involve risks and uncertainties, as well as assumptions that they may never materialize or that may be proven incorrect. Our
actual results may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of various factors, including those discussed in the
sections titled “Special Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” and “Risk Factors,” and in other parts of this Quarterly Report.
Overview
We operate the largest online talent solution that enables businesses to find and work with highly-skilled independent professionals, as measured by gross services
volume (“GSV”). GSV represents the total amount that clients spend on our marketplace offerings and our managed services offering, as well as additional fees we
charge to both clients and freelancers for other services. Freelancers are an increasingly sought-after, critical, and expanding segment of the global workforce. We
define freelancers as users of our platform that advertise and provide services to clients through our platform, and we define clients as users of our platform that
work with freelancers through our platform. The freelancers on our platform include independent professionals and agencies of varying sizes. The clients on our
platform range in size from small businesses to Fortune 500 companies. In over 180 countries, our platform enabled $0.5 billion and $0.4 billion of GSV for the
three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively, and $1.5 billion and $1.3 billion of GSV for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018,
respectively. For purposes of determining countries where we enable GSV, we include both the countries in which the clients that paid for the applicable services
are located, as well as the countries in which the freelancers that provided those services are located.
We generate a majority of our revenue from fees charged to freelancers. We also generate revenue through fees charged to clients for transacting payments through
our platform and fees for premium offerings, foreign currency exchange fees, and Upwork Payroll service fees. In addition, we provide a managed services offering
where we engage freelancers to complete projects, directly invoice the client, and assume responsibility for work performed by the freelancers. For the three
months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, we generated total revenue of $78.8 million and $64.1 million, respectively, representing a period-over-period
increase of 23%. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, we generated total revenue of $222.0 million and $186.0 million, respectively,
representing a period-over-period increase of 19%.
For the three months ended September 30, 2019, we generated a net loss of $2.8 million and our adjusted EBITDA was $2.7 million, compared to a net loss of $7.3
million and negative adjusted EBITDA of $0.1 million for the three months ended September 30, 2018. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, we
generated a net loss of $9.6 million and our adjusted EBITDA was $5.5 million, compared to a net loss of $14.5 million and adjusted EBITDA of $0.2 million for
the nine months ended September 30, 2018. Adjusted EBITDA is a financial measure that is not prepared in accordance with, and is not an alternative to,
financial measures prepared in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (“U.S. GAAP”). See the section titled “Key Financial and
Operational Metrics—Non-GAAP Financial Measures” below for a definition of adjusted EBITDA and information regarding our use of adjusted EBITDA and a
reconciliation of adjusted EBITDA to net loss, the most directly comparable financial measure prepared under U.S. GAAP.
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Key Financial and Operational Metrics
We monitor the following key financial and operational metrics to evaluate our business, measure our performance, identify trends affecting our business,
formulate business plans, and make strategic decisions. Our key metrics were as follows as of or for the periods presented:
Three Months Ended
Nine Months Ended
September 30,
September 30,
2019

2018

2019

2018

(in thousands)

GSV
Marketplace revenue
Adjusted EBITDA (1)
(1)

$

537,284
70,683
2,693

$

449,472
56,766
(61)

$

1,542,974
197,787
5,515

$

1,284,004
164,180
195

Adjusted EBITDA is not prepared in accordance with, and is not an alternative to, financial measures prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. See “Key
Financial and Operational Metrics—Non-GAAP Financial Measures” below for a definition of adjusted EBITDA and for information regarding our use of
adjusted EBITDA and a reconciliation of adjusted EBITDA to net loss, the most directly comparable financial measure prepared under U.S. GAAP.
As of September 30,
2019

2018

(in thousands, except percentages)

Core clients
Client spend retention

120.5
104 %

100.8
108 %

We believe these key financial and operational metrics are useful to evaluate period-over-period comparisons of our business and in understanding our operating
results. The number of core clients in any given period drives both GSV, which represents the amount of business transacted through our platform, and client spend
retention. Client spend retention impacts the growth rate of GSV. We believe our marketplace revenue, which represents a majority of our revenue, will grow as
GSV grows, although they could grow at different rates. For information on how we define core clients and calculate client spend retention, see “—Core Clients”
and “—Client Spend Retention,” respectively, below. For a discussion of limitations in the measurement of core clients, GSV, and client spend retention, see “Risk
Factors—We track certain performance metrics with internal tools and do not independently verify such metrics. Certain of our performance metrics are subject to
inherent challenges in measurement, and real or perceived inaccuracies in such metrics may harm our reputation and negatively affect our business” in Part II of
this Quarterly Report.
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Core Clients
We define a core client as a client that has spent in the aggregate at least $5,000 since it began using our platform and also had spend-activity on our platform
during the twelve months preceding the date of measurement. This includes the total amount spent by the client on both the Elance and oDesk platforms for the
periods prior to the consolidation of the two platforms as described in “Note 1—Organization and Description of Business” of our condensed consolidated
financial statements and related notes included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report (the “platform consolidation”). We believe $5,000 is an important spend
milestone as it indicates that the client is actively using our platform. Historically, these core clients have been more likely to continue using our platform. We
continue to see businesses of all sizes use our platform in a recurring way for larger, more complex projects, and we expect the number of core clients to continue
to increase over time. We have added approximately 5,000 core clients per quarter for the past six quarters. We believe this trend will continue in the coming
quarters, but the number of core clients could vary quarter by quarter. We believe that the number of core clients is a key indicator of our growth and the overall
health of our business because core clients are a primary driver of GSV and, therefore, marketplace revenue.
Gross Services Volume
GSV includes both client spend and additional fees charged for other services. Client spend, which we define as the total amount that clients spend on both our
marketplace offerings and our managed services offering, is the primary component of GSV. GSV also includes additional fees charged to both clients and
freelancers for other services, such as freelancer membership fees, purchases of “Connects” (virtual tokens that allow freelancers to bid on projects on our
platform), freelancer withdrawals, and foreign currency exchange.
GSV is an important metric because it represents the amount of business transacted through our platform. Growth in the number of core clients and increased client
spend retention are the primary drivers of GSV growth. In addition, our marketplace revenue is primarily comprised of the service fees paid by freelancers as a
percentage of the total amount freelancers charge clients for services accessed through our platform. Therefore, marketplace revenue is correlated to GSV, and we
believe that our marketplace revenue will grow as GSV grows, although they could grow at different rates. In addition, GSV growth is impacted by client spend
retention, and we expect the client spend retention trends discussed below to affect the rate at which GSV grows. We expect our GSV to fluctuate between periods
due to a number of factors, including the volume of projects that are posted by clients on our platform as well as the characteristics of those projects, such as size,
duration, pricing, and other factors.
Client Spend Retention
We calculate client spend retention by dividing our recurring client spend by our base client spend. We define base client spend as the aggregate client spend from
all clients during the four quarters ended one year prior to the date of measurement. We define our recurring client spend as the aggregate client spend during the
four quarters ended on the date of measurement from the same clients included in our measure of base client spend. Our business is recurring in nature even though
clients are not contractually required to spend on a recurring basis. We believe that client spend retention is a key indicator of the value of our platform and the
overall health of our business because it impacts the growth rate of GSV, and, therefore, marketplace revenue. As of September 30, 2019, client spend retention
was 104%, down from its peak of 108% as of September 30, 2018. We believe that this decline in client spend retention—from its historically highest levels in
2018 and the first quarter of 2019—follows from the acceleration in client spend retention that occurred subsequent to the launch in the second half of 2017 of our
U.S.-to-U.S. domestic marketplace offering. Moreover, following the launch of our U.S.-to-U.S. domestic marketplace offering, an increasing proportion of U.S.
clients are engaging solely U.S. freelancers. We are observing that U.S. clients that engage solely U.S. freelancers post higher-budget projects and pay higher rates
initially but, to date, have exhibited lower client spend retention than the rest of our clients. As a result, in the coming quarters, we expect client spend retention to
return closer to pre-platform consolidation levels of approximately 100%. In addition, as we acquire more mid-market and enterprise clients in current and future
periods, we expect them to make positive contributions to our client spend retention in future years. For these and other reasons, client spend retention will continue
to vary from period to period due to client spending behavior.
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Marketplace Revenue
Marketplace revenue, which represents the majority of our revenue, consists of revenue derived from our Upwork Basic, Plus, Business, and Enterprise offerings,
and our other premium offerings. We generate marketplace revenue from both freelancers and clients. Our marketplace revenue is primarily comprised of the
service fees paid by freelancers as a percentage of the total amount freelancers charge clients for services accessed through our platform, and to a lesser extent,
payment processing and administration fees charged to clients. We also generate marketplace revenue from fees for premium offerings, freelancer membership
fees, Connects purchases, and other services, such as foreign currency exchange fees and Upwork Payroll service fees.
Marketplace revenue is an important metric because it is the primary driver of our business model, and we believe it provides greater comparability to other online
marketplaces. The growth rate of marketplace revenue fluctuates in relation to the growth rate of GSV. Therefore, marketplace revenue is correlated to GSV, and
we believe that our marketplace revenue will grow as GSV grows, although they could grow at different rates. In addition, we expect our marketplace revenue
growth rates to vary from period to period due to a variety of other factors such as the number of Mondays in any given quarter; the lapping of significant launches
of new products, pricing changes, and other monetization efforts; the performance of client spend retention; and the amount of time needed for our enterprise sales
team investment to accelerate our acquisition of, and achieve increased spend from, Upwork Enterprise and Business clients. As a result of these factors, we expect
our marketplace revenue growth rate to be lower in the fourth quarter of 2019 as compared to the third quarter of 2019. We also expect our marketplace revenue
growth rate to be relatively higher in the first half of 2020 as compared to the first half of 2019, and then for our marketplace revenue growth rate to be relatively
weaker in the second half of 2020 as compared to the second half of 2019.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures
In addition to our results determined in accordance with U.S. GAAP, adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP measure that we believe is useful in evaluating our
operating performance.
We define adjusted EBITDA as net income (loss) adjusted for stock-based compensation expense, depreciation and amortization, interest expense, other (income)
expense, net, income tax (benefit) provision, the change in fair value of the Tides Foundation common stock warrant, and, if applicable, other non-cash
transactions. Adjusted EBITDA is not prepared in accordance with, and is not an alternative to, financial measures prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP.
The following table presents a reconciliation of net loss, the most directly comparable financial measure prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP, to adjusted
EBITDA for each of the periods indicated (in thousands):
Three Months Ended
Nine Months Ended
September 30,
September 30,
2019
Net Loss
Add back (deduct):
Stock-based compensation expense
Depreciation and amortization
Interest expense
Other (income) expense, net
Income tax provision
Change in fair value of Tides Foundation common stock
warrant

$

Adjusted EBITDA

$

2018

(2,827)

$

3,932
1,671
317
(462)
—
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$

1,986
1,287
589
3,423
—

62
2,693

2019

(7,346)

(61)

$

10,858
4,498
1,047
(1,773)
28

—
$

2018

(9,582)

5,667
3,542
1,674
3,845
9

439
$

5,515

(14,542)

—
$

195

We use adjusted EBITDA as a measure of operational efficiency. We believe that this non-GAAP financial measure is useful to investors for period-to-period
comparisons of our business and in understanding and evaluating our operating results for the following reasons:
•

adjusted EBITDA is widely used by investors and securities analysts to measure a company’s operating performance without regard to items such as
stock-based compensation expense, depreciation and amortization, interest expense, other (income) expense, net, income tax (benefit) provision, the
change in fair value of the Tides Foundation common stock warrant, and, if applicable, other non-cash transactions that can vary substantially from
company to company depending upon their financing, capital structures, and the method by which assets were acquired;

•

our management uses adjusted EBITDA in conjunction with financial measures prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP for planning purposes,
including the preparation of our annual operating budget, as a measure of our core operating results and the effectiveness of our business strategy, and in
evaluating our financial performance; and

•

adjusted EBITDA provides consistency and comparability with our past financial performance, facilitates period-to-period comparisons of our core
operating results, and also facilitates comparisons with other peer companies, many of which use similar non-GAAP financial measures to supplement
their U.S. GAAP results.

Our use of adjusted EBITDA has limitations as an analytical tool, and you should not consider it in isolation or as a substitute for analysis of our financial results
as reported under U.S. GAAP. Some of these limitations are as follows:
•

adjusted EBITDA excludes stock-based compensation expense, which has recently been, and will continue to be for the foreseeable future, a significant
recurring expense for our business and an important part of our compensation strategy;

•

although depreciation and amortization expense are non-cash charges, the assets being depreciated and amortized may have to be replaced in the future,
and adjusted EBITDA does not reflect cash capital expenditure requirements for such replacements or for new capital expenditure requirements;

•

adjusted EBITDA does not reflect: (a) changes in, or cash requirements for, our working capital needs; (b) interest expense, or the cash requirements
necessary to service interest or principal payments on our debt, which reduces cash available to us; or (c) tax payments that may represent a reduction in
cash available to us; and

•

other companies, including companies in our industry, may calculate adjusted EBITDA or similarly titled measures differently, which reduces the
usefulness of this measure for comparative purposes.

Because of these and other limitations, you should consider adjusted EBITDA along with other financial performance measures, including net loss and our other
financial results prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP.
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Components of Our Results of Operations
Revenue
Marketplace Revenue. Marketplace revenue is generated from our Upwork Basic, Plus, Business, and Enterprise offerings, and other premium offerings. Under
these marketplace offerings, we generate revenue from both freelancers and clients. Marketplace revenue, which represents the majority of our total revenue, is
primarily comprised of the service fees paid by freelancers as a percentage of the total amount that freelancers charge clients for services accessed through our
platform and, to a lesser extent, payment processing and administration fees paid by clients.

Our Upwork Basic and Plus offerings provide clients with access to online talent with verified work history on our platform and client feedback, the ability to
instantly match with the right freelancers, and built-in collaboration features. For freelancers working with clients that are on our Upwork Basic and Plus offerings,
we have a tiered freelancer service fee schedule based on cumulative lifetime billings by the freelancer to each client. Freelancers typically pay us 20% of the first
$500, 10% for the next $9,500, and then 5% for any amount over $10,000 they bill to each client through our platform. We also generate revenue from freelancers
through freelancer membership fees, Connects purchases, and withdrawal and other fees, each of which is currently immaterial.
In addition, we generate marketplace revenue from our Upwork Basic and Plus offerings by charging clients a payment processing and administration fee. Clients
using our Upwork Basic offering pay a fee equal to 3% of their client spend. Clients using our Upwork Plus offering pay a flat fee of about $50 per month for
additional features and pay a fee equal to 3% of their client spend unless they pay via ACH (in which case the fee is waived). We also generate revenue from
foreign currency exchange fees from clients, which is currently immaterial.
Our Upwork Business and Enterprise offerings and other premium offerings, which are designed for larger clients, include access to additional product features,
premium access to top talent, professional services, custom reporting, and invoicing on a monthly basis. For our Upwork Business and Enterprise offerings, we
charge clients a monthly or annual subscription fee and a service fee calculated as a percentage of the client’s spend on freelancer services, in addition to the
service fees paid by freelancers. Additionally, Upwork Enterprise clients can also subscribe to a compliance offering that includes worker classification services for
an additional fee. Upwork Business and
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Enterprise clients may also choose to use our platform to engage freelancers that were not sourced through our platform for a lower fee percentage.
One of our premium offerings, Upwork Payroll, is available to clients when freelancers are classified as employees for engagements on our online marketplace.
The client enters into an Upwork Payroll agreement with us, and we separately contract with unrelated third-party staffing providers who provide employment
services to such clients. Revenue from Upwork Payroll is currently immaterial.
Managed Services Revenue. Through our managed services offering, we are responsible for providing services and engaging freelancers directly or as employees
of third-party staffing providers to perform services for clients on our behalf. The freelancers providing services in connection with our managed services include
independent professionals and agencies of varying sizes. Under U.S. GAAP, we are deemed to be the principal in these managed services arrangements and
therefore recognize the entire GSV of managed services projects as managed services revenue, as compared to recognizing only the percentage of the client spend
that we receive, as we do with our marketplace offerings.
Cost of Revenue and Gross Profit
Cost of Revenue. Cost of revenue consists primarily of the cost of payment processing fees, amounts paid to freelancers to deliver services for clients under our
managed services offering, personnel-related costs for our services and support personnel, third-party hosting fees for our use of Amazon Web Services (“AWS”),
and the amortization expense associated with acquired intangibles and capitalized internal-use software and platform development costs. We define personnelrelated costs as salaries, bonuses, benefits, travel and entertainment, and stock-based compensation costs for employees and the costs related to other service
providers we engage.
We expect cost of revenue to increase in absolute dollars in future periods due to higher payment processing fees, third-party hosting fees, and personnel-related
costs in order to support growth on our platform. We expect third-party hosting fees to temporarily increase for a period of time in 2020 as we migrate from the
AWS data centers in California to the AWS data center in Oregon, as we may need to occupy both AWS facilities during the migration period. We plan to
complete this migration in the first half of 2020 and believe this migration will ultimately reduce third-party hosting costs once completed.
Amounts paid to freelancers in connection with our managed services offering are tied to the volume of managed services used by our clients. The level and timing
of all of these items could fluctuate and affect our cost of revenue in the future.
Gross Profit and Gross Margin. Our gross profit and gross margin may fluctuate from period-to-period. Such fluctuations may be influenced by our revenue, the
mix of payment methods that our clients choose, the timing and amount of investments to expand hosting capacity, our continued investments in our services and
support teams, the timing and amounts paid to freelancers in connection with our managed services offering, and the amortization expense associated with acquired
intangibles and capitalized internal-use software and platform development costs. In addition, gross margin will be impacted by fluctuations in our revenue mix
between marketplace revenue and our managed services revenue. We expect improvements in gross margin to continue through 2020, although not at the same
rate as we experienced in 2019.
Operating Expenses
Research and Development. Research and development expense primarily consists of personnel-related costs and third-party hosting costs related to development.
Research and development costs are expensed as incurred, except to the extent that such costs are associated with internal-use software and platform development
that qualifies for capitalization. We believe continued investments in research and development are important to attain our strategic objectives and expect research
and development expense to increase in absolute dollars for the foreseeable future, although this expense, expressed as a percentage of total revenue, may vary
from period to period.
Sales and Marketing. Sales and marketing expense consists primarily of expenses related to personnel-related costs, including sales commissions, which we
expense as they are incurred, and advertising and marketing activities. We continue to invest in our sales and marketing capabilities and are focused on increasing
our investment in our enterprise sales team in an effort to accelerate our acquisition of Upwork Enterprise and Business clients. We expect
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this expense to increase in absolute dollars in future periods, although this expense expressed as a percentage of total revenue may vary from period-to-period.
General and Administrative. General and administrative expense consists primarily of personnel-related costs for our executive, finance, legal, human resources,
and operations functions; outside consulting, legal, and accounting services; insurance; and the change in fair market value of our outstanding Tides Foundation
common stock warrant. For further information regarding this charitable donation, see “Note 8—Preferred and Common Stock Warrants” of the notes to our
condensed consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report. We expect to continue to invest in corporate infrastructure and incur
additional expenses associated with operating as a public company, including increased legal and accounting costs, investor relations costs, insurance premiums,
and compliance costs, including costs to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the “Sarbanes-Oxley Act”), particularly since we will no longer qualify as
an “emerging growth company” as of December 31, 2019. As a result, we expect general and administrative expense to increase in absolute dollars in future
periods, although this expense, expressed as a percentage of total revenue, may vary from period to period.
Provision for Transaction Losses. Provision for transaction losses consists primarily of losses resulting from fraud and bad debt expense associated with our trade
and client receivables balance and transaction losses associated with chargebacks. Provisions for these items represent estimates of losses based on our actual
historical incurred losses and other factors. As a result, we expect provision for transaction losses to increase in absolute dollars in future periods although this
expense expressed as a percentage of total revenue may vary from period to period.
Interest Expense
Interest expense consists of interest on our outstanding borrowings.
Other (Income) Expense, Net
Other (income) expense, net consists primarily of gains and losses from foreign currency exchange transactions, interest income that we earn from our deposits in
money market funds and investments in marketable securities, and, prior to October 2018, expenses resulting from the revaluation of our redeemable convertible
preferred stock warrant liability. Our redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant was converted to a common stock warrant exercisable for the same number of
shares, and our redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant liability was reclassified to additional paid-in capital upon the completion of our initial public
offering (“IPO”), which occurred in October 2018.
Income Tax Benefit (Provision)
We account for income taxes in accordance with the liability method. Under the liability method, deferred assets and liabilities are recognized based upon
anticipated future tax consequences attributable to differences between financial statement carrying amounts of assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases.
The provision for income taxes is comprised of the current tax liability and the change in deferred tax assets and liabilities. We establish a valuation allowance to
the extent that it is more likely than not that deferred tax assets will not be recoverable against future taxable income.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using the enacted tax rates that will be in effect for the years in which those tax assets are expected to be realized or
settled. We regularly assess the likelihood that deferred tax assets will be realized from recoverable income taxes or recovered from future taxable income based
on the realization criteria set forth in the relevant authoritative guidance. To the extent that we believe any amounts are less likely than not to be realized, we
record a valuation allowance to reduce our deferred tax assets. The realization of deferred tax assets is dependent upon future earnings, if any, the timing and
amount of which are uncertain. Accordingly, the net deferred tax assets have been fully offset by a valuation allowance. If we subsequently realize deferred tax
assets that were previously determined to be unrealizable, the respective valuation allowance would be reversed, resulting in an adjustment to earnings in the
period such determination is made.
In addition, the calculation of tax liabilities involves dealing with uncertainties in the application of complex tax regulations. We recognize potential liabilities
based on an estimate of whether, and the extent to which, additional taxes will be due. We account for uncertain tax positions in accordance with the relevant
guidance, which prescribes a recognition threshold and measurement approach for uncertain tax positions taken or expected to be taken in our income tax return,
and also provides guidance on recognition, classification, interest and penalties, accounting in
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interim periods, disclosure, and transition. The guidance utilizes a two-step approach for evaluation of uncertain tax positions. The first step is to determine if the
weight of available evidence indicates a tax position is more likely than not to be sustained upon audit. The second step is to measure the tax benefit as the largest
amount that is more likely than not to be realized on ultimate settlement. A liability is reported for unrecognized tax benefits resulting from uncertain tax positions
taken or expected to be taken in a tax return. Any interest and penalties related to unrecognized tax benefits are recorded as income tax expense.
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Results of Operations
The following table sets forth our consolidated results of operations for the periods presented (in thousands):
Three Months Ended
September 30,
2019
Revenue
Marketplace
Managed services

$

70,683
8,103

Total revenue

2018
$

2019

56,766
7,347

$

197,787
24,179

$

164,180
21,832

64,113
20,504

221,966
65,207

186,012
60,578

56,292

43,609

156,759

125,434

16,209
25,322
16,519
1,214

14,377
18,967
11,707
1,892

47,705
70,319
46,309
2,706

40,680
55,054
34,102
4,612

Total operating expenses

59,264

46,943

167,039

134,448

Loss from operations
Interest expense
Other (income) expense, net

(2,972)
317
(462)

(3,334)
589
3,423

(10,280)
1,047
(1,773)

(9,014)
1,674
3,845

Loss before income taxes
Income tax provision

(2,827)
—

(7,346)
—

(9,554)
(28)

(14,533)
(9)

Research and development(1)
Sales and marketing(1)
General and administrative(1)
Provision for transaction losses

Net loss

$

(2,827)

$

(7,346)

$

(9,582)

$

(14,542)

Includes stock-based compensation expense as follows (in thousands):
Three Months Ended September 30,
2019
Cost of revenue
Research and development(2)
Sales and marketing
General and administrative
Total stock-based compensation

(2)

2018

78,786
22,494

Cost of revenue(1)
Gross profit
Operating expenses

(1)

Nine Months Ended
September 30,

Nine Months Ended September 30,

2018

2019

2018

$

109
1,685
635
1,685

$

59
623
355
949

$

326
4,751
1,860
4,103

$

164
1,711
1,026
2,766

$

4,114

$

1,986

$

11,040

$

5,667

Includes $0.2 million that we capitalized to internal-use software and platform development costs during the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019.
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Comparison of the Three and Nine Months Ended September 30, 2019 and 2018
Revenue
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
Marketplace

$

Percentage of total revenue

Managed services

70,683

$

90 %

$

Percentage of total revenue

Total revenue

2018

8,103
78,786

56,766

$

13,917

2019
25 % $

89 %

$

10 %

$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change

7,347
64,113

$

89 %

756

10 % $

11 %

$

2018

197,787
24,179

14,673

23 % $

221,966

$

33,607

20 %

2,347

11 %

35,954

19 %

88 %

$

11 %

$

Change

164,180
21,832
12 %

$

186,012

$

For the three months ended September 30, 2019, total revenue was $78.8 million, an increase of $14.7 million, or 23%, as compared to the same period in 2018.
For the three months ended September 30, 2019, marketplace revenue represented 90% of total revenue and increased by $13.9 million, or 25%, compared to the
same period in 2018. Marketplace revenue increased primarily due to an increase in GSV. GSV grew by 20% in the three months ended September 30, 2019, as
compared to the same period in 2018, primarily driven by a 19% increase in the number of core clients as of September 30, 2019 compared to September 30, 2018.
We believe these increases were primarily due to investments in sales and marketing to acquire new clients and drive brand awareness and research and
development to build new product features, and we intend to continue to focus on these efforts. Freelancer service fees generated $43.3 million and $36.5 million
of marketplace revenue during the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Client payment processing and administration fees generated
$12.2 million and $9.0 million of marketplace revenue during the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Managed services revenue represented 10% and 11% of total revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Managed services
revenue increased $0.8 million, or 10%, for the three months ended September 30, 2019 compared to the same period in 2018, primarily due to an increase in the
amount of freelancer services to deliver our managed services offering. Managed services revenue grew at a slower rate than our marketplace revenue in the three
months ended September 30, 2019 compared to the same period in 2018, and we anticipate this trend to continue as our primary focus is on our marketplace
offerings.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, total revenue was $222.0 million, an increase of $36.0 million, or 19%, as compared to the same period in 2018.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, marketplace revenue represented 89% of total revenue and increased by $33.6 million, or 20%, compared to the
same period in 2018. Marketplace revenue increased primarily due to an increase in GSV. GSV grew by 20% in the nine months ended September 30, 2019, as
compared to the same period in 2018, primarily driven by a 19% increase in the number of core clients as of September 30, 2019 compared to September 30, 2018.
We believe these increases were primarily due to investments in sales and marketing to acquire new clients and drive brand awareness and research and
development to build new product features, and we intend to continue to focus on these efforts. Freelancer service fees generated $127.3 million and $108.5
million of marketplace revenue during the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Client payment processing and administration fees
generated $32.1 million and $25.8 million of marketplace revenue during the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively.
Managed services revenue represented 11% and 12% of total revenue for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and 2018, respectively. Managed services
revenue increased $2.3 million, or 11%, for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 compared to the same period in 2018, primarily due to an increase in the
amount of freelancer services to deliver our managed services offering. Managed services revenue grew at a slower rate than our marketplace revenue in the nine
months ended September 30, 2019 compared to the same period in 2018, and we anticipate this trend to continue.
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Cost of Revenue and Gross Margin
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
Cost of revenue

$

2018

22,494

$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change

20,504

$

1,990

2019

2018

10 % $

65,207

$

Change

60,578

$

4,629

8%

Components of cost of revenue:
Cost of freelancer services to
deliver managed services

6,745

6,120

625

10 %

20,143

18,172

1,971

11 %

Other components of cost of
revenue

15,749

14,384

1,365

9%

45,064

42,406

2,658

6%

Total gross margin

71 %

68 %

71 %

67 %

For the three months ended September 30, 2019, cost of revenue increased by $2.0 million, or 10%, compared to the same period in 2018. The increase was
partially due to a $0.6 million, or 10%, increase in cost of freelancer services to deliver managed services, which was driven by a corresponding increase of
$0.8 million in managed services revenue for the three months ended September 30, 2019 compared to the same period in 2018. In general, the cost of freelancer
services to deliver managed services is directly correlated to our managed services revenue. Other components of cost of revenue increased by $1.4 million, which
included an increase of $1.8 million in payment processing fees due to an increase in client spend on our platform and $0.2 million in amortization of capitalized
platform development costs, partially offset by a $0.6 million reduction in personnel-related and other costs.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, cost of revenue increased by $4.6 million, or 8%, compared to the same period in 2018. The increase was partially
due to a $2.0 million, or 11%, increase in cost of freelancer services to deliver managed services, which was driven by a corresponding increase of $2.3 million in
managed services revenue for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 compared to the same period in 2018. Other components of cost of revenue increased by
$2.6 million, which included an increase of $4.7 million in payment processing fees due to an increase in client spend on our platform and $0.2 million in
amortization of capitalized platform development costs, partially offset by a $1.0 million reduction in third-party hosting costs due to our migration to AWS and a
$1.3 million reduction in personnel-related costs, amortization of licensed software, and other costs.
Research and Development
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
Research and development
Percentage of total revenue

$

2018

16,209
21 %

$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change

14,377

$

1,832

22 %

2019
13 % $

2018

47,705
21 %

$

Change

40,680

$

7,025

17 %

22 %

For the three months ended September 30, 2019, research and development expense increased by $1.8 million, or 13%, as compared to the same period in 2018.
The increase was primarily due to an increase in personnel-related costs of $2.2 million and an increase of $0.7 million in amortization of licensed software,
partially offset by the capitalization of $0.8 million of additional internal-use software and platform development costs and a $0.3 million reduction in third-party
services and other costs during the three months ended September 30, 2019.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, research and development expense increased by $7.0 million, or 17%, as compared to the same period in 2018.
The increase was primarily due to an increase in personnel-related costs of $6.6 million and an increase of $1.8 million in amortization of licensed software,
partially offset by the capitalization of $1.1 million of additional internal-use software and platform development costs and a $0.3 million reduction in third-party
services and other costs during the nine months ended September 30, 2019.
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Sales and Marketing
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
Sales and marketing

$

2018

25,322

Percentage of total revenue

$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change

18,967

32 %

$

6,355

2019
34 % $

2018

70,319

30 %

$

Change

55,054

32 %

$

15,265

28 %

30 %

For the three months ended September 30, 2019, sales and marketing expense increased by $6.4 million, or 34%, as compared to the same period in 2018. This
increase was primarily due to period-over-period increases of $4.8 million in marketing and advertising costs due to our ongoing digital marketing and advertising
programs, and our TV and radio ad campaign that commenced in the second quarter of 2019, $0.9 million in personnel-related costs to build out our enterprise
sales team, including sales commissions that we expense as incurred, and $0.7 million in amortization of licensed software, and facilities-related and other costs
resulting from ongoing business growth.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, sales and marketing expense increased by $15.3 million, or 28%, as compared to the same period in 2018. This
increase was primarily due to period-over-period increases of $10.5 million in marketing and advertising costs due to our ongoing digital marketing and
advertising programs, and our TV and radio ad campaign that commenced in the second quarter of 2019, $2.8 million in personnel-related costs to build out our
enterprise sales team, including sales commissions that we expense as incurred, and $2.0 million in amortization of licensed software, and facilities-related and
other costs resulting from ongoing business growth.
General and Administrative
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
General and administrative

$

2018

16,519

Percentage of total revenue

$

11,707

21 %

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change
$

4,812

2019
41 % $

2018

46,309

18 %

$

Change

34,102

21 %

$

12,207

36 %

18 %

For the three months ended September 30, 2019, general and administrative expense increased by $4.8 million, or 41%, as compared to the same period in 2018.
This increase was primarily due to increases of $2.8 million in personnel-related costs, which included adding additional personnel primarily within our finance
and accounting organization to support our being a public company and our transition to being a “large accelerated filer” (and no longer qualifying as an
“emerging growth company”) as of December 31, 2019, $1.1 million in legal services and other professional expenses, $0.6 million related to increased rent,
insurance, and other costs associated with our new office leases, $0.2 million in non-income taxes, and $0.1 million related to the revaluation of the shares that are
expected to vest and become exercisable under the Tides Foundation common stock warrant.
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, general and administrative expense increased by $12.2 million, or 36%, as compared to the same period in 2018.
This increase was primarily due to increases of $6.4 million in personnel-related costs, which included adding additional personnel primarily within our finance
and accounting organization to support our being a public company, $2.5 million in legal services and other professional expenses, $1.7 million related to
increased rent, insurance, and other costs associated with our new office leases, $1.2 million in non-income taxes, and $0.4 million related to the revaluation of the
shares that are expected to vest and become exercisable under the Tides Foundation common stock warrant.
Provision for Transaction Losses
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
Provision for transaction losses
Percentage of total revenue

$

2018

1,214
2%

$

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change

1,892

$

(678)

3%

2019
(36)% $

2018

2,706
1%

40

$

Change

4,612
2%

$

(1,906)

(41)%

For the three months ended September 30, 2019, provision for transaction losses decreased by $0.7 million, or 36%, as compared to the same period in 2018. For
the nine months ended September 30, 2019, provision for transaction losses decreased by $1.9 million, or 41%, as compared to the same period in 2018. These
decreases were mainly due to improved payment collection processes and reducing fraudulent activity on our platform. For the three months ended September 30,
2019, provision for transaction losses represented approximately 2% of revenue for the same period. While we expect provision for transaction losses to fluctuate as
a percentage of revenue from period to period, 2% of revenue is near the lower end of our typical range of between 2% and 3% of revenue. We expect reserves to
return to this typical range and increase proportionally as GSV grows.
Interest Expense and Other (Income) Expense, Net
Three Months Ended September 30,

(in thousands, except percentages)

2019
Interest expense
Other (income) expense, net

$

317
(462)

2018
$

589
3,423

Nine Months Ended September 30,

Change
$

(272)
(3,885)

2019
(46)% $
(113)%

1,047
(1,773)

2018
$

1,674
3,845

Change
$

(627)

(37)%

(5,618)

(146)%

For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, interest expense decreased by $0.3 million and $0.6 million, respectively, as compared to the same
periods in 2018. This resulted from a reduction in the interest rate on our Second Term Loan referred to below under “—Term and Revolving Loans,” which was
the prime rate plus 5.25% per annum for most of 2018 and was reduced to the prime rate plus 0.25% per annum in October 2018 as a result of our IPO, resulting in
a corresponding reduction in interest expense.
For the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, other income, net was $0.5 million and $1.8 million, respectively, as compared to other expense, net of
$3.4 million and $3.8 million, for the same periods in 2018, respectively. During the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, we received interest
income from our cash equivalents and marketable securities of $0.6 million and $2.0 million, respectively. Additionally, for the three and nine months ended
September 30, 2018, we incurred expenses of $3.2 million and $3.6 million, respectively, related to the revaluation of our redeemable convertible preferred stock
warrant liability. Our redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant converted to a common stock warrant exercisable for the same number of shares, and our
redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant liability was reclassified to additional paid-in capital upon completion of our IPO. Accordingly, we did not incur
this expense in the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019, nor will this expense recur in future periods.
Liquidity and Capital Resources
Prior to our IPO, we financed our operations and capital expenditures primarily through sales of convertible preferred stock, bank borrowings, and utilization of
cash generated from operations in the periods in which we generated cash flows from operations. In October 2018, we completed our IPO, from which we received
aggregate net proceeds of $109.4 million after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions but before deducting offering expenses payable by us. At the
end of 2018, we invested a portion of the net proceeds from our IPO in money market funds with maturities of 90 days or less from the date of purchase. As of
September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, we had $71.2 million and $129.1 million in cash and cash equivalents, respectively.
Beginning in 2019, we purchased various marketable securities consisting of commercial paper, treasury bills, and U.S. government securities, all of which have
contractual maturities within 24 months from the date of purchase and are classified as available-for-sale marketable securities within our condensed consolidated
balance sheet. As of September 30, 2019, we had total marketable securities of $60.4 million.
We believe our existing cash and cash equivalents, marketable securities, cash flow from operations (in periods in which we generate cash flow from operations),
and amounts available for borrowing under the Loan Agreement referred to below under “—Term and Revolving Loans” will be sufficient to meet our working
capital requirements for at least the next twelve months. To the extent existing cash and cash equivalents, cash from marketable securities, cash from operations (in
periods in which we generate cash flow from operations), and amounts available for borrowing under the Loan Agreement are insufficient to fund our working
capital requirements, or should we require additional cash for other purposes, we will need to raise additional funds. In the future, we may attempt to
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raise additional capital through the sale of equity securities or through equity-linked or debt financing arrangements. If we raise additional funds by issuing equity
or equity-linked securities, the ownership and economic interests of our existing stockholders will be diluted. If we raise additional financing by incurring
additional indebtedness, we will be subject to additional debt service requirements and could also be subject to additional restrictive covenants, such as limitations
on our ability to incur additional debt, and other operating restrictions that could adversely impact our ability to conduct our business. Any future indebtedness we
incur may result in terms that could also be unfavorable to our equity investors. There can be no assurances that we will be able to raise additional capital on terms
we deem acceptable, or at all. The inability to raise additional capital as and when required would have an adverse effect, which could be material, on our results of
operations, financial condition and ability to achieve our business objectives.
Escrow Funding Requirements
We offer escrow services to users of our platform. As such, we are licensed as an internet escrow agent and are therefore required to hold our users’ escrowed cash
and in-transit cash in trust as an asset and record a corresponding liability for escrow funds held on behalf of freelancers and clients on our balance sheet. Escrow
regulations require us to fund the trust with our operating cash to cover shortages due to the timing of cash receipts from clients for completed hourly billings.
Freelancers submit their billings for hourly contracts to their clients on a weekly basis every Sunday and the aggregate amount of such billings is added to escrow
funds payable to freelancers on the same day. As of Sunday each week, we have not yet collected funds for hourly billings from clients as these funds are in transit.
Therefore, in order to satisfy escrow funding requirements, every Sunday we fund the shortage of cash in trust with our own operating cash and typically collect
this cash shortage from clients within the next several days. As a result, we expect our total cash and cash flows from operating activities to be impacted when a
quarter ends on a Sunday. As of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, funds held in escrow, including funds in transit, were $114.6 million and $98.2
million, respectively. To the extent we have not yet collected funds for hourly billings from clients which are in-transit due to timing differences in receipt of cash
from clients and payments of cash to freelancers, we may, from time to time, utilize the revolving line of credit under our Loan Agreement to satisfy escrow
funding requirements. We drew down $25.0 million under the revolving line of credit for such purpose in each of March and June 2019, which we subsequently
repaid in April and July 2019, respectively.
Term and Revolving Loans
In 2017, we entered into a loan and security agreement, which was subsequently amended in November 2017, September 2018, and March 2019 (the “Loan
Agreement”). The aggregate amount of the facility is up to $49.0 million, consisting of a term loan in the original principal amount of $15.0 million (the “First
Term Loan”), a term loan in the original principal amount of $9.0 million (the “Second Term Loan” and, together with the First Term Loan, the “Term Loans”),
and a revolving line of credit, which permits borrowings of up to $25.0 million subject to customary conditions. Among other things, we may only borrow funds
under the revolving line of credit if, after giving effect thereto, our total borrowings under the line of credit do not exceed a specified percentage of eligible trade
and client accounts receivable. The First Term Loan, Second Term Loan, and revolving line of credit mature in March 2022, September 2022, and September
2020, respectively. All borrowings under the Loan Agreement bear interest at floating rates, and, therefore, our borrowing costs are affected by changes in market
interest rates.
Specifically, the First Term Loan bears interest at the prime rate plus 0.25% per annum and has a repayment term of 18 months of interest-only payments that
ended in March 2019, followed by equal monthly installments of principal plus interest until the maturity in March 2022. Accordingly, we commenced repayment
of the First Term Loan in April 2019 and repaid $1.3 million and $2.5 million of principal during the three and nine months ended September 30, 2019,
respectively.
In September 2018, we entered into the second amendment (the “Second Amendment”) to the Loan Agreement, which, among other changes, provided for a
reduction in the interest rate for the Second Term Loan, from the prime rate plus 5.25% per annum to the prime rate plus 0.25% per annum, from and after the
occurrence of an initial public offering by us with net proceeds of more than $50.0 million. This reduction became effective following the completion of our IPO
in October 2018. See “Note 6—Debt” in the notes to our condensed consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report for further
information regarding the Second Amendment. The Second Term Loan has a repayment term of 17 months of interest-only payments that ended in March 2019,
followed by equal monthly installments of principal plus interest until the maturity in September 2022. Accordingly,
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we commenced repayment of the Second Term Loan in April 2019 and repaid $0.6 million and $1.3 million of principal during the three and nine months ended
September 30, 2019, respectively.
The revolving line of credit bears interest at the prime rate with accrued interest due monthly. As described above under “—Escrow Funding Requirements,” to the
extent we have not yet collected funds for hourly billings from clients that are in-transit due to timing differences in receipt of cash from clients, we may utilize the
revolving line of credit to satisfy escrow funding requirements. In each of March and June 2019, we drew down $25.0 million under the revolving line of credit for
such purpose, which we subsequently repaid in April and July 2019, respectively. For further information, see “Note 6—Debt” in the notes to our condensed
consolidated financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report.
Our obligations under the Loan Agreement are secured by first priority liens on substantially all of our assets excluding our intellectual property (but including
proceeds therefrom) and the funds and assets held by our subsidiary Upwork Escrow Inc. (“Upwork Escrow”). The Loan Agreement prohibits us from pledging
our intellectual property. The Loan Agreement also includes a restriction on dividend payments, other than dividends payable solely in common stock. The Loan
Agreement contains affirmative covenants, including a covenant requiring that we maintain an adjusted quick ratio, and also contains certain non-financial
covenants.
In March 2019, we entered into the third amendment to the Loan Agreement, which, among other changes, (i) amended the adjusted quick ratio financial covenant
to provide that we will maintain an adjusted quick ratio of 1.75 to 1.00 (previously 1.30 to 1.00), (ii) reduced the frequency with which we are required to provide
certain financial information to the lender during periods in which we maintain an adjusted quick ratio of 2.50 to 1.00, and (iii) eliminated the minimum EBITDA
covenant with which we were required to comply. We were in compliance with our covenants under the Loan Agreement as of September 30, 2019 and December
31, 2018.
As of September 30, 2019, we had $20.2 million outstanding pursuant to the Term Loans and no borrowings outstanding under the revolving line of credit. As of
December 31, 2018, we had $24.0 million outstanding pursuant to the Term Loans and no borrowings outstanding under the revolving line of credit.
Cash Flows
The following table summarizes our cash flows for the periods presented (in thousands):
Nine Months Ended September 30,
2019

2018

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities
Net cash used in investing activities
Net cash provided by financing activities

$

2,001
(73,734)
13,765

$

(8,190)
(4,362)
18,012

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

$

(57,968)

$

5,460

Operating Activities
Our largest source of cash from operating activities is revenue generated from our platform. Our primary uses of cash from operating activities are for personnelrelated expenditures, marketing activities, including advertising, payment processing fees, amounts paid to freelancers to deliver services for clients under our
managed services offering, and third-party hosting costs. In addition, because we are licensed as an internet escrow agent, our total cash and cash provided by (used
in) operating activities may be impacted by the timing of the end of our fiscal quarter as discussed in the section titled “—Liquidity and Capital Resources—
Escrow Funding Requirements.”
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, net cash provided by operating activities was $2.0 million, which resulted from non-cash charges of $17.0 million,
partially offset by a net loss of $9.6 million and net cash outflows of $5.4 million from changes in operating assets and liabilities. The change in operating assets
and liabilities primarily resulted from the increase in trade and client receivables of $11.9 million. Due to fluctuations in revenue and the number of transactions on
our platform, coupled with fluctuations of the timing of cash receipts from clients, our trade and client receivables will likely continue to fluctuate in the future.
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Net cash used in operating activities during the nine months ended September 30, 2018 was $8.2 million, which resulted from net cash outflows of $11.2 million
from changes in operating assets and liabilities and a net loss of $14.5 million, partially offset by non-cash charges of $3.5 million for depreciation and
amortization, $5.7 million for stock-based compensation, $4.6 million for provision for transaction losses, $3.6 million related to the change in fair value of our
redeemable convertible preferred stock warrant liability, and $0.1 million for amortization of debt issuance costs. Changes in operating assets and liabilities were
primarily the result of increases of $15.1 million in trade and client receivables, $0.7 million in prepaid expenses and other assets, and a decrease of $0.5 million in
accrued expenses and other liabilities, offset by increases of $5.0 million in accounts payable and $0.1 million in deferred revenue. The increase of $15.1 million
in trade and client receivables was primarily attributable to an increase of $9.7 million related to weekly hourly billings from our marketplace offerings during the
last week of the quarter ended September 30, 2018 from the last week of the quarter ended December 31, 2017.
Investing Activities
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, net cash used in investing activities was $73.7 million, which was primarily a result of investing $132.0 million in
various marketable securities during the first nine months of 2019, as well as $4.0 million of internal-use software and platform development costs that we paid
during the period and purchases of property and equipment of $10.2 million primarily for leasehold improvements and furniture related to our new office leases in
Santa Clara, California and Chicago, Illinois. These uses of cash were partially offset by sales of marketable securities of $72.5 million.
Net cash used in investing activities during the nine months ended September 30, 2018 was $4.4 million, which resulted from capitalized internal-use software and
platform development costs of $2.7 million, purchases of property and equipment of $1.6 million primarily for leasehold improvements and furniture, and an
increase of $0.1 million in restricted cash related to cash reserve requirements under California escrow laws and regulations based on the transaction volume.
Financing Activities
For the nine months ended September 30, 2019, net cash provided by financing activities was $13.8 million, which resulted primarily from cash received from
stock option exercises of $14.0 million and proceeds from our employee stock purchase program of $3.6 million, partially offset by net repayments of debt of $3.8
million.
Net cash provided by financing activities during the nine months ended September 30, 2018 was $18.0 million due to proceeds of $7.0 million from the exercise of
stock options and proceeds from borrowings of debt of $15.0 million, partially offset by $4.0 million in deferred offering costs paid for our IPO.
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Obligations and Other Commitments
Our principal commitments consist of obligations under our non-cancellable operating leases for office space and the Loan Agreement. The following table
summarizes our contractual obligations as of September 30, 2019 (in thousands):
Less than
1-3
3-5
More Than
Total
1 Year
Years
Years
5 Years
Leases(1)
Debt principal
Total contractual obligations
(1)

$

39,886
20,214

$

5,367
7,571

$

13,019
12,429

$

13,372
214

$

8,128
—

$

60,100

$

12,938

$

25,448

$

13,586

$

8,128

Represents minimum operating lease payments under operating leases for office facilities, excluding potential lease renewals, net of tenant improvement
allowances.

In the ordinary course of business, we enter into contracts and agreements that contain a variety of representations and warranties and provide for indemnification.
In addition, we have entered into indemnification agreements with our directors and executive officers and certain key employees that require us, among other
things, to indemnify them against certain liabilities that may arise by reason of their status or service as our directors, executive officers, or employees. The terms
of such obligations may vary. To date, we have not paid any material claims or been required to defend any actions related to our indemnification obligations.
As of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, we had accrued liabilities related to uncertain non-income tax positions based on management’s best estimate
of its liability, which are reflected on our condensed consolidated balance sheets. We could be subject to examination in various jurisdictions related to income
and non-income tax matters. The resolution of these types of matters, giving recognition to the recorded reserve, could have an adverse impact on our business.
Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
As of September 30, 2019, we did not have any relationships with other entities or financial partnerships such as entities often referred to as structured finance or
special purpose entities that have been established for the purpose of facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements or other contractually narrow or limited purposes.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Our condensed consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with U.S. GAAP. The preparation of the condensed consolidated financial statements
requires us to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue, expenses, and related disclosures. We evaluate our
estimates and assumptions on an ongoing basis using historical experience and other factors and adjust those estimates and assumptions when facts and
circumstances dictate. Actual results could materially differ from these estimates and assumptions.
An accounting policy is deemed to be critical if it requires an accounting estimate to be made based on assumptions about matters that are highly uncertain at the
time the estimate is made, if different estimates reasonably could have been used, or if changes in the estimate that are reasonably possible could materially impact
the financial statements. We believe estimates and assumptions associated with the evaluation of revenue recognition criteria, including the determination of
revenue reporting as gross versus net in our revenue arrangements, internal-use software and platform development costs, fair values of stock-based awards, and
income taxes have the greatest potential impact on our condensed consolidated financial statements. Therefore, we consider these to be our critical accounting
policies and estimates.
Except as otherwise disclosed in “Note 2—Basis of Presentation and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies” of the notes to our condensed consolidated
financial statements included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report, there have been no material changes to our critical accounting policies and estimates as compared
to the critical accounting policies and estimates described in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2018 (our “Annual Report”).
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Recent Accounting Pronouncements
See “Note 2—Basis of Presentation and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies” of the notes to our condensed consolidated financial statements included
elsewhere in this Quarterly Report for recently issued accounting pronouncements not yet adopted as of the date of this report.
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Item 3. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk.
We have operations both within the United States and internationally, and we are exposed to market risks in the ordinary course of our business. These risks
primarily include interest rate and foreign currency exchange rates.
Interest Rate Risk
The primary objective of our investment activities is to preserve principal while maximizing income without significantly increasing risk. We do not make
investments for trading or speculative purposes. Because our cash and cash equivalents have a relatively short maturity, our portfolio’s fair value is relatively
insensitive to interest rate changes. Borrowings under our Loan Agreement have variable interest rates. We had $20.2 million and $24.0 million aggregate
principal amount of borrowings outstanding under our Loan Agreement as of September 30, 2019 and December 31, 2018, respectively. We do not believe that a
hypothetical increase or decrease in interest rates of 100 basis points would have a material impact on our operating results or financial condition.
Foreign Currency Risk
Our operating results and cash flows are subject to fluctuations due to changes in foreign currency exchange rates. In addition to the U.S. dollar, we offer clients the
option to settle invoices denominated in the U.S. dollar in the following currencies: Euro, British Pound, Australian dollar, Canadian dollar, Singapore dollar,
South African rand, New Zealand dollar, Polish zloty, Swiss franc, Norwegian krone, Danish krone, Swedish krona, Turkish lira, Japanese yen, and Hong Kong
dollar. When clients make payments in one of these currencies, we are exposed to foreign currency risk during the period between when payment is made and
when the payment amounts settle. To mitigate this risk, we have entered into forward contracts. As such, the impact of foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations
to our operating results have been insignificant to date.
Item 4. Controls and Procedures.
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our management, with the participation of our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the effectiveness of our disclosure controls and
procedures as defined in Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), as of September 30, 2019.
Our disclosure controls and procedures are designed to ensure that information we are required to disclose in the reports we file or submit under the Exchange Act
is accumulated and communicated to our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate to allow timely decisions
regarding required disclosures, and is recorded, processed, summarized, and reported within the time periods specified in the rules and forms of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”). Because of the material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting previously disclosed in our Annual Report,
our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that, as of September 30, 2019, our disclosure controls and procedures were not effective.
In light of this fact, our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, has performed additional analyses, reconciliations, and
other post-closing procedures and has concluded that, notwithstanding the material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting, the condensed
consolidated financial statements for the periods covered by and included in this Quarterly Report fairly present, in all material respects, our financial position,
results of operations, our changes in stockholders’ equity and cash flows for the periods presented in conformity with U.S. GAAP.
Previously Reported Material Weakness
As disclosed in the section titled “Risk Factors” in Part II, Item 1A of this Quarterly Report, we previously identified a material weakness in our internal control
over financial reporting related to the identification of a number of adjustments to our consolidated financial statements that resulted in a revision to previously
issued financial statements. We identified the cause of these adjustments was due to growth in the business, which required additional qualified accounting
personnel with an appropriate level of experience, and additional controls in the period-end financial reporting process commensurate with the complexity of the
business. Accordingly, we have determined that this control deficiency constituted a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting. A material
weakness is a deficiency or combination of deficiencies in our internal control over financial
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reporting such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of our consolidated financial statements would not be prevented or detected on a
timely basis. This deficiency could result in additional misstatements to our consolidated financial statements that would be material and would not be prevented or
detected on a timely basis.
Remediation Plans
As disclosed in the section titled “Risk Factors” in Part II, Item 1A of this Quarterly Report, we have implemented measures to remediate the identified material
weakness. Those remediation measures are ongoing and include the hiring of additional accounting and finance employees with a requisite level of experience and
the implementation of additional control activities related to the period-end financial reporting process.
While we believe that these efforts will improve our internal control over financial reporting, the implementation of our remediation is ongoing and will require
validation and testing of the design and operating effectiveness of internal controls over a sustained period of financial reporting cycles.
We believe we are making progress toward achieving the effectiveness of our internal controls and disclosure controls. The actions that we are taking are subject to
ongoing senior management review, as well as audit committee oversight. We will not be able to conclude whether the steps we are taking will fully remediate the
material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting until we have completed our remediation efforts and subsequent evaluation of their effectiveness.
We may also conclude that additional measures may be required to remediate the material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting, which may
necessitate additional evaluation and implementation time. We will continue to assess the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting and take
steps to remediate the known material weakness.
Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Except as disclosed above with respect to our remediation measures, there were no changes to our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
quarter ended September 30, 2019 that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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PART II—OTHER INFORMATION
Item 1. Legal Proceedings.
We are not a party to any material pending legal proceedings. From time to time, we may be subject to legal proceedings and claims arising in the ordinary course
of business.
Item 1A. Risk Factors.
A description of the risks and uncertainties associated with our business is set forth below. You should carefully consider the risks and uncertainties described
below, as well as the other information in this Quarterly Report, including our condensed consolidated financial statements and the related notes and
“Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations.” The occurrence of any of the events or developments described
below, or of additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to us or that we currently deem immaterial, could materially and adversely affect our business,
results of operations, financial condition and growth prospects. In such an event, the market price of our common stock could decline and you could lose all or
part of your investment.
Risks Related to our Business and Industry
Our growth depends on our ability to attract and retain a community of freelancers and clients, and the loss of our users, or failure to attract new users, could
adversely impact our business.
The size of our community of users, including both freelancers and clients, is critical to our success. Our ability to achieve significant growth in revenue in the
future will depend, in large part, upon our ability to attract new users to, and retain existing users on, our platform. Achieving growth in, and retention of, our
community of users may require us to increasingly engage in sophisticated, costly, and lengthy sales and marketing efforts that may not result in additional users or
effectively retain our current users, or may not do so in a cost-effective manner. We may also need to modify our pricing model or other services and features to
attract and retain such users. Any such modifications may not have the intended effect of attracting and retaining users and may have unintended negative
consequences such as a loss of users or a reduction of user activity on our platform. If we fail to attract new users or fail to maintain or expand existing
relationships in a cost-effective manner, our revenue will grow more slowly than expected or may decline and our business could be adversely impacted.
Freelancers have many different ways of marketing their services, securing clients, and obtaining payments from clients, including meeting and contacting
prospective clients through other services, advertising to prospective clients online or offline through other methods, signing up for online or offline third-party
agencies, using other online or offline platforms, signing up with staffing firms, using other payment services, or finding full-time or part-time employment
through an agency or directly with a business. If we fail to attract new freelancers, freelancers decrease their use of, or cease using, our platform, the quality or
types of services provided by freelancers that use our platform are not satisfactory to clients, or freelancers increase their fees for services more than clients are
willing to pay, clients may decrease their use of, or cease using, our platform and our revenue may be adversely impacted.
Clients have similarly diverse options to find and pay service providers, such as engaging and paying service providers directly, finding service providers through
other online or offline platforms or through staffing firms and agencies, using other payment services, or hiring temporary, full-time, or part-time employees
directly or through an agency. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, we generated significant revenue
from one client, which accounted for more than 10% of revenue for each such period and, therefore, a decrease in revenue from this client could have an adverse
effect on our operating results. Moreover, beginning in the second half of 2019, we began evolving our brand positioning and marketing to better address midmarket and enterprise prospects and clients with larger, longer-term talent needs. These efforts may not be successful in producing sales or growing client spend,
and may result in a temporary or long-term deceleration in GSV growth. In addition, any decrease in the attractiveness of our platform, failure to retain clients, or
reduced spending by clients could lead to decreased traffic on our platform, diminished network effects, or a drop in GSV on our platform, which could adversely
affect our business, revenue, financial condition, and operating results. We expect our GSV to fluctuate between periods due to a number of factors, including the
volume and characteristics of projects that are posted by clients on our platform, such as size, duration, pricing, and other factors.
Users can generally decide to cease using our platform and related services at any time. Users may stop using our platform and related services if the quality of the
user experience on our platform, including our support capabilities
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in the event of a problem, does not meet their expectations or keep pace with the quality of the user experience generally offered by competitive products and
services. Users may also choose to cease using our platform if they perceive that our pricing model, including associated fees, is not in line with the value they
derive from our platform or for other reasons. In addition, expenditures by clients may be cyclical and may reflect overall economic conditions or budgeting
patterns. If users stop using our platform and services for any reason, including the foregoing reasons, our revenue and business would be adversely affected.
We have a history of net losses, anticipate increasing our operating expenses in the future, and may not achieve or sustain profitability.
We have a history of incurring net losses, and we expect to incur net losses for the foreseeable future. For the nine months ended September 30, 2019 and the years
ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, we incurred net losses of $9.6 million, $19.9 million, and $4.1 million, respectively. As of September 30, 2019, we had an
accumulated deficit of $153.1 million. We expect to make significant future expenditures related to the development and expansion of our business, including
expanding our sales force; investing in marketing programs and activities, such as brand promotion efforts; enhancing our Upwork Enterprise and Upwork
Business offerings; broadening and deepening the categories on our platform; promoting client engagement of those freelancers that typically optimize to deliver
larger projects; enhancing our U.S.-to-U.S. domestic marketplace offering and our mobile product offering; expanding domestic-to-domestic offerings into new
geographies; and in connection with legal, accounting, and other administrative expenses related to operating as a public company. These efforts may prove more
expensive than we currently anticipate, and we may not succeed in increasing our revenue sufficiently, or at all, to offset these higher expenses. While our revenue
has grown in recent years, we may not be able to sustain the same level of growth in future periods, or at all. If our revenue declines or fails to grow at a rate faster
than increases in our operating expenses, we will not be able to achieve and maintain profitability in future periods. As a result, we may continue to generate losses.
We cannot ensure that we will achieve profitability in the future or that, if we do become profitable, we will be able to sustain profitability.
We have a limited operating history under our current platform and pricing model, which makes it difficult to evaluate our business and prospects and
increases the risks associated with your investment.
We operated the Elance and oDesk platforms separately until we relaunched as “Upwork” in May 2015 and consolidated those platforms into a single platform. In
recent years, we have also expanded our Upwork Enterprise offering and recently launched our Upwork Business offering, both of which help enterprises and
other larger businesses connect with freelancers and provide these larger clients with additional products and services. We also made significant changes to our
pricing model in 2016 and launched our U.S.-to-U.S. domestic marketplace offering in the second half of 2017. As a result, our current platform and pricing model
have not been fully proven, and we have only a limited operating history with our current platform and pricing model to evaluate our business and future
prospects, which subjects us to a number of uncertainties, including our ability to plan for and model future growth. Our historical revenue growth should not be
considered indicative of our future performance. We have encountered, and will continue to encounter, risks, difficulties, and uncertainties frequently experienced
by growing companies in rapidly changing industries, including our ability to achieve market acceptance of our platform and attract and retain users, as well as
increasing competition and increasing expenses as we continue to grow our business. We cannot ensure that we will be successful in addressing these and other
challenges we may face in the future, and our business may be adversely affected if we do not manage these challenges successfully. In addition, we may not
achieve sufficient revenue to achieve or maintain positive cash flow from operations or profitability in any given period, or at all.
If the market for freelancers and the services they offer develops more slowly than we expect, our growth may slow or stall, and our operating results could be
adversely affected.
The market for online freelancers and the services they offer is relatively new, rapidly evolving, and unproven. Our future success will depend in large part on the
continued growth and expansion of this market and the willingness of businesses to engage freelancers to provide services. It is difficult to predict the size, growth
rate, and expansion of this market, the entry of products and services that are competitive to ours, the success of existing competitive products and services, or
technological, macroeconomic, legal, regulatory, or other developments that will impact the overall demand for freelancer services. Furthermore, many businesses
may be unwilling to engage freelancers for a variety of reasons, including perceived negative connotations with outsourcing work, quality of work, or
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privacy or data security concerns. If the market for freelancers and the services they offer does not achieve widespread adoption, or there is a reduction in demand
for freelancer services, it could result in decreased revenue and our business could be adversely affected.
If we are not able to develop and release new products and services, or develop and release successful enhancements, new features, and modifications to our
existing products and services, our business could be adversely affected.
The market for our platform is characterized by rapid technological change, frequent product and service introductions and enhancements, changing user demands,
and evolving industry standards. The introduction of products and services embodying new technologies can quickly make existing products and services obsolete
and unmarketable. We invest substantial resources in researching and developing new products and services and enhancing our platform by incorporating
additional features, improving functionality, and adding other improvements to meet our users’ evolving demands in our highly competitive industry. The success
of any enhancements or improvements to, or new features of, our platform or any new products and services depends on several factors, including timely
completion, competitive pricing, adequate quality testing, integration with new and existing technologies on our platform and third-party partners’ technologies,
overall market acceptance, and resulting user activity that is consistent with the intent of such products or services. We cannot be sure that we will succeed, on a
timely or cost-effective basis, in developing, marketing, and delivering enhancements or new features to our platform or any new products and services that
respond to continued changes in the market for talent or business services, nor can we be sure that any enhancements or new features to our platform or any new
products and services will achieve market acceptance or produce the intended effect. Because further development of our platform is complex, challenging, and
dependent upon an array of factors, the timetable for the release of new products and services and enhancements to existing products and services is difficult to
predict, and we may not offer new products and services as rapidly as users of our platform require or expect. Any new products or services that we develop may
not be introduced in a timely or cost-effective manner, may contain errors or defects, may not be properly integrated with new and existing technologies on our
platform or third-party partners’ technologies, or may not achieve the broad market acceptance necessary to generate sufficient revenue. Moreover, even if we
introduce new products and services, we may experience a decline in revenue from our existing products and services that is not offset by revenue from the new
products or services. In addition, we may lose existing users that choose to use competing products or services. This could result in a temporary or permanent
decrease in revenue and adversely affect our business.
Our operating results may fluctuate from quarter to quarter, which makes our future results difficult to predict.
Our quarterly operating results have fluctuated in the past and may fluctuate in the future. Additionally, we have a limited operating history with our current
platform and pricing model, which makes it difficult to forecast our future results. As a result, you should not rely upon our past quarterly operating results as
indicators of future performance. You should take into account the risks, difficulties, and uncertainties frequently encountered by companies in rapidly evolving
markets. Our operating results in any given quarter can be influenced by numerous factors, many of which are unpredictable or are outside of our control,
including:
•

our ability to generate significant revenue from our Upwork Basic, Plus, Business, and Enterprise offerings, and our other premium offerings;

•

spending patterns of clients, including whether those clients that use our platform frequently, or for larger projects, reduce their spend, stop using our
platform, or change their method of payment to us, including in each case as a result of the implementation of new pricing or the introduction of new or
modified products or services on our platform, such as the recent changes made in the pricing and packaging of Connects purchases in 2019;

•

fluctuations in revenue from our managed services offering due to our recognition of the entire GSV as revenue, including the amounts paid to
freelancers;

•

our ability to maintain and grow our community of users;
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•

due to our tiered-pricing model for freelancer service fees, the mix in any period between freelancers that have billed larger amounts to clients on our
platform, where we charge a lower rate on billings, and freelancers that have billed clients less on our platform, where we charge a higher rate on billings;

•

the demand for and types and quality of skills and services that are offered on our platform by freelancers;

•

the productivity and effectiveness of our sales force;

•

the length and complexity of our sales cycles;

•

the disbursement methods chosen by freelancers;

•

seasonal spending patterns by clients or work patterns by freelancers and seasonality in the labor market, as well as the number of business days or the
number of Mondays (i.e., the day we customarily bill our users) in any given quarter, as well as local, national, or international holidays;

•

fluctuations in the prices that freelancers charge clients on our platform;

•

litigation and adverse judgments, settlements, or other litigation-related costs;

•

fluctuations in the mix of payment provider costs and the revenues generated from payment providers;

•

changes to our pricing model, including associated fees, and any resulting change to how we recognize revenue or change in the number of projects that
get posted or completed on our platform;

•

our ability to introduce new products and services and enhance existing products and services;

•

our ability to generate significant revenue from new products and services;

•

changes to financial accounting standards and the interpretation of those standards that may affect the way we recognize and report our financial results,
including changes in accounting rules governing recognition of revenue;

•

our ability to respond to competitive developments, including new and emerging competitors, pricing changes, and the introduction of new products and
services by our competitors;

•

data security or privacy breaches and associated remediation costs and reputational harm;

•

changes in the mix of products and services that our enterprise clients or other users demand;

•

the episodic nature of freelance work generally;

•

the cost and time needed to develop and upgrade our platform to incorporate new technologies;

•

the impact of outages of our platform and associated reputational harm;

•

fluctuations in transaction losses;

•

fluctuations in trade and client receivables due to the timing of cash receipts from clients and the number of transactions on our platform;

•

potential costs to attract, onboard, retain, and motivate qualified talent to perform services for us;

•

the impact of sales, use, and other tax laws and regulations in jurisdictions in which we have users, including the requirement in certain jurisdictions to
collect indirect taxes on user fees;

•

increases in, and timing of, operating expenses that we may incur to grow and expand our operations and to remain competitive, such as advertising and
other marketing expenses;

•

changes in the common law, or in the statutory, legislative, or regulatory environment, such as with respect to privacy, data security, wage and hour
regulations, worker classification (including classification of independent contractors or similar service providers and classification of employees as
exempt or non-exempt), internet regulation, payment processing, global trade, or taxes requirements;

•

costs related to the acquisition of businesses, talent, technologies, or intellectual property, including potentially significant amortization costs and possible
write-downs;
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•

operating lease expenses and other real estate expenses that will likely increase as we grow our operations;

•

fluctuations in currency exchange rates;

•

changes in the mix of countries in which our users are located, which impacts the amount of revenue we derive from foreign exchange;

•

the impact of new laws and regulations (or changes in interpretation of existing laws and regulations) on the products and services offered on our
platform;

•

non-cash accounting charges such as stock-based compensation expense and depreciation and amortization;

•

spending patterns of freelancers with respect to the products and services available to them on our platform, such as membership fees and Connects
purchases;

•

losses from indemnification and similar contractual obligations we owe to clients;

•

expenses incurred in connection with The Upwork Foundation initiative; and

•

general economic and political conditions and government regulations in the countries where we currently have significant numbers of users or where we
currently operate or may expand in the future.

The impact of one or more of the foregoing and other factors may cause our operating results to vary significantly. As such, we believe that quarter-to-quarter
comparisons of our operating results may not be meaningful and should not be relied upon as an indication of future performance. If we fail to meet or exceed the
expectations of investors or securities analysts, the trading price of our common stock could fall substantially, and we could face costly lawsuits, including
securities class action suits.
Because we derive the substantial majority of our revenue from our marketplace offerings, with most of our marketplace revenue derived from our Upwork
Basic, Plus, Business, and Enterprise offerings, our inability to generate revenue from our marketplace offerings would adversely affect our business
operations, financial results, and growth prospects.
Currently, we derive and expect to continue to derive, in the near future, the substantial majority of our revenue from our marketplace offerings, with most of our
marketplace revenue derived from our Upwork Basic, Plus, Business, and Enterprise offerings. As such, market acceptance of our marketplace offerings is critical
to our continued success. Demand for our marketplace offerings is affected by a number of factors beyond our control, including the timing of development and
release of new products and services by our competitors, our ability to respond to technological change and to innovate and grow, contraction in our market, client
spending patterns, and the other risks identified herein. If we are unable to continue to meet user demands, to expand the categories of services offered on our
platform, or to achieve more widespread market acceptance of our marketplace offerings, our business operations, financial results, and growth prospects could be
adversely affected.
We may be subject to new and existing laws and regulations, both in the United States and internationally.
We are subject to a wide variety of foreign and domestic laws. Laws, regulations, and standards governing issues that may affect us, such as worker classification,
employment, payments, worker confidentiality obligations and whistleblowing, intellectual property, consumer protection, taxation, privacy, and data security are
often complex and subject to varying interpretations, in many cases due to their lack of specificity, and, as a result, their application in practice may change or
develop over time through judicial decisions or as new guidance or interpretations are provided by regulatory and governing bodies, such as federal and state
administrative agencies. Many of these laws were adopted prior to the advent of the internet, mobile, and related technologies and, as a result, do not contemplate
or address the unique issues of the internet, mobile, and related technologies. Other laws and regulations may be adopted in response to internet, mobile, and
related technologies. New and existing laws and regulations (or changes in interpretation of existing laws and regulations), including those concerning worker
classification, independent contractors, employment, payments, whistleblowing and worker confidentiality obligations, intellectual property, consumer protection,
taxation, privacy, data security, benefits, unionizing and collective action, arbitration agreements and class action waiver provisions, unfair competition, terms of
service, website accessibility, background checks (such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681), escheatment, and federal contracting may also be
adopted, implemented, or interpreted to apply to us and other online services marketplaces or our users.
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As our platform’s geographic scope expands and as we expand the categories of services offered on our platform, regulatory agencies or courts may claim that we,
or our users, are subject to additional requirements, or are prohibited from conducting our business or conducting business with us in or with certain jurisdictions,
either generally or with respect to certain services, or that we are otherwise required to change our business practices. It is also possible that certain provisions in
agreements with our service providers or between freelancers and clients, or the fees charged on our platform, may be found to be unenforceable or not compliant
with applicable law.
Recent financial, political, and other events may increase the level of regulatory scrutiny on larger companies, technology companies in general, and companies
engaged in dealings with independent contractors, payments, or personal information in particular. Regulatory agencies may enact new laws or promulgate new
rules or regulations that are adverse to our business or the interests of our users, or they may view matters or interpret laws and regulations differently than they
have in the past or in a manner adverse to our business or the interests of our users. Such regulatory scrutiny or action may create different or conflicting
obligations on us from one jurisdiction to another.
Our success, or perceived success, and increased visibility may also drive some third parties that view our business model to be a threat, or otherwise problematic,
to raise concerns about our business model to local policymakers and regulators. These third parties and their trade association groups or other organizations may
take actions and employ significant resources to shape the legal and regulatory regimes in countries where we have, or may seek to have, a significant number of
users, in an effort to change such legal and regulatory regimes in ways intended to adversely affect or impede our business and the ability of users to utilize our
platform. New approaches to policymaking and legislation may also produce unintended harms for our business, which may impact our ability to operate our
business in the manner in which we are accustomed.
As we look to expand our international footprint over time, we may become obligated to comply with additional laws and regulations of the countries or markets in
which we operate or have users. We may be harmed if we are found to be subject to new or existing laws and regulations or if those laws are interpreted and
applied to us in a manner that harms our business or is inconsistent with the application of U.S. laws, including those concerning worker classification, independent
contractors, employment, payments, whistleblowing and worker confidentiality obligations, intellectual property, consumer protection, taxation, privacy, data
security, benefits, unionizing and collective action, arbitration agreements and class action waiver provisions, unfair competition, terms of service, website
accessibility, background checks, and escheatment. In addition, contractual provisions that are designed to protect and mitigate against risks, including terms of
service, arbitration and class action waiver provisions, disclaimers of warranties, limitations of liabilities, releases of claims, and indemnification provisions, could
be deemed unenforceable as to the application of these laws and regulations by a court, arbitrator or other decision-making body. If we are unable to comply with
these laws and regulations or manage the complexity of global operations and supporting an international user base successfully or in a cost-effective manner, our
business, operating results, and financial condition could be adversely affected.
We face intense competition and could lose market share to our competitors, which could adversely affect our business, operating results, and financial
condition.
The market for freelancers and the clients that engage them is highly competitive, rapidly evolving, fragmented, and subject to changing technology, shifting needs,
and frequent introductions of new competitors as well as new products and services. We compete with a number of online and offline platforms and services
domestically and internationally to attract and retain users and expand our share of user spend. Our main competitors fall into the following categories:
•

traditional contingent workforce and staffing service providers and other outsourcing providers, such as The Adecco Group, Randstad, Recruit,
ManpowerGroup, and Robert Half International;

•

online freelancer platforms that serve either a diverse range of skill categories, such as Fiverr and Freelancer.com, or specific skill categories;

•

other online providers of products and services for individuals or businesses seeking work or to advertise their services, including personal and
professional social networks, such as LinkedIn and GitHub (each owned by Microsoft), employment marketplaces, recruiting websites, and project-based
deliverable providers;
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•

software and business services companies focused on talent acquisition, management, invoicing, or staffing management products and services;

•

payment businesses, such as PayPal and Payoneer, that can facilitate payments to and from businesses and service providers;

•

businesses that provide specialized, professional services, including consulting, accounting, marketing, and information technology services; and

•

online and offline job boards, classified ads, and other traditional means of finding work and service providers, such as Craigslist, CareerBuilder, Indeed,
Monster, and ZipRecruiter.

In addition, well-established internet companies, such as Google, LinkedIn, and Amazon, and social media platforms, such as Facebook, have entered or may
decide to enter into our market segment. Some of these companies have launched or may launch, or have or may acquire companies or assets that offer products
and services that directly compete with our platform. For example, LinkedIn launched ProFinder in 2016 and Open for Business in 2019, both of which are services
to connect LinkedIn members with one another for freelance service relationships. Many of these established internet companies and other competitors are
considerably larger than we are and have considerably greater financial and other resources than we do.
Internationally, we compete against online and offline channels and products and services in most countries. Local competitors might have greater brand
recognition than us in their local country and a stronger understanding of local culture and commerce. They may also offer their products and services in local
languages and currencies that we do not offer. As our business grows internationally, we may increasingly compete with these international companies. We also
compete against locally-sourced service providers and traditional, offline means of finding work and procuring services, such as staffing businesses, personal and
professional networks, classified ads, and recruiters.
We also compete with companies that utilize emerging technologies, such as blockchain, artificial intelligence, augmented reality, and machine learning. Many of
the companies and services that utilize these technologies in our market are still new and not yet fully mature in their capabilities or network scale. However, we
may face increased competition should these companies or services, or new entrants, succeed. These competitors may offer products and services that may, among
other things, provide automated alternatives to the services that freelancers provide on our platform, use machine learning algorithms to connect businesses with
service providers, or otherwise change the way that businesses engage or pay service providers so as to make our platform less attractive to users.
Many of our current and potential competitors, both online and offline, enjoy substantial competitive advantages, such as greater name recognition and more
prominent brand reputation; longer operating histories; greater financial, technical, and other resources; and, in some cases, the ability to rapidly combine online
platforms with traditional staffing and contingent worker solutions. Some of our current and potential competitors have recently undertaken, or may in the future
undertake, an initial public offering, which could improve their competitive position due to enhanced brand recognition and additional working capital. These
companies may use these advantages to offer products and services similar to ours at a lower price, develop different or superior products and services to compete
with our platform, or respond more quickly and effectively than we do to new or changing opportunities, technologies, standards, regulatory conditions, or user
preferences or requirements. In addition, while we compete intensely in more established markets, we also compete in developing technology markets that are
characterized by dynamic and rapid technological change, many and different business models, and frequent disruption of incumbents by innovative online and
offline entrants. The barriers to entry into these markets can be low, and businesses easily can launch online or mobile platforms and applications quickly and at
nominal cost by using commercially available software or partnering with various established companies in these markets.
Moreover, current and future competitors may also make strategic acquisitions or establish cooperative relationships among themselves or with others, including
our current or future third-party partners. By doing so, these competitors may increase their ability to meet the needs of our existing or prospective users. These
developments could limit our ability to obtain revenue from existing and new users. For all of these reasons, we may not be able to compete successfully against
our current and future competitors. If we are unable to compete successfully against current and future competitors, our business, operating results, and financial
condition would be adversely impacted.
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If we fail to develop, maintain, and enhance our brand and reputation cost-effectively, our business and financial condition may be adversely affected.
The Upwork brand did not exist before 2015, but we believe that developing, maintaining, and enhancing awareness and integrity of our brand and reputation in a
cost-effective manner are important to achieving widespread acceptance and use of our platform and are important elements in attracting new users and retaining
existing users. Successful promotion and positioning of our brand and our business model depends on, among other things, the effectiveness of our marketing
efforts and brand messaging, our ability to provide a reliable, trustworthy, and useful platform at competitive prices, the perceived value of our platform, and our
ability to provide quality support. In order to reach brand awareness and acceptance levels of our competitors, we will need to continuously invest in marketing
programs that may not be successful in achieving meaningful awareness and acceptance levels, particularly during early phases of expansion into newer customer
awareness segments. Further, brand promotion activities may not resonate with existing or potential users or yield increased revenue, and even if they do, the
increased revenue may not offset the expenses we incur in building and maintaining our brand and reputation. For example, we increased investment in offline
advertising in certain markets in 2017 and throughout the United States in 2019 to increase our brand awareness, and it is not certain that these investments will
have a positive impact on our brand or will be cost effective. In order to protect our brand, we also expend substantial resources to register and defend our
trademarks and to prevent others from using the same or substantially similar marks. Despite these efforts, we may not always be successful in registering and
preventing misappropriation of our own marks and other intellectual property or preventing registration of confusingly similar marks, and we may suffer dilution,
loss of reputation, genericization, or other harm to our brand. We also rely on our community of users in a variety of ways, including their willingness to give us
feedback regarding our platform, and failure of our users to provide feedback on their experience on our platform or our failure to adequately address any concerns
could negatively impact the willingness of prospective users to use our platform. If we fail to promote and maintain our brand successfully or to maintain loyalty
among our users, or if we incur substantial expenses in unsuccessful attempts to promote and maintain our brand, we may fail to attract new users or retain our
existing users and our business and financial condition may be adversely affected.
There may be adverse tax, legal, and other consequences if the contractor classification or employment status of freelancers that use our platform is
challenged.
Clients are generally responsible for properly classifying the freelancers they engage through our platform under the terms of our user agreement. Some clients opt
to classify freelancers as employees for certain work, while many freelancers are classified as independent contractors.
We offer an optional service to our Upwork Enterprise clients, through which service we help classify freelancers as employees of third-party staffing providers or
independent contractors. For clients that subscribe to this service, subject to applicable law and the terms of our agreement with the client, we indemnify clients
from misclassification risk and make warranties to the client (e.g., as to compliance with applicable laws). In addition, we offer a number of other premium
services where we provide increased assistance to enable users to find and contract with one another. Third-party staffing providers employ freelancers classified as
employees for clients, and failure of these staffing providers to comply with all legal and tax requirements could adversely affect our business. We also use our
platform to find, classify, and engage freelancers to provide services for us or for our managed services offering. In general, any time a court or administrative
agency determines that we or clients that use our platform have misclassified a freelancer as an independent contractor, we or our users could incur tax and other
liabilities for failing to properly withhold or pay taxes on the freelancer’s compensation as well as potential wage and hour and other liabilities depending on the
circumstances and jurisdiction. Although we maintain insurance policies covering liability for certain claims, we cannot be certain that our coverage will extend to
or be adequate for liabilities actually incurred or that insurance will continue to be available to us on economically reasonable terms, or at all.
There is often uncertainty in the application of worker classification laws, and consequently there is risk to us and to users, both freelancers and clients, that
independent contractors could be deemed to be misclassified under applicable law. The tests governing whether a service provider is an independent contractor or
an employee are typically highly fact sensitive and vary by governing law. Laws and regulations that govern the status and misclassification of independent
contractors are also subject to change as well as to divergent interpretations by various authorities, which can create uncertainty and unpredictability. For example,
in California, we are aware of
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the state supreme court’s 2018 decision in Dynamex Operations West, Inc. v. Superior Court of Los Angeles, as well as newly enacted legislation Assembly Bill 5
(“AB 5”), which goes into effect January 1, 2020 and which has the stated purpose of codifying the Dynamex holding. Together, they change the standard in
California for determining worker classification and are widely viewed as expanding the scope of the definition of employee for most purposes under California
law. Given the recent enactment of AB 5, there is no guidance from the courts or the regulatory authorities charged with its enforcement and there is a significant
degree of uncertainty regarding its application. In addition, AB 5 has been the subject of widespread national discussion and it is possible that other jurisdictions
may enact similar laws. As a result, there is significant uncertainty regarding what the worker classification regulatory landscape will look like in future years.
A misclassification determination or allegation creates potential exposure for users and for us, including but not limited to reputational harm, monetary exposure
arising from or relating to failure to withhold and remit taxes, unpaid wages, and wage and hour laws and requirements (such as those pertaining to minimum wage
and overtime); claims for employee benefits, social security contributions, and workers’ compensation and unemployment insurance; claims of discrimination,
harassment, and retaliation under civil rights laws; claims under laws pertaining to unionizing, collective bargaining, and other concerted activity; and other
claims, charges, or other proceedings under laws and regulations applicable to employers and employees, including risks relating to allegations of joint employer
liability. Such claims could result in monetary damages (including but not limited to wage-based damages or restitution, compensatory damages, liquidated
damages, and punitive damages), interest, fines, penalties, costs, fees (including but not limited to attorneys’ fees), criminal and other liability, assessment,
injunctive relief, or settlement. Such an allegation, claim, or adverse determination, including but not limited to with respect to the freelancers that provide services
to us, or the requirement for us to indemnify a client, could also harm our brand and reputation, which could adversely impact our business. While these risks are
mitigated, in part, by our contractual rights of indemnification against third-party claims, such indemnification agreements could be determined to be
unenforceable, could be costly to enforce or ineffective, or indemnification may otherwise prove inadequate.
Users may circumvent our platform, which could adversely impact our business.
Our business depends on users transacting through our platform. Despite our efforts to prevent them from doing so, users may, and from time to time do,
circumvent our platform and engage with or pay each other through other means to avoid the fees that we charge on our platform. The loss of revenue associated
with circumvention of our platform may have an adverse impact on our business, cash flows, operating results, and financial condition. In addition, our efforts to
reduce circumvention may be costly or disruptive to implement, fail to have the intended effect or have an adverse effect on our brand or user experience, reduce
the attractiveness of our platform, divert the attention of management, or otherwise harm our business.
Adverse or changing economic conditions may negatively impact our business.
Our business depends on the overall demand for labor and on the economic health of current and prospective clients that use our platform. Any significant
weakening of the economy in the United States or Europe or of the global economy, an increase in unemployment rates, more limited availability of credit, a
reduction in business confidence and activity, decreased government spending, economic uncertainty, financial turmoil affecting the banking system or financial
markets, trade wars and higher tariffs, a more limited market for independent professional service providers or information technology services, and other adverse
economic or market conditions may adversely impact our business and operating results. Global economic and political events or uncertainty may cause some of
our current or potential clients to curtail spending on our platform, and may ultimately result in new regulatory and cost challenges to our operations. These
adverse conditions could result in reductions in revenue, increased operating expenses, longer sales cycles, slower adoption of new technologies, and increased
competition. There is also risk that when overall global economic conditions are positive, our business could be negatively impacted by a decreased demand for
freelancers. We cannot predict the timing, strength, or duration of any economic slowdown or any subsequent recovery generally. If the conditions in the general
economy significantly deviate from present levels, our business, financial condition, and operating results could be adversely affected.
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Because a substantial portion of the services offered on our platform is information technology services, a decline in the market for information technology
service providers could adversely affect our business.
A significant portion of the services offered by freelancers on our platform relates to information technology. If, for any reason, the market for information
technology services declines, including as a result of global economic conditions, automation, increased use of artificial intelligence, or otherwise, or if the need
for these services slows or businesses satisfy their needs for these services through alternative means, the growth in the number of users of our platform may slow
or decline and as a result our revenue and business may be adversely impacted.
Changes to our pricing model could adversely affect our business.
We implemented a significant change to our pricing model in 2016, which, for a period of time following the pricing change, contributed to GSV growing at a
faster rate than revenue. From time to time we have made and will make further changes to our pricing model due to a variety of reasons, including changes to the
market for our products and services, and as competitors introduce new products and services. Changes to any components of our pricing model may, among other
things, result in user dissatisfaction, lead to a loss of users on our platform, result in a change to the way we recognize revenue, reduce the amount of revenue we
generate as a percentage of GSV, reduce the rate or size of projects that get posted or completed on our platform, or otherwise negatively impact our operating
results, financial condition, and cash flows.
We face payment and fraud risks that could adversely impact our business.
Requirements on our platform relating to user authentication and fraud detection are complex. If our security measures do not succeed, our platform may be
perceived as not being secure, our reputation may be harmed, and our business may be adversely impacted. In addition, bad actors around the world use
increasingly sophisticated methods to engage in illegal activities involving personal information, such as unauthorized or fraudulent use of another’s identity,
payment information, or other information; misrepresentation of the user’s identity or skills, including using accounts that they have purchased, sold, or leased; and
acquisition or use of credit or debit card details and bank account information. This conduct on our site could result in any of the following, each of which could
adversely impact our business:
•

we may be, and we historically have been, held liable for the unauthorized use of an account holder’s credit card or bank account number and required by
card issuers or banks to return the funds at issue and pay a chargeback or return fee, and if our chargeback or return rate becomes excessive, credit card
networks may also require us to pay fines or other fees and the California Department of Business Oversight (the “DBO”) may require us to hold larger
cash reserves;

•

we may be subject to additional risk and liability exposure, including for negligence, fraud, or other claims, if employees or third-party service providers,
including freelancers that provide services to us, misappropriate our banking or other information or user information for their own gain or facilitate the
fraudulent use of such information;

•

bad actors may use our platform, including our payment processing and disbursement methods, to engage in unlawful or fraudulent conduct, such as
money laundering, terrorist financing, fraudulent sale of services, bribery, breaches of security, leakage of data, piracy or misuse of software and other
copyrighted or trademarked content, and other misconduct;

•

users that are subjected or exposed to the unlawful or improper conduct of other users or other third parties, including law enforcement, may seek to hold
us responsible for the conduct of users and may lose confidence in our platform, decrease or cease use of our platform, seek to obtain damages and costs,
or impose fines and penalties;

•

we may be subject to additional risk if clients fail to pay freelancers for services rendered, as freelancers may seek to hold us responsible for the clients’
conduct and may lose confidence in our platform, may decrease or cease use of our platform, or seek to obtain damages and costs;
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•

if freelancers misstate their qualifications or location, provide misinformation, perform services they are not qualified or authorized to provide, produce
insufficient or defective work product, or work product with a viral or other harmful effect, clients or other third parties may seek to hold us responsible
for the freelancers’ acts or omissions and may lose confidence in our platform, decrease or cease use of our platform, or seek to obtain damages and costs;
and

•

we may suffer reputational damage as a result of the occurrence of any of the above.

Despite measures we have taken to detect, reduce and mitigate these risks, we do not have control over users of our platform and cannot ensure that any of our
measures will stop or minimize the use of our platform for, or to further, illegal or improper purposes. We have received in the past, and may receive in the future,
complaints from clients, freelancers, and other third parties concerning misuse of our platform and wrongful conduct of other users. We have also brought claims
against clients and other third parties for their misuse of our platform, and may be required to bring similar claims in the future. Even if these claims do not result
in litigation or are resolved in our favor, these claims, and the time and resources necessary to resolve them, could divert the attention and resources of our
management and adversely affect our business and operating results.
We may be subject to escrow, payment services, and money transmitter regulations that may adversely affect our business.
Our subsidiary, Upwork Escrow, is licensed as an internet escrow agent under California’s Escrow Law and is subject to regulations applicable to internet escrow
agents promulgated by the DBO. While we have received two inquiries, each prior to 2014, from regulatory authorities inquiring whether we are engaging in
payment activities through Upwork Escrow or oDesk (which is now Upwork Global Inc. (“Upwork Global”)), these inquiries were resolved in our favor and did
not require us to obtain a license in the applicable jurisdiction.
Although we believe that our operations comply with existing U.S. federal, state, and international laws and regulatory requirements related to escrow, money
transmission, and the handling or moving of money, the laws or regulations may change, and interpretations of existing laws and regulations may also change. As a
result, Upwork Escrow or Upwork Global could be required to be licensed as an escrow agent or a money transmitter (or other similar licensee) in U.S. states or
other jurisdictions or may choose to obtain such a license even if not required. Such a decision could also require Upwork Escrow or Upwork Global to register as
a money services business under federal laws and regulations. It is also possible that Upwork Escrow or Upwork Global could become subject to regulatory
enforcement or other proceedings in those states or other jurisdictions with escrow, money transmission, or other similar statutes or regulatory requirements related
to the handling or moving of money, which could in turn have a significant impact on our business, even if we were to ultimately prevail in such proceedings.
Upwork Escrow or Upwork Global may also be required to become licensed as a payment institution (or obtain a similar license) under the European Payment
Services Directive or other international laws and regulations. Any developments in the laws or regulations related to escrow, money transmission, or the handling
or moving of money, or increased scrutiny of our business may lead to additional compliance costs and administrative overhead.
The application of laws and regulations related to escrow, money transmission, and the handling or moving of money is subject to significant complexity and
uncertainty, particularly as those laws relate to new and evolving business models. If Upwork Escrow or Upwork Global is ultimately deemed to be in violation of
one or more escrow or money transmitter or other similar statutes or regulatory requirements related to the handling or moving of money in any U.S. state or other
jurisdiction, we may be subject to the imposition of fines or restrictions on our business, our ability to offer some or all of our services in the relevant jurisdiction
may be suspended, and we may be subject to civil or criminal liability and our business, operating results, and financial condition could be adversely affected.
Having an international community of users and engaging freelancers internationally exposes us to risks that could have an adverse effect on our business,
operating results, and financial condition.
Even though we currently have a limited physical presence outside of the United States, our users have a global footprint that subjects us to the risks of being
found to do business internationally. We have users on our platform located in over 180 countries, including some markets where we have limited experience,
where challenges can be significantly different from those we have faced in more developed markets, and where business practices may create greater internal
control risks. Further, certain skills and services are offered by freelancers concentrated in countries with higher risks of instability and geopolitical uncertainty,
such as Russia and Ukraine. In addition, we engage freelancers located in many countries to provide services for our managed services offering and to us for
internal projects. Because our website is generally accessible by users worldwide, one or more jurisdictions may
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claim that we or our users are required to comply with their laws. Laws outside of the United States regulating internet, payments, escrow, data protection, data
residency, privacy, taxation, terms of service, website accessibility, consumer protection, intellectual property ownership, services intermediaries, labor and
employment, wage and hour, worker classification, background checks, and recruiting and staffing companies, among others, which could be interpreted to apply
to us, are often less favorable to us than those in the United States, giving greater rights to competitors, users, and other third parties. Compliance with international
laws and regulations may be more costly than expected, may require us to change our business practices or restrict our service offerings, and the imposition of any
such laws or regulations on us, our users, or third parties that we or our users utilize to provide or use our services, may adversely impact our revenue and
business. In addition, we may be subject to multiple overlapping legal or regulatory regimes that impose conflicting requirements which could lead to additional
compliance costs and enhanced legal risks.
Risks inherent in conducting business with an international user base and engaging freelancers globally include, but are not limited to:
•

being deemed to conduct business or have operations in the jurisdictions where users, including freelancers that provide services to us, are resident and
being subject to their laws and regulatory requirements;

•

new or changed regulatory requirements;

•

varying worker classification standards and regulations;

•

the cost and burden of complying with a wide variety of laws that may be deemed to apply to us, including those relating to labor and employment
matters (including but not limited to requirements with respect to works councils or similar labor organizations), consumer and data protection, privacy,
network security, encryption, data residency, and taxes, as well as securing expertise in local law and related practices;

•

tariffs, export and import restrictions, restrictions on foreign investments, sanctions, and other trade barriers or protection measures;

•

costs of localizing services, including adding the ability for clients to pay in local currencies;

•

lack of acceptance of localized services;

•

difficulties in, and costs of, staffing, managing, and operating international operations or support functions;

•

tax issues;

•

weaker intellectual property protection;

•

economic weakness or currency related challenges or crises;

•

fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates;

•

compliance with U.S. and foreign laws designed to combat money laundering and the financing of terrorist activities;

•

organizing or similar activity by local unions, works councils, or other labor organizations;

•

our ability to adapt to business practices and client requirements in different cultures;

•

corporate or state-sponsored espionage or cyberterrorism;

•

macroeconomic and political conditions in certain foreign jurisdictions; and

•

geopolitical instability and security risks, such as armed conflict and civil or military unrest, political instability, human rights concerns, and terrorist
activity in countries where we have users.

The risks described above may also make it difficult for us to expand our operations internationally. Analysis of, and compliance with, global laws and regulations
may substantially increase our cost of doing business. We may be unable to keep current with changes in laws and regulations as they develop. Although we have
implemented policies and procedures designed to analyze whether these laws apply and, if applicable, support compliance with these laws and regulations, there
can be no assurance that we will always maintain compliance or that all of our employees, contractors, partners, users, and agents will comply. Any violations
could result in enforcement actions
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or other proceedings, fines, civil and criminal penalties, damages, interest, costs and fees (including but not limited to legal fees), injunctions, loss of intellectual
property rights, or reputational harm. If we are unable to comply with these laws and regulations or manage the complexity of global operations and supporting an
international user base successfully and in a cost-effective manner, our business, operating results, and financial condition could be adversely affected.
If we or our third-party partners experience a security breach, other hacking or phishing attack, or other data privacy or security incident, whether
intentionally or unintentionally caused by us or by third parties, our platform may be perceived as not being secure, our reputation may be harmed, demand
for our platform may be reduced, our operations may be disrupted, we may incur significant legal costs or liabilities, and our business could be adversely
affected.
Our business involves the storage, processing, and transmission of users’ proprietary, confidential, and personal information as well as the use of third-party
partners and vendors who store, process, and transmit users’ proprietary, confidential, and personal information. We also maintain certain other proprietary and
confidential information relating to our business and personal information of our personnel. Any security breach, other hacking or phishing attack, or other data
privacy or security incident, whether intentionally or unintentionally caused by us or by third parties, that we experience could result in unauthorized access to,
misuse of, or unauthorized acquisition of our, our personnel’s, or our users’ data; the loss, corruption, or alteration of this data; interruptions in our operations; or
damage to our computers or systems or those of our users. Any of these could expose us to claims, litigation, fines, other potential liability, and reputational harm.
An increasing number of online services have disclosed breaches of their security, some of which have involved sophisticated and highly targeted attacks on
portions of their services. Additionally, malware, viruses, social engineering (including business email compromise), and general hacking in our industry have
become more prevalent and more complex. Because the techniques used to obtain unauthorized access, disable or degrade service, or sabotage systems change
frequently and often are not foreseeable or recognized until launched against a target, we and our third-party partners may be unable to anticipate these techniques
or to implement adequate preventative measures. If an actual or perceived breach of our or our third-party partners’ security or privacy or other data privacy or
security incident occurs, public perception of the effectiveness of our security measures and brand could be harmed, and we could lose users and business. Data
security breaches and other data privacy and security incidents may also result from non-technical means, for example, actions taken by employees or contractors,
such as freelancers that we engage on our platform to perform services for us. Any compromise of our or our third-party partners’ security could result in a
violation of applicable privacy and other laws, regulatory or other governmental investigations, enforcement actions, and legal and financial exposure, including
potential contractual liability. These liabilities may exceed the amounts covered by our insurance; further, we cannot be certain that our insurance coverage will
extend to or be adequate for liabilities actually incurred, or that insurance will continue to be available to us on economically reasonable terms, or at all. Any such
compromise could also result in damage to our reputation and a loss of confidence in our security measures. Any of these effects could adversely impact our
business.
Our systems, and the systems of our vendors and third-party partners, may be vulnerable to computer viruses and other malicious software, physical or electronic
break-ins, or weakness resulting from intentional or unintentional service provider actions, and similar disruptions that could make all or portions of our website or
applications unavailable for periods of time. We may need to expend significant resources to protect against, and to address issues created by, security breaches
and other privacy and security incidents. Security breaches and other privacy and security incidents, including any breaches of our security measures or those of
parties with which we have commercial relationships (including freelancers, partners, vendors, or other third-party service providers who provide development or
other services to us and other partners) that result in the unauthorized access of users’ or employees’ confidential, proprietary or personal information, or the belief
that any of these have occurred, could damage our reputation and expose us to a risk of loss or litigation and possible liability. Furthermore, if our network or
computer systems are breached or unauthorized access to user data is otherwise obtained, we may be held responsible for damages for contract breach, indemnity
obligations, penalties for violation of applicable laws or regulations, and significant costs for remediation that may include liability for stolen assets or information
and repair of system damage that may have been caused, incentives offered to users or third-party partners, or other expenditures, in an effort to maintain business
relationships, and other liabilities. In addition, significant unavailability of our platform due to security breaches and other privacy and security incidents could
cause users to
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decrease their use of or cease using our platform and adversely affect our business. Although we maintain cyber liability insurance, we cannot be certain our
coverage will extend to or be adequate for liabilities actually incurred or will continue to be available to us on reasonable terms, or at all.
Errors, defects, or disruptions in our platform could diminish demand, adversely impact our financial results, and subject us to liability.
Our users utilize our platform for important aspects of their businesses, and any errors, defects, or disruptions in our platform, or other performance problems with
our platform or infrastructure could harm our brand and reputation and may damage the businesses of users. As the usage of our platform grows, we will need an
increasing amount of technical infrastructure, including network capacity and computing power, to continue to operate our platform. It is possible that we may fail
to continue to effectively scale and grow our technical infrastructure to accommodate these increased demands, which may adversely affect our user experience.
We are also reliant on third-party software and infrastructure, including the infrastructure of the internet, to provide our platform. Any failure of or disruption to
this software and infrastructure could also make our platform unavailable to our users. For example, for a short period of time in May 2019, due to an inadvertent
error by a regulatory agency in Bangladesh, certain of our users in Bangladesh were not able to access our website and other websites that included “-rk.com” in
their website addresses. Our platform is constantly changing with new updates, which may contain undetected errors when first introduced or released. Any errors,
defects, disruptions in service, or other performance or stability problems with our platform, or the inadequacy of our efforts to adequately prevent or timely
remedy errors or defects, could result in negative publicity, loss of or delay in market acceptance of our platform, loss of competitive position, our inability to
timely and accurately maintain our financial records, inaccurate or delayed invoicing of clients, delay of payment to us or freelancers, or claims by users for losses
sustained by them. In such an event, we may be required, or may choose, for customer relations or other reasons, to expend additional resources in order to help
resolve the issue. Accordingly, any errors, defects, or disruptions in our platform could adversely impact our brand and reputation, revenue, and operating results.
Our sales efforts are increasingly targeted at mid-market and enterprise clients, and as a result we may encounter greater pricing, implementation, and
customization challenges, we may incur additional costs, and we may have to delay revenue recognition for more complicated transactions, each of which
could adversely impact our business and operating results.
Our sales efforts are increasingly targeted at mid-market and enterprise clients, and as a result, we face greater costs, longer sales cycles, and less predictability in
completing some of our sales and in increasing spend by existing clients. For larger clients, use of our platform may require approvals by multiple departments and
executive-level personnel and require us to provide greater levels of services and client education regarding the uses, benefits, security, privacy, worker
classification, payments, and compliance services offered on our platform. Larger enterprises typically have longer decision-making and implementation cycles
and may demand more customization, higher levels of support, a broader range of services, and greater payment flexibility. In addition, mid-market and larger
enterprises may require greater functionality and scalability that can lead to delays in sales or difficulties in growing client spend. We are often required to spend
time and resources to better familiarize potential mid-market and enterprise clients with the value propositions of our platform generally. Despite our efforts in
familiarizing potential mid-market and enterprise clients with the benefits of our platform, these potential clients may decide not to use our platform if, among
other reasons, they do not feel that their procurement or compliance needs are or will be met. It is difficult to find sales personnel with the specific skills and
technical knowledge needed to sell our Upwork Business, Upwork Enterprise, and other premium offerings. Even if we are able to hire qualified personnel, doing
so may be costly and lengthy, as new sales personnel require significant training and can take a number of months to achieve full productivity. In addition, if new
sales personnel do not achieve productivity milestones within the timelines that we have projected, our ability to achieve our long-term financial projections
associated with such personnel may be negatively impacted. As a result of these factors, sales opportunities with mid-market and larger enterprises may require us
to devote greater sales and administrative support and professional services resources to individual clients, which could increase our costs, lengthen our sales cycle,
and divert our own sales and professional services resources to a smaller number of larger clients. We may spend substantial time, effort, and money in our sales
efforts without being successful in producing sales or growing client spend.
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Even if we reach an agreement with a client to use our platform, the agreement may not be on pricing or other terms that are favorable to us. Moreover, a
significant portion of the fees we typically receive from clients is contingent on the level of spend by the client. If a client negotiates pricing terms that are not
favorable to us, does not engage freelancers on our platform, or uses freelancers for few projects or projects of low value, our revenue from the relationship may be
minimal.
We also have in the past agreed, and may in the future agree, to take on additional risk for worker classification, privacy, security, work product, payments, or other
matters for mid-market and larger clients, or to other terms that are unfavorable to us in order to secure a client’s business or increase its spend. All these factors
can add further risk to business conducted with these clients even after a successful sale.
Our revenue growth and ability to achieve and sustain profitability will depend in part on being able to expand and increase the productivity and effectiveness
of our sales force.
We have only recently begun generating revenue from our Upwork Business in addition to our existing Enterprise offerings and other premium offerings. In order
to increase our revenue from these offerings and achieve and sustain profitability, we must increase the size of our sales force and generate additional revenue from
new and existing users.
There is significant competition for sales personnel with the skills and technical knowledge that we require. Our ability to achieve significant revenue growth will
depend, in large part, on our success in recruiting, training, and retaining sufficient numbers of sales and sales support personnel to support our growth. New sales
personnel require significant training and can take a number of months to achieve full productivity. Our recent hires and planned hires may not become productive
as quickly as we expect and if our new sales personnel do not become fully productive on the timelines that we have projected, or at all, our revenue will not
increase at anticipated rates, or at all, and our ability to achieve long-term projections may be negatively impacted. We may also be unable to hire or retain a
sufficient number of qualified sales personnel. Furthermore, hiring sales personnel, particularly in new markets, requires additional costs that we may not recover if
the sales personnel fail to achieve full productivity. If we are unable to hire and train a sufficient number of effective sales personnel, or if our sales personnel are
not successful in obtaining new business or increasing sales to our existing user base, our business will be adversely affected.
Changes in laws or regulations relating to privacy or the protection or transfer of personal data, or any actual or perceived failure by us to comply with such
laws and regulations or our privacy policies, could adversely affect our business.
We receive, collect, store, process, transfer, and use personal information and other user data. There are numerous federal, state, local, and international laws and
regulations regarding privacy, data protection, information security, and the collection, storing, sharing, use, processing, transfer, disclosure, and protection of
personal information and other content. The scope of these laws and regulations is changing, subject to differing interpretations, and may be inconsistent among
countries, or conflict with other laws and regulations. We are also subject to the terms of our privacy policies and obligations to third parties related to privacy, data
protection, and information security. We strive to comply with applicable laws, regulations, policies, and other legal obligations relating to privacy, data protection,
and information security to the extent possible. However, the regulatory framework for privacy and data protection worldwide is, and is likely to remain for the
foreseeable future, uncertain and complex, and it is possible that these or other actual or alleged obligations may be interpreted and applied in a manner that we do
not anticipate or that is inconsistent from one jurisdiction to another and may conflict with other rules or our practices. Further, any significant change to
applicable laws, regulations, or industry practices regarding the collection, use, retention, security, or disclosure of the data of our users, employees, contractors or
others, or their interpretation, or any changes regarding the manner in which the express or implied consent of users for the collection, use, retention, or disclosure
of such data must be obtained, could increase our costs and require us to modify our services and features, possibly in a material manner, which we may be unable
to complete in a cost-effective manner, or at all, and may limit our ability to store and process user data or develop new services and features.
We also expect that there will continue to be new laws, regulations, and industry standards concerning privacy, data protection, and information security proposed
and enacted in various jurisdictions. For example, European legislators adopted the General Data Protection Regulation (the “GDPR”), which became effective in
May 2018, superseded existing European Union (“EU”) data protection legislation, imposes more stringent EU data protection
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requirements, and provides for significant penalties for noncompliance. The GDPR creates new compliance obligations applicable to our business, users, and thirdparty partners, which could cause us to change our business practices, and increases financial penalties for noncompliance, including possible fines of up to 4% of
global annual turnover for the preceding financial year or €20 million, whichever is higher, for the most serious violations. The GDPR also confers a private right
of action on data subjects and consumer associations to lodge complaints with supervisory authorities, seek judicial remedies, and obtain compensation for
damages resulting from violations of the GDPR. Compliance with the GDPR has been and will be a rigorous and time-intensive process that may increase our cost
of doing business or require us to change our business practices, and despite those efforts, there is a risk that we may be subject to governmental investigations or
enforcement actions, fines and penalties, claims, litigation, and reputational harm in connection with any European activities. Additionally, in June 2018, California
passed the California Consumer Privacy Act (the “CCPA”), which provides new data privacy rights for consumers and new operational requirements for
companies, effective in 2020. Fines for noncompliance may be up to $7,500 per violation. Until formal regulations are in place in or about July 2020, and
enforcement is undertaken by the Attorney General of California and other offices, the full rights and responsibilities under the CCPA may continue to change. The
costs of compliance with, and other burdens imposed by, the GDPR and CCPA may limit the use and adoption of our products and services and could have an
adverse impact on our business. As a result, we may need to modify the way we treat such information. Further, in connection with its process of leaving the EU,
the United Kingdom has enacted the Data Protection Act 2018 that is substantially consistent with the GDPR.
Any failure or perceived failure by us to comply with our posted privacy policies, our privacy-related obligations to users, employees, contractors, or other third
parties, or any other legal obligations or regulatory requirements relating to privacy, data protection, or information security may result in governmental
investigations or enforcement actions, litigation, claims, or public statements against us by consumer advocacy groups or others and could result in significant
liability, cause our users to lose trust in us, and otherwise have an adverse effect on our reputation and business. Furthermore, the costs of compliance with, and
other burdens imposed by, the laws, regulations, and policies that are applicable to the businesses of our users may limit the adoption and use of, and reduce the
overall demand for, our platform.
Additionally, if third parties we work with violate applicable laws, regulations, or agreements, such violations may put the data of our users, employees,
contractors, and others at risk, could result in governmental investigations or enforcement actions, fines, litigation, claims, or public statements against us by
consumer advocacy groups or others and could result in significant liability, cause our users to lose trust in us, and otherwise have an adverse effect on our
reputation and business. Further, public scrutiny of or complaints about technology companies or their data handling or data protection practices, even if unrelated
to our business, industry, or operations, may lead to increased scrutiny of technology companies, including us, and may cause government agencies to enact
additional regulatory requirements, or to modify their enforcement or investigation activities, which may disrupt the conduct of our business and increase our costs
and risks.
We have experienced growth in recent periods and expect to continue to invest in our growth for the foreseeable future. If we are unable to manage our growth
effectively, our business, revenue and profits, and financial condition could be adversely affected.
We have experienced growth in a relatively short period of time. For example, our total revenue for the nine months ended September 30, 2019 was $222.0
million, representing a period-over-period growth rate of 19% over the same period in 2018. We plan to continue to expand our operations and personnel
significantly. Sustaining our growth will place significant demands on our management as well as on our administrative, operational, and financial resources. To
manage our growth, we must continue to improve our operational, financial, and management information systems; expand, motivate, and effectively manage and
train our workforce; and effectively collaborate with our third-party partners. If we are unable to manage our growth successfully without compromising our
quality of service or our profit margins, or if new systems that we implement to assist in managing our growth do not produce the expected benefits, our business,
operating results, financial condition, and ability to successfully market our platform and serve our users could be adversely affected.
Our recent and historical growth should not be considered indicative of our future performance. We have encountered in the past, and will encounter in the future,
risks, challenges, and uncertainties frequently experienced by growing companies in rapidly changing industries. If our assumptions regarding these risks,
challenges, and
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uncertainties, which we use to plan and operate our business, are incorrect or change, or if we do not address these risks successfully, our financial condition and
operating results could differ materially from our expectations, our growth rates may slow, and our business would be adversely impacted.
If internet search engines’ methodologies or other channels that we utilize to direct traffic to our website are modified to our disadvantage, or our search
result page rankings decline for other reasons, our user growth could decline.
We depend in part on various internet search engines, such as Google and Bing, as well as other channels to direct a significant amount of traffic to our website.
Our ability to maintain the number of visitors directed to our website is not entirely within our control. For example, our competitors’ search engine optimization
and other efforts may result in their websites receiving a higher search result page ranking than ours, internet search engines or other channels that we utilize to
direct traffic to our website could revise their methodologies in a manner that adversely impacts traffic to our website, or we may make changes to our website that
adversely impact our search engine optimization rankings and traffic. As a result, links to our website may not be prominent enough to drive sufficient traffic to
our website, and we may not be able to influence the results.
We may experience a decline in traffic to our website if third-party browser technologies are changed or search engine or other channels that we utilize to direct
traffic to our website change their methodologies or rules to our disadvantage. We expect the search engines and other channels that we utilize to drive users to our
website to continue to periodically change their algorithms, policies, and technologies. These changes may result in an interruption in users’ ability to access our
website or impair our ability to maintain and grow the number of users that visit our website. We may also be forced to significantly increase marketing
expenditures in the event that market prices for online advertising and paid listings escalate or our organic ranking decreases. Any of these changes could have an
adverse impact on our business, user acquisition, and operating results.
If we are unable to maintain our payment partner relationships on favorable terms, or at all, or if our payment partners cease providing services to us, our
business could be adversely affected.
Our payment partners consist of payment processors and disbursement partners. We rely on banks and card processors to provide clearing, processing, and
settlement functions for the funding of all transactions on our platform. We also rely on a network of disbursement partners to disburse funds to users.
Our payment partners are critical to our business. In order to maintain these relationships, we have in the past been, and may in the future be, forced to agree to
terms that are unfavorable to us. If we are unable to maintain our agreements with current payment partners on favorable terms, or at all, or we are unable to enter
into new agreements with new payment partners on favorable terms, or at all, our ability to disburse transactions and our revenue and business may be adversely
affected. This could occur for a number of reasons, including the following:
•

our payment partners may be unable to effectively accommodate changing service needs, such as those which could result from rapid growth or higher
volume or those which relate to local jurisdictions;

•

our payment partners could choose to terminate or not renew their agreements with us, or only be willing to renew on different or less advantageous
terms;

•

our payment partners could reduce the services provided to us, cease doing business with us, or cease doing business altogether;

•

our payment partners could be subject to delays, limitations, or closures of their own businesses, networks, or systems, causing them to be unable to
process payments or disburse funds for certain periods of time;

•

our payment partners may be subject to investigation, regulatory enforcement, or other proceedings that result in their inability or unwillingness to
provide services to us or our unwillingness to continue to partner with them; or

•

we may be forced to cease doing business with payment processors if card association operating rules, certification requirements and laws, regulations, or
rules governing electronic funds transfers to which we are subject change or are interpreted to make it difficult or impossible for us to comply.
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Failure to comply with anti-corruption, anti-money laundering, and sanctions laws, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (the “FCPA”) and
similar laws associated with our activities outside of the United States, could subject us to penalties and other adverse consequences.
We have voluntarily implemented an anti-money laundering compliance program designed to address the risk of our platform being used to facilitate money
laundering, terrorist financing, and other illicit activity. We also have policies, procedures, and sophisticated technology designed to allow us to comply with U.S.
economic sanctions laws and prevent our platform from being used to facilitate business in countries, or with persons or entities, included on designated lists
promulgated by the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) and equivalent foreign authorities. Although we have a
program that we believe is reasonably designed to allow us to comply with applicable laws, rules, and regulations, we may still be subject to fines or other
penalties in one or more jurisdictions levied by federal or state or local regulators, including state attorneys general, as well as those levied by foreign regulators in
the event that we engage in any conduct, intentionally or not, that facilitates money laundering, terrorist financing, or other illicit activity, or that violates sanctions
or otherwise constitutes sanctionable activity. Regulators continue to increase their scrutiny of compliance with these obligations, which may require us to further
revise or expand our compliance program, including the procedures that we use to verify the identity of our users and to monitor our platform for potential illegal
activity. Moreover, while we have implemented policies and procedures for compliance with OFAC regulations, including, among others, internet protocolblocking logic designed to prevent users from using our services within the OFAC-sanctioned countries of North Korea, Syria, Iran, and the Crimea region of
Ukraine, given the technical limitations in developing controls to prevent, among other things, the ability of users to place on our platform false or deliberately
misleading information or to develop sanctions evasion methods, it is possible that we may inadvertently and without our knowledge provide services to
individuals or entities that have been designated by OFAC or are located in a country subject to an embargo by the United States that may not be in compliance
with the economic sanctions regulations administered by OFAC. A State Department advisory issued in July 2018 stated that “there are cases where North Korean
companies exploit the anonymity provided by freelancing websites to sell their IT services to unwitting buyers.” Additionally, press reports have stated that North
Korean operatives have used various social media applications and freelancing websites, including ours. Accordingly, although we have controls in place to detect
and prevent such OFAC violations and our systems show no access from persons in North Korea, nor from any other OFAC-sanctioned jurisdictions, we may face
higher levels of scrutiny by users, partners, and regulators due to the publishing of this advisory and such press reports. In addition to fines, consequences for
failing to comply with applicable rules and regulations could include criminal and civil lawsuits, forfeiture of significant assets, or other enforcement actions. We
could also be required to make changes to our business practices or compliance programs as a result of regulatory scrutiny. In addition, any perceived or actual
breach of compliance by us, our users, or payment partners with respect to applicable laws, rules, and regulations could have a significant impact on our reputation
and could cause us to lose existing users, prevent us from obtaining new users, cause other payment partners to terminate or not renew their agreements with us,
negatively impact investor sentiment about our company, require us to expend significant funds to remedy problems caused by violations and to avert further
violations, and expose us to legal risk and potential liability, all of which may adversely affect our business, operating results, and financial condition and may
cause the price of our common stock to decline. Further, even if we maintain proper controls and remain in compliance with OFAC regulations, should any of our
competitors not implement sufficient OFAC controls and be found to have violated OFAC regulations, user perception of online freelance marketplaces in general
may decrease and our business, brand, and reputation may be adversely affected.
We are also subject to the FCPA, the U.S. domestic bribery statute contained in 18 U.S.C. § 201, the U.S. Travel Act, and the UK Bribery Act 2010, and may be
subject to other anti-bribery, anti-money laundering, and sanctions laws in countries in which we conduct activities or have users. We face significant risks if we
fail to comply with the FCPA and other anti-corruption laws that prohibit companies and their agents and third-party intermediaries from authorizing, offering, or
providing, directly or indirectly, improper payments or benefits to foreign government officials, political parties, and private-sector recipients for the purpose of
obtaining or retaining business, directing business to any person, or securing any advantage. In many foreign countries, particularly in countries with developing
economies, it may be a local custom that businesses engage in practices that are prohibited by the FCPA or other applicable laws and regulations. We may have
direct or indirect interactions with officials and employees of government agencies or state-owned or affiliated entities, and we may be held liable for the corrupt
or other illegal activities of these third-party intermediaries, our employees, representatives, contractors, partners, and agents, even
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if we do not explicitly authorize such activities. We have implemented an anti-corruption compliance policy, but we cannot ensure that all of our employees, users,
and agents, as well as those contractors to which we outsource certain of our business operations, will not take actions in violation of our policies or agreements
and applicable law, for which we may be ultimately held responsible.
Any violation of the FCPA, other applicable anti-corruption laws, and other applicable laws could result in investigations and actions by federal or state attorneys
general or foreign regulators, loss of export privileges, severe criminal or civil fines and penalties or other sanctions, forfeiture of significant assets, whistleblower
complaints, and adverse media coverage, which could have an adverse effect on our reputation, business, operating results, and prospects. In addition, responding
to any enforcement action may result in a significant diversion of management’s attention and resources and significant defense costs and other professional fees.
Our user growth and engagement on mobile devices depend upon third parties maintaining open application marketplaces and effective operation with mobile
operating systems, networks, and standards that we do not control.
Mobile devices are increasingly used for marketplace transactions. A significant and growing portion of our users access our platform through mobile devices,
including through the use of mobile applications. Our mobile applications rely on third parties maintaining open application marketplaces, including the Apple App
Store and Google Play, which make applications or new versions of our mobile applications available for download and use on mobile devices. We cannot assure
you that the marketplaces through which we distribute our applications will maintain their current structures or terms of access, that such marketplaces will
continue to make our mobile applications available for download, or that such marketplaces will not charge us fees to list our applications for download, or charge
us fees to offer products and services through our applications. Additionally, there is no guarantee that popular mobile devices will continue to support our
platform, that the use of mobile devices for marketplace transactions will be available on commercially reasonable terms, or that mobile device users will use our
platform rather than competing products. We are dependent on the interoperability of our platform with popular mobile operating systems that we do not control,
such as Android and iOS, and any changes in such systems that degrade the functionality of our website or applications or give preferential treatment to
competitors could adversely affect the usage of our platform on mobile devices. Additionally, in order to deliver high-quality mobile products, it is important that
our products are designed effectively and work well with a range of mobile devices, technologies, systems, networks, and standards that we do not control. We may
not be successful in developing relationships with key participants in the mobile industry or in developing products that operate effectively with these devices,
technologies, systems, networks, or standards. In the event that it is more difficult for our users to access and use our platform on their mobile devices or users find
our mobile offering does not meet their needs, our competitors develop products and services that are perceived to operate more effectively on mobile devices, or if
our users choose not to access or use our platform on their mobile devices or use mobile products that do not offer access to our platform, our user growth, user
engagement, and business could be adversely impacted.
We rely on AWS to deliver our platform to our users, and any disruption of service from AWS or material change to our arrangement with AWS could
adversely affect our business. We are also subject to litigation relating to our use of AWS.
We currently host our platform, serve our users, and support our operations using AWS, a provider of cloud infrastructure services. We do not have control over
the operations of the facilities of AWS that we use. AWS’s facilities are vulnerable to damage or interruption from earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, fires, cyber
security attacks, terrorist attacks, power losses, telecommunications failures, and similar events. The occurrence of any of these events, a decision to close the
facilities without adequate notice, or other unanticipated problems could result in lengthy interruptions to our platform. The facilities also could be subject to breakins, computer viruses, sabotage, intentional acts of vandalism, and other misconduct. Our platform’s continuing and uninterrupted performance is critical to our
success and users may become dissatisfied by any system failure that interrupts our ability to provide our platform to them. We may not be able to easily switch
our AWS operations to another cloud or other data center provider if there are disruptions or interference with our use of AWS, and, even if we do switch our
operations, other cloud and data center providers are subject to the same risks. Sustained or repeated system failures could reduce the attractiveness of our platform
to users, cause users to decrease their use of or cease using our platform, and adversely affect our business. Moreover, negative publicity arising from these types
of disruptions could damage our
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reputation and may adversely impact use of our platform. We may not carry sufficient business interruption insurance to compensate us for losses that may occur
as a result of any events that cause interruptions in our service, and we cannot be certain that insurance will continue to be available to us on economically
reasonable terms, or at all.
AWS does not have an obligation to renew its agreements with us on commercially reasonable terms, or at all. If we are unable to renew our agreements or unable
to renew on commercially reasonable terms, our agreements are prematurely terminated, or we add additional infrastructure providers, we may experience costs or
downtime in connection with the transfer to, or the addition of, new data center providers. If these providers charge high costs for or increase the cost of their
services, we may have to increase the fees to use our platform and our operating results may be adversely impacted. We also currently plan to transition in 2020 to
a different AWS facility than the one we are currently using in an effort to reduce long-term costs and to gain access to servers with enhanced functionality. Once
we commence this transition, we may experience resulting downtime or incur additional costs, particularly if we encounter an unforeseen issue or incident during
the migration. We will also likely incur increased costs during the migration, as we may need to occupy two AWS data facilities at one time during such transition
period.
In addition, we and other customers of AWS have been subject to litigation by third parties claiming that AWS and basic HTTP functions infringe their patents.
Although we expect Amazon to indemnify us with respect to at least a portion of such claims, the litigation may be time consuming, it may divert management’s
attention, and, if Amazon fails to fully indemnify us, it may adversely impact our operating results.
The applicability of sales, use, and other tax laws or regulations on our business is uncertain. Adverse tax laws or regulations could be enacted or existing
laws could be interpreted as applying or otherwise applied to us or users of our platform, which could subject us or our users to additional tax liability and
related interest and penalties, and adversely impact our business.
The application of federal, state, local, and international tax laws to services provided over the internet is evolving. In addition to income taxes, in the United States
and various foreign jurisdictions, we may also be subject to non-income taxes, such as payroll, sales, use, value-added, and goods and services taxes (including the
“digital service tax”), and we may also be subject to increased obligations as a withholding agent. Many of the fundamental statutes and regulations that impose
these taxes were established before the adoption and growth of the internet and ecommerce. In addition, governments are increasingly looking for ways to increase
revenue, which has resulted in discussions about tax reform and other legislative action to increase tax revenue, including through indirect taxes. New income,
payroll, sales, use, value-added, goods and services, or other tax laws, statutes, rules, regulations, or ordinances could be enacted at any time (possibly with
retroactive effect), could be applied solely or disproportionately to services provided over the internet, could target certain products and services offered on our
platform, or could otherwise affect our or our users’ tax obligations or financial position and operating results. Many countries in the EU, as well as the United
Kingdom and a number of other countries and organizations, such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, have recently proposed or
recommended changes to existing tax laws or have enacted new laws that could impact our tax obligations. The impact and burden of these regulations and
proposed regulations on our business and the businesses of our users is uncertain, but may have a negative impact on our business.
In certain jurisdictions, we collect and remit indirect taxes on our fees. Our collection of indirect taxes on our fees in these jurisdictions may cause our users to use
other platforms or other alternatives that do not collect indirect taxes on their fees, which may in turn affect our financial results. In addition, tax authorities may
raise questions about, challenge or disagree with our calculation, reporting, or collection of taxes and may require us to remit additional taxes and interest, and
could impose associated penalties and fees. Should any new taxes become applicable, or if the taxes we pay are found to be deficient, our business could be
adversely impacted. We have in the past been, and may in the future be, audited by tax authorities with respect to non-income taxes, and we may have exposure to
additional non-income tax liabilities, which could have an adverse effect on our operating results and financial condition. In addition, our future effective tax rates
could be favorably or unfavorably affected by changes in tax rates, changes in the valuation of our deferred tax assets or liabilities, the effectiveness of our tax
planning strategies, or changes in tax laws or their interpretation. Such changes could have an adverse impact on our operating results and financial condition.
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Moreover, state, local, and foreign tax jurisdictions have differing rules and regulations governing sales, income, use, value-added, payroll, and other taxes, and
these rules and regulations can be complex and are subject to varying interpretations and enforcement positions that may change over time. Existing tax laws,
statutes, rules, regulations, or ordinances could be interpreted, changed, modified, or applied adversely to us (possibly with retroactive effect), which could require
us or our users to pay additional tax amounts on prior sales and going forward, as well as require us or our users to pay fines, penalties, and interest for past
amounts. Although our terms of service require our users to pay all applicable sales and other taxes and to indemnify us for any requirement that we pay any
withholding amount to the appropriate authorities, our users may be unwilling or unable to pay back taxes and associated interest or penalties and may fail to
indemnify us, we may determine that it would not be commercially feasible or cost-effective to seek reimbursement, or the indemnification obligation may be
deemed unenforceable. If we are required to collect and pay back taxes and associated interest and penalties, or we are unsuccessful in collecting such amounts
from our users, we could incur potentially substantial unplanned expenses, thereby adversely impacting our operating results and cash flows. In addition, tax laws
and regulations may subject us to audit by tax regulators and require us to provide certain data and information, including user information, from our platform to
tax regulators in certain jurisdictions. If we are obligated to provide such information to tax regulators in any jurisdiction, users may choose to use other platforms
or other alternatives, which may in turn adversely affect our operating results and financial condition.
As a result of these and other factors, the ultimate amount of tax obligations owed may differ from the amounts recorded in our financial statements and any such
difference may adversely impact our operating results in future periods in which we change our estimates of our tax obligations or in which the ultimate tax
outcome is determined.
Our revenue growth depends in part on the success of our strategic relationships with third parties and their continued performance.
To grow our business, we anticipate that we will need to continue to establish and maintain relationships with third parties, such as staffing providers, banks, and
payment processing and disbursement providers. For example, we work with third-party staffing providers that support our employment offering for our
marketplace, Upwork Payroll, and premium offerings. As our agreements with third-party partners terminate or expire, we may be unable to renew or replace these
agreements on favorable terms, or at all. Moreover, we cannot guarantee that the parties with which we have strategic relationships will continue to offer the
services for which we rely on them at economically reasonable terms or at all, devote the resources necessary to expand our reach, increase our distribution, or
support an increased number of users and associated use cases. Further, some of our strategic partners offer, or could offer, competing products and services or
also work with our competitors. As a result of these factors, many of our third-party partners may choose to develop alternative products and services in addition
to, or in lieu of, our platform, either on their own or in collaboration with others, including our competitors. If we are unsuccessful in establishing or maintaining
our relationships with third parties on favorable terms, our ability to compete or to grow our total revenue could be impaired and our operating results may be
adversely impacted. Even if we are successful in establishing and maintaining these relationships with third parties on comparable terms, we cannot ensure that
these relationships will result in increased usage of our platform or increased revenue.
Our ability to attract and retain users is dependent in part on ease of use and reliability of our platform and the quality of our support, and any failure to offer
high-quality support could adversely impact our business, operating results, and financial condition.
Our ability to attract and retain users is dependent in part on the ease of use and reliability of our platform, including our ability to provide high-quality support.
Our users depend on our support organization to resolve any issues relating to our platform. Our ability to provide effective support is largely dependent on our
ability to attract, resource, and retain service providers who are not only qualified to support users of our platform, but are also well versed in our platform. As we
seek to continue to grow our international user base, our support organization will face additional challenges, including those associated with delivering support
and documentation in languages other than English. Any failure to maintain high-quality support, or a market perception that we do not maintain high-quality
support, could harm our reputation, adversely affect our ability to sell our platform to existing and prospective users, and could adversely impact our business,
operating results, and financial condition.
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Our business model may subject us to disputes with or between users of our platform.
Our business model involves enabling connections between freelancers and clients that contract directly through our platform. Freelancers and clients are free to
negotiate any contract terms they choose, but we also provide optional service contract terms that they can elect to use. It is possible that disputes may arise
between freelancers and clients with regard to their contract terms, work relationship, or otherwise, including with respect to service standards, payment,
confidentiality, work product, and intellectual property ownership and infringement. If either party believes the contract terms were not met, our standard terms
provide a mechanism for the parties to request assistance from us, and, for some contracts, if that is unsuccessful, they may choose to resolve the dispute with the
help of a third-party arbitrator. Whether or not freelancers and clients decide to seek assistance from us, if these disputes are not resolved amicably, the parties
might escalate to formal proceedings, such as by filing claims with a court or arbitral authority. Given our role in facilitating and supporting these arrangements, it
is possible that claims will be brought against us directly as a result of these disputes, or that freelancers or clients may bring us into any claims filed against each
other. Through our user agreements we disclaim responsibility and liability for any disputes between users (except with respect to the specified dispute assistance
program); however, we cannot guarantee that these terms will be effective in preventing or limiting our involvement in user disputes. In addition, from time to time
users do, and may continue to, assert claims against us regarding their experience on our platform, including related to their search ranking results, their feedback
ratings, our dispute resolution process, or admission or non-admission to the platform or other programs, including those designed to highlight successful
freelancers. Even if these claims do not result in litigation or are resolved in our favor, these claims, and the time and resources necessary to resolve them, could
result in legal, settlement, or other financial costs; divert the resources of our management; harm our reputation; and adversely affect our business and operating
results.
The requirements of being a public company may strain our resources, divert management’s attention and affect our ability to attract and retain additional
executive management and qualified board members. In addition, we will no longer be an emerging growth company as of the end of this fiscal year and the
additional requirements we must comply with may further strain our resources and divert management’s attention from other business concerns.
As a public company, we are subject to the reporting requirements of the Exchange Act, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act of 2010, the listing requirements of The Nasdaq Global Select Market, and other applicable securities rules and regulations. Compliance
with these rules and regulations will increase our legal and financial compliance costs, make some activities more difficult, time-consuming, or costly, and
increase demand on our systems and resources, particularly after we are no longer an emerging growth company. The Exchange Act requires, among other things,
that we file annual, quarterly, and current reports with respect to our business and operating results. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires, among other things, that we
maintain effective disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting. In order to maintain and, if required, improve our disclosure
controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting to meet this standard, significant resources and management oversight may be required. As a
result, management’s attention may be diverted from other business concerns, which could adversely affect our business and operating results. Although we have
already hired additional employees to comply with these requirements, we may need to hire more employees in the future or engage outside consultants, or may
have difficulty attracting and retaining sufficient employees, which would increase our costs and expenses.
In addition, changing laws, regulations, and standards relating to corporate governance, stockholder litigation, and public disclosure are creating uncertainty for
public companies, increasing legal and financial compliance costs, making some activities more time consuming, and increasing the likelihood and expense of
litigation. These laws, regulations, and standards are subject to varying interpretations, in many cases due to their lack of specificity, and, as a result, their
application in practice may evolve or otherwise change over time as new guidance is provided by regulatory and governing bodies. This could result in continuing
uncertainty regarding compliance matters, higher costs necessitated by ongoing revisions to disclosure and governance practices, and increased expenses and
management attention due to actual or threatened litigation. We intend to invest resources to comply with evolving laws, regulations and standards (or changing
interpretations of them), and this investment may result in increased general and administrative expenses and a diversion of management’s time and attention from
revenue-generating activities to compliance activities. If our efforts to comply with these laws, regulations, and standards differ from the activities intended by
regulatory or governing bodies, regulatory authorities may initiate legal proceedings against
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us, and our business may be adversely affected. Being a public company and complying with the associated rules and regulations, and being subject to heightened
likelihood of litigation, makes it more expensive for us to obtain director and officer liability insurance, the costs of which can fluctuate significantly from year-toyear due to general market conditions in obtaining such insurance. As a result, we may be required to accept reduced coverage, incur substantially higher costs to
obtain coverage or may be unable to obtain coverage on economically reasonable terms, or at all. These factors could also make it more difficult for us to attract
and retain qualified executives and qualified members of our board of directors, particularly to serve on our audit, risk, and compliance committee, our
compensation committee, and our nominating and governance committee.
As a result of disclosure of information in filings required of a public company, our business and financial condition has become more visible, which may result in
threatened or actual litigation, including by competitors. If such claims are successful, our business and operating results could be adversely affected, and even if
the claims do not result in litigation or are resolved in our favor, these claims, and the time and resources necessary to resolve them, could divert the resources of
our management and adversely affect our business and operating results.
In addition, as a result of our disclosure obligations as a public company, we could face pressure to focus on short-term results, which may adversely affect our
ability to achieve long-term profitability.
As a result of becoming a public company, we are obligated to develop and maintain proper and effective internal control over financial reporting. We have
identified a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting and if our remediation of this material weakness is not effective, or if we fail to
develop and maintain an effective system of disclosure controls and internal control over financial reporting, our ability to produce timely and accurate
financial statements or comply with applicable laws and regulations could be impaired.
As a public company, we will be required, pursuant to Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (“Section 404”), to furnish a report by management on, among other
things, the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting commencing with our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ending December 31,
2019. Effective internal control over financial reporting is necessary for us to provide reliable financial reports and, together with adequate disclosure controls and
procedures, are designed to prevent fraud. Any failure to implement required new or improved controls, or difficulties encountered in their implementation, could
cause us to fail to meet our reporting obligations. Ineffective internal controls could also cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial information,
which could have a negative effect on the trading price of our common stock. This assessment will need to include disclosure of any material weaknesses
identified by our management in our internal control over financial reporting. However, our independent registered public accounting firm has not been required to
formally attest to the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting pursuant to Section 404 to date as we have been an emerging growth company.
We will no longer qualify as an emerging growth company as of December 31, 2019 and therefore our independent registered public accounting firm will be
required to provide this attestation beginning with our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ending December 31, 2019, which will require increased costs,
expenses and management resources. An independent assessment of the effectiveness of our internal controls could detect problems that our management’s
assessment might not. Undetected material weaknesses in our internal controls could lead to financial statement restatements, which could cause investors to lose
confidence in our reported financial information, have a negative effect on the trading price of our common stock, and require us to incur the expense of
remediation. We are required to disclose changes made to our internal controls and procedures on a quarterly basis. To comply with the requirements of being a
public company, we may need to undertake various actions, such as implementing new internal controls and procedures and hiring accounting or internal audit
staff.
In connection with the preparation of our consolidated financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 2017, we identified a number of adjustments
relating to previously issued consolidated financial statements that resulted in a revision to our consolidated financial statements as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2016. As a result of these adjustments, for the year ended December 31, 2016, net loss increased by $0.3 million and cash flows from operations
decreased by $0.3 million. There was no impact to cash flows from investing or financing activities for the year ended December 31, 2016. Moreover, total assets
decreased by $0.5 million and total liabilities increased by $0.7 million as of December 31, 2016. These adjustments were related to complexities involving the
accounting for financial instruments and treasury activities. We identified the cause of these adjustments was due to growth in the business, which required
additional qualified accounting personnel with an appropriate level of
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experience, and additional controls in the period-end financial reporting process commensurate with the complexity of the business. Accordingly, we have
determined that this control deficiency constituted a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting. A material weakness is a deficiency or
combination of deficiencies in our internal control over financial reporting such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material misstatement of our
consolidated financial statements would not be prevented or detected on a timely basis. This deficiency could result in additional misstatements to our consolidated
financial statements that would be material and would not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.
We are evaluating and implementing additional procedures in order to remediate this material weakness, however, we cannot assure you that these or other
measures will fully remediate the material weakness in a timely manner. At the beginning of 2016, we had 15 accounting and finance employees. As part of our
remediation plan to address the material weakness identified above, we hired a new Chief Financial Officer in October 2017 and subsequently hired additional
accounting and finance employees with the specific technical accounting and financial reporting experience necessary for a public company, including a senior
director of technical accounting and reporting, a senior manager of technical accounting, a senior manager of reporting, a senior director of Sarbanes-Oxley
compliance, directors of accounting operations, a tax director, and additional treasury analysts. We have hired these personnel after considering the appropriateness
of each individual’s experience and believe that these personnel are qualified to serve in their current respective roles. As of September 30, 2019, we had 27
accounting and finance employees. We believe the current staffing in our accounting and finance department is sufficient to meet our requirements as a public
company. However, we will continue to assess the adequacy of our accounting and finance personnel and resources, and will add additional personnel, as well as
adjust our resources, as necessary, commensurate with any increase in the size and complexity of our business. We also increased the depth and level of review
procedures with regard to financial reporting and internal control procedures. Our independent registered public accounting firm is not required to formally attest
to the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting until after we no longer qualify as an emerging growth company, which will occur on December
31, 2019. At such time, our independent registered public accounting firm may issue a report that is adverse in the event it is not satisfied with the level at which
our internal control over financial reporting is documented, designed or operating. If we are unable to remediate the material weakness, or otherwise maintain
effective internal control over financial reporting, we may not be able to report our financial results accurately, prevent fraud or file our periodic reports in a timely
manner. If our remediation of this material weakness is not effective, or if we experience additional material weaknesses or otherwise fail to maintain an effective
system of internal controls in the future, we may not be able to accurately or timely report our financial condition or results of operations, which may adversely
affect investor confidence in us and, as a result, the value of our common stock. We cannot assure you that all of our existing material weaknesses have been
identified, or that we will not in the future identify additional material weaknesses. Any failure to maintain effective disclosure controls and internal control over
financial reporting could have an adverse effect on our business and results of operations and could adversely impact our business, operating results, and financial
condition.
We are in the early stages of the costly and challenging process of compiling the system and processing documentation necessary to perform the evaluation needed
to comply with Section 404. We may not be able to complete our evaluation, testing, and any required remediation in a timely fashion. During the evaluation and
testing process, if we identify material weaknesses in our internal control over financial reporting, we will be unable to assert that our internal control over
financial reporting is effective.
If we are unable to assert that our internal control over financial reporting is effective, or if our independent registered public accounting firm is unable to express
an opinion on the effectiveness of our internal control, including as a result of the material weakness described above, we could lose investor confidence in the
accuracy and completeness of our financial reports, which would cause the price of our common stock to decline, and we may be subject to investigation or
sanctions by the SEC. In addition, if we are unable to continue to meet these requirements, we may not be able to remain listed on The Nasdaq Global Select
Market.
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Our business depends largely on our ability to attract and retain talented employees, including senior management and key personnel. If we lose the services of
Stephane Kasriel, our President and Chief Executive Officer, or other members of our senior management team, we may not be able to execute on our
business strategy.
Our future success depends on our continuing ability to attract, train, assimilate, and retain highly-skilled personnel, including software engineers and sales
personnel. We face intense competition for qualified personnel from numerous software and other technology companies. In addition, competition for qualified
personnel, particularly software engineers, is particularly intense in the San Francisco Bay Area, where our headquarters are located. We may not be able to retain
our current key employees or attract, train, assimilate, or retain other highly-skilled personnel in the future. We may incur significant costs to attract and retain
highly-skilled personnel, and we may lose new employees to our competitors or other technology companies before we realize the benefit of our investment in
recruiting and training them. To the extent we move into new geographies, we would need to attract and recruit skilled personnel in those areas. If we are unable to
attract and retain suitably qualified individuals who are capable of meeting our growing technical, operational, and managerial requirements, on a timely basis or at
all, our business may be adversely affected.
Our future success also depends in large part on the continued services of senior management and other key personnel. In particular, we are dependent on the
services of Stephane Kasriel, our President and Chief Executive Officer, and our technology, platform, future vision, and strategic direction could be compromised
if he were to take another position, become ill or incapacitated, or otherwise become unable to serve as our President and Chief Executive Officer. We rely on our
leadership team in the areas of product, engineering, operations, security, marketing, sales, support, corporate development, and general and administrative
functions. Our senior management and other key personnel are all employed on an at-will basis, which means that they could terminate their employment with us
at any time, for any reason, and without notice. Historically, we have maintained, and currently we maintain, a key-person life insurance policy only on our
President and Chief Executive Officer. If we lose the services of senior management or other key personnel, or if we are unable to attract, train, assimilate, and
retain the highly-skilled personnel we need, our business, operating results, and financial condition could be adversely affected.
Volatility or lack of appreciation in our stock price may also affect our ability to attract new talent and retain our key employees. Many of our senior personnel and
other key employees have become, or will soon become, vested in a substantial amount of stock or stock options. Employees may be more likely to leave us if the
shares they own, or the shares underlying their vested options, have appreciated in value relative to the original purchase price of the shares or the exercise price of
the options, or conversely, if the market price of our common stock declines or if the exercise price of the options that they hold are above or near the market price
of our common stock. If we are unable to retain our employees, or if we need to increase our compensation expenses to retain our employees, our business,
operating results, financial condition, and cash flows could be adversely affected.
Our management team has limited experience managing a public company.
Most members of our management team have limited experience managing a publicly traded company in the positions they currently hold, interacting with public
company investors, and complying with the increasingly complex laws pertaining to public companies. Our management team may not successfully or efficiently
manage our transition to being a public company subject to significant regulatory oversight and reporting obligations under the federal securities laws and the
continuous scrutiny of securities analysts and investors. These new obligations and constituents require significant attention from our senior management and
could divert their attention away from the day-to-day management of our business, which could adversely affect our business, financial condition, and operating
results.
Failure to protect our intellectual property could adversely affect our business.
Our success depends in large part on our proprietary technology and data. We rely on various intellectual property rights, including patents, copyrights, trademarks,
and trade secrets, as well as confidentiality provisions and contractual arrangements, to protect our proprietary rights. If we do not protect and enforce our
intellectual property rights successfully or cost-effectively, our competitive position may suffer, which could adversely impact our operating results.
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Our pending patent or trademark applications may not be approved, or competitors or others may challenge the validity, enforceability, or scope of our patents, the
registrability of our trademarks, or the trade secret status of our proprietary information. There can be no assurance that additional patents will be issued or that
any patents that are issued will provide significant protection for our intellectual property. In addition, our patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, and other
intellectual property rights may not provide us a significant competitive advantage. There is no assurance that the particular forms of intellectual property
protection that we seek, including business decisions about when to file patents or register or renew trademarks and when and how to maintain and protect trade
secrets, will be adequate to protect our business.
Moreover, recent amendments to, developing jurisprudence regarding, and possible changes to intellectual property laws and regulations, including U.S. and
foreign patent law, may affect our ability to protect and enforce our intellectual property rights. In addition, the laws of some countries do not provide the same
level of protection for our intellectual property as do the laws of the United States. As our global reputation grows and we expand our international activities, our
exposure to unauthorized copying and use of our platform and proprietary information will likely increase. Despite our precautions, our intellectual property is
vulnerable to unauthorized access through employee or third-party error or actions, theft, cyber security incidents, and other security breaches and incidents. It is
possible for third parties to infringe upon or misappropriate our intellectual property, to copy our platform, and to use information that we regard as proprietary to
create products and services that compete with ours. Effective intellectual property protection may not be available to us in every country in which our platform is
available. In addition, many countries limit the enforceability of patents against certain third parties, including government agencies or government contractors. In
these countries, patents may provide limited or no benefit. Further, certain countries impose additional conditions on the transfer of intellectual property rights
from individuals to companies, which may make it more difficult for us to secure and maintain intellectual property protection in those countries. We may need to
expend additional resources to defend our intellectual property rights domestically or internationally, which could be costly, time consuming, and distracting to
management and could impair our business or adversely affect our domestic or international expansion. Moreover, we may not pursue or file patent applications or
apply for registration of copyrights or trademarks in the United States and foreign jurisdictions in which we have a presence with respect to our potentially
patentable inventions, works of authorship, and marks and logos for a variety of reasons, including the cost of procuring such rights and the uncertainty involved in
obtaining adequate protection from such applications and registrations. If we cannot adequately protect and defend our intellectual property, we may not remain
competitive, and our business, operating results, and financial condition may be adversely affected.
We enter into confidentiality and invention assignment or intellectual property ownership agreements with our employees and contractors and enter into
confidentiality agreements with other parties. In addition, for employees of third-party staffing providers or other contractors, the employer agrees to enter into
these agreements with individual workers. We cannot ensure that these agreements, or all the terms thereof, will be enforceable or compliant with applicable law,
or otherwise effective in controlling access to, use of, and distribution of our proprietary information or in effectively securing exclusive ownership of intellectual
property developed by our current or former employees and contractors. For example, when working with contractors, particularly those who are off-site, it may
be more difficult to control use of confidential materials, increasing the risk that our source code or other confidential or trade secret information may be exposed.
Further, these agreements with our employees, contractors, and other parties may not prevent other parties from independently developing technologies that are
substantially equivalent or superior to our platform.
We may need to spend significant time and resources securing and monitoring our intellectual property rights, and we may or may not be able to detect
infringement by third parties. Our competitive position may be adversely impacted if we cannot detect infringement or enforce our intellectual property rights
quickly or at all. In some circumstances, we may choose not to pursue enforcement because an infringer has a dominant intellectual property position or for other
business reasons. In addition, competitors might avoid infringement by designing around our intellectual property rights or by developing non-infringing
competing technologies. We have in the past been forced to rely on litigation, opposition, and cancellation actions, and other claims and enforcement actions to
protect our intellectual property, including to dispute registration or use of marks that may be confusingly similar to our own marks. Similar claims and other
litigation may be necessary in the future to enforce and protect our intellectual property rights. Litigation brought to protect and enforce our intellectual property
rights could be costly, time-
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consuming, and distracting to management, and could result in the impairment or loss of portions of our intellectual property. Further, our efforts to enforce our
intellectual property rights may be met with defenses; counterclaims attacking the scope, validity, and enforceability of our intellectual property rights; or
counterclaims and countersuits asserting infringement by us of third-party intellectual property rights. Our failure to secure, protect, and enforce our intellectual
property rights could adversely affect our brand and our business, and we could lose the right to use certain intellectual property or lose the opportunity to license
our technology to others or to collect royalty payments based upon successful protection and assertion of our intellectual property against others.
We are vulnerable to intellectual property infringement claims and challenges to our intellectual property rights brought against us by third parties.
We operate in a highly competitive industry, and there has been considerable activity in our industry to develop and enforce intellectual property rights. Successful
intellectual property infringement claims against us or our users or third-party partners could result in monetary liability or a material disruption in the conduct of
our business. We cannot be certain that aspects of our platform, content, and brand names do not or will not infringe valid patents, trademarks, copyrights, or other
intellectual property rights held by third parties. We are, have in the past been, and may in the future be, subject to legal proceedings and claims from time to time
relating to the intellectual property of others in the ordinary course of our business. Our competitors have in the past challenged, and may in the future challenge,
our registration or use of our trademarks, including “Upwork,” and, if successful, such a challenge could adversely affect our business. Any intellectual property
litigation to which we might become a party, or for which we are required to provide indemnification, may require us to cease selling or using products and
services that incorporate the intellectual property that we allegedly infringe; make substantial payments for legal fees, settlement payments, or other costs or
damages; obtain a license to sell or use the relevant technology, which may not be available on reasonable terms or at all; or redesign the allegedly infringing
products and services to avoid infringement, which could be costly, time-consuming, or impossible. Any claims or litigation, regardless of merit, could divert
management’s attention and cause us to incur significant expenses and, if successfully asserted against us, could require that we pay substantial damages or
ongoing royalty payments, prevent us from offering aspects of our platform, or require that we comply with other unfavorable terms. Our competitors and others
may now and in the future have significantly larger and more mature patent portfolios than we have. We may also be obligated to indemnify certain clients on our
platform or strategic partners or others in connection with such infringement claims, or to obtain licenses from third parties or modify our platform, and each such
obligation would require us to expend additional resources. Some of our infringement indemnification obligations related to intellectual property are contractually
capped at a very high amount or not capped at all.
Any disputes resulting from allegations of intellectual property infringement, including current disputes, could subject us to significant legal costs and liability for
damages and invalidate our proprietary rights. Any current or potential future intellectual property disputes or litigation also could force us to do one or more of the
following:
•

cease conducting certain operations in some or all jurisdictions, or stop using technology that contains the allegedly infringing intellectual property;

•

stop using the name “Upwork” or other trademarks in some or all jurisdictions;

•

incur significant legal expenses;

•

pay substantial damages to the party whose intellectual property rights we may be found to be infringing;

•

pay substantial amounts in settlement to a party that asserts allegations of intellectual property infringement;

•

make expensive changes to our platform or our methods of doing business; or

•

attempt to obtain a license to the relevant intellectual property from third parties, which may not be available on reasonable terms or at all.

Even if intellectual property claims do not result in litigation or are resolved in our favor, these claims, and the time and resources necessary to resolve them, could
divert the resources of our management and adversely affect our business and operating results. We expect that the occurrence of infringement claims is likely to
grow as the market for freelancers and the clients that engage them grows. Accordingly, our exposure to damages resulting from
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infringement claims could increase and this could require us to expend additional financial and management resources.
We may be unable to integrate acquired businesses and technologies successfully or to achieve the expected benefits of such acquisitions. We may acquire or
invest in additional companies, which may divert our management’s attention, result in additional dilution to our stockholders, and consume resources that
are necessary to sustain our business.
Our business strategy may, from time to time, include acquiring other complementary products, technologies, or businesses. At any given time, we may be
engaged in discussions or negotiations with respect to one or more of these types of transactions. Any acquisition, investment, or business relationship may result
in unforeseen or additional operating difficulties, risks, and expenditures. In particular, we may encounter difficulties assimilating or integrating the businesses,
technologies, products, services, personnel, or operations of the acquired companies particularly if the key personnel of the acquired companies choose not to work
for us, if an acquired company’s software is not easily adapted to work with ours, or otherwise. Acquisitions may also disrupt our business, divert our resources,
and require significant management attention that would otherwise be available for the development of our business. Moreover, the anticipated benefits of any
acquisition, investment, or business relationship may not be realized or we may be exposed to unknown or additional risks and liabilities.
We may in the future seek to acquire or invest in additional businesses, products, technologies, or other assets. We also may enter into relationships with other
businesses to expand our platform or our ability to provide our platform in foreign jurisdictions, which could involve preferred or exclusive licenses, additional
channels of distribution, discount pricing, or investments in other companies. Negotiating these transactions can be time consuming, difficult, and expensive, and
our ability to close these transactions may often be subject to approvals that are beyond our control. Consequently, these transactions, even if undertaken and
announced, may not close. For one or more of those transactions, we may:
•

issue additional equity securities that would dilute our stockholders’ ownership interest;

•

use cash that we may need in the future to operate our business;

•

become subject to different laws and regulations due to the nature or location of the acquired business, products, technologies, or other assets, or become
subject to more stringent scrutiny or differing applications of laws and regulations to which we are currently subject as a result of such transactions;

•

incur debt on terms unfavorable to us or that we are unable to repay;

•

incur expenses or substantial liabilities;

•

encounter difficulties retaining key employees of the acquired company or integrating diverse software codes or business cultures;

•

encounter difficulties in assimilating acquired operations and development cultures;

•

encounter diversion of management’s attention to other business concerns; and

•

become subject to adverse tax consequences, substantial depreciation, or deferred compensation charges.

Any of these risks could adversely impact our business and operating results.
If our estimates or judgments relating to our critical accounting policies prove to be incorrect or financial reporting standards or interpretations change, our
operating results could be adversely affected.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. GAAP requires management to make estimates, judgments, and assumptions that affect the
amounts reported in our condensed consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. We base our estimates on historical experience and on various
other assumptions that we believe to be reasonable under the circumstances, as provided in “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and
Results of Operations” included elsewhere in this Quarterly Report. The results of these estimates form the basis for making judgments about the carrying values of
assets, liabilities, and equity as of the date of the financial statements, and the amount of revenue and expenses, during the periods presented, that are not readily
apparent from other sources. Significant assumptions and estimates used in preparing our condensed
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consolidated financial statements include those related to determination of revenue recognition, the useful lives of assets, assessment of the recoverability of longlived assets, goodwill impairment, allowance for doubtful accounts, reserves relating to transaction losses, the valuation of warrants, stock-based compensation,
and accounting for income taxes. Our operating results may be adversely affected if our assumptions change or if actual circumstances differ from those in our
assumptions, which could cause our operating results to fall below the expectations of industry or financial analysts and investors, resulting in a decline in the
trading price of our common stock.
Additionally, we regularly monitor our compliance with applicable financial reporting standards and review new pronouncements and drafts thereof that are
relevant to us. As a result of new standards, changes to existing standards, and changes in interpretation, we might be required to change our accounting policies,
alter our operational policies and implement new or enhance existing systems so that they reflect current financial reporting standards, or we may be required to
restate our published financial statements. Such changes to existing standards or changes in their interpretation may have an adverse effect on our reputation,
business, financial position, and profit, or cause an adverse deviation from our revenue and operating profit target, which may negatively impact our financial
results.
Our corporate structure and intercompany arrangements are subject to the tax laws of various jurisdictions, and we could be obligated to pay additional taxes,
which could adversely impact our operating results.
We may expand the geographic scope of our operations and personnel to support our global user base. Our corporate structure and associated transfer pricing
policies contemplate future growth into international markets, and consider the functions, risks, and assets of the various entities involved in the intercompany
transactions. The amount of taxes we pay in different jurisdictions may depend on the application of the tax laws of the various jurisdictions, including the United
States, to our international business activities, changes in tax rates, new or revised tax laws or interpretations of existing tax laws and policies, and our ability to
operate our business in a manner consistent with our corporate structure and intercompany arrangements. The taxing authorities of the jurisdictions in which we
operate may challenge our methodologies for pricing intercompany transactions pursuant to the intercompany arrangements or disagree with our determinations as
to the income and expenses attributable to specific jurisdictions. If such a challenge or disagreement were to occur, and our position was not sustained, we could be
required to pay additional taxes, interest and penalties, which could result in one-time tax charges, higher effective tax rates, reduced cash flows and lower overall
profitability of our operations. Our financial statements could fail to reflect adequate reserves to cover such a contingency.
Federal income tax reform could adversely affect us.
Legislation or other changes in tax laws could increase our liability and adversely affect our after-tax profitability. For example, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act was
enacted in the United States in December 2017 (the “Tax Act”) and could have a significant impact on our effective tax rate, cash tax expenses and net deferred tax
assets. The Tax Act reduces the U.S. corporate statutory tax rate, eliminates or limits the deduction of several expenses that were previously deductible, imposes a
mandatory deemed repatriation tax on undistributed historic earnings of foreign subsidiaries, requires a minimum tax on earnings generated by foreign subsidiaries
and permits a tax-free repatriation of foreign earnings through a dividends-received deduction. The Tax Act may have significant impacts in future periods and
certain deduction limitations and restrictions.
Our ability to use our net operating loss carryforwards and certain other tax attributes may be limited.
As of December 31, 2018, we had net operating loss carryforwards for U.S. federal income tax purposes and state income tax purposes of $172.3 million and $38.5
million, respectively, available to offset future taxable income. If not utilized, the federal net operating loss carryforward amounts will begin to expire in 2019,
including $0.9 million due to expire in 2019. The state net operating loss carryforward amounts will begin to expire in 2028. Realization of these net operating loss
carryforwards depends on future income, and there is a risk that our existing carryforwards could expire unused and be unavailable to offset future income tax
liabilities, which could materially and adversely affect our operating results.
In addition, under Sections 382 and 383 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Internal Revenue Code”), if a corporation undergoes an
“ownership change,” generally defined as a greater than 50% change (by value) in its equity ownership over a three-year period, the corporation’s ability to use its
pre-change net operating loss carryforwards and other pre-change tax attributes, such as research tax credits, to offset its post-change income
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may be limited. In addition, we may experience ownership changes in the future as a result of subsequent shifts in our stock ownership. As a result, if we earn net
taxable income, our ability to use our pre-change net operating loss carry-forwards and other tax attributes to offset U.S. federal taxable income may be subject to
limitations, which could potentially result in increased future tax liability to us.
Our platform contains open source software components, and failure to comply with the terms of the underlying licenses could restrict our ability to market or
operate our platform.
Our platform incorporates certain open source software. An open source license typically permits the use, modification, and distribution of software in source-code
form subject to certain conditions. Some open source licenses contain conditions that any person who distributes a modification or derivative work of software that
was subject to an open source license make the modified version subject to the same open source license. Distributing software that is subject to this kind of open
source license can lead to a requirement that certain aspects of our platform be distributed or made available in source code form. Although we do not believe that
we have used open source software in a manner that might condition its use on our distribution of any portion of our platform in source code form, the
interpretation of open source licenses is complex and, despite our efforts, it is possible that we may be liable for copyright infringement, breach of contract, or
other claims if our use of open source software is adjudged not to comply with the applicable open source licenses.
Moreover, we cannot ensure that our processes for controlling our use of open source software in our platform will be effective. If we have not complied with the
terms of an applicable open source software license, we may need to seek licenses from third parties to continue offering our platform and the terms on which such
licenses are available may not be economically feasible, to re-engineer our platform to remove or replace the open source software, to discontinue offering our
platform if re-engineering could not be accomplished on a timely basis, to pay monetary damages, or to make available the source code for aspects of our
proprietary technology, any of which could adversely affect our business, operating results, and financial condition.
In addition to risks related to license requirements, use of open source software can involve greater risks than those associated with use of third-party commercial
software, as open source licensors generally do not provide warranties or assurances of title, performance, or non-infringement, nor do they control the origin of
the software. There is typically no support available for open source software, and we cannot ensure that the authors of such open source software will implement
or push updates to address security risks or will not abandon further development and maintenance. Many of the risks associated with the use of open source
software, such as the lack of warranties or assurances of title or performance, cannot be eliminated, and could, if not properly addressed, negatively affect our
business. We have established processes to help alleviate these risks, including a review process for screening requests from our development organizations for the
use of open source software, but we cannot be sure that these processes are sufficient.
Clients may fail to pay their invoices, necessitating action by us to compel payment.
In connection with our Upwork Enterprise and Business offerings and for certain legacy clients, we advance payments to freelancers for invoiced services on
behalf of the client and subsequently invoice the client for such services. In addition, in certain instances, we will advance payment on a freelancer invoice if the
client issues a chargeback or their payment method is declined and the freelancer assigns us the right to recover any funds from the client. From time to time,
clients fail to pay for these services rendered by a freelancer, and as a result, we may be adversely affected both from the inability to collect amounts due and the
cost of enforcing the applicable agreement or our terms of service, including through arbitration or litigation. Furthermore, some clients may seek bankruptcy
protection or other similar relief and fail to pay amounts due, or pay those amounts more slowly, either of which could adversely affect our operating results,
financial position, and cash flow.
Litigation could have a material adverse impact on our operating results and financial condition.
From time to time, we are involved in litigation. The outcome of any litigation (including class actions and individual lawsuits or arbitration), regardless of its
merits, is inherently uncertain. Regardless of the merits or ultimate outcome of any claims that have been or may be brought against us or that we may bring
against others, pending or future litigation could result in a diversion of management’s attention and resources and reputational harm, and we may be required to
incur significant expenses defending against these claims or pursuing claims against third parties in order to protect our rights. If we are unable to prevail in
litigation, we could incur substantial
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liabilities. We may also determine that the most cost-effective and efficient way to resolve a dispute is to enter into a settlement agreement. Where we can make a
reasonable estimate of the liability relating to pending litigation and determine that it is probable, we record a related liability. As additional information becomes
available, we assess the potential liability and revise estimates as appropriate. However, because of uncertainties relating to litigation, the amount of our estimates
could be wrong as determining reserves for pending litigation is a complex, fact-intensive process that is subject to judgment calls. Any adverse determination
related to litigation or a settlement agreement could require us to change our technology or our business practices in costly ways, prevent us from offering certain
products or services, require us to pay monetary damages, fines, or penalties, or require us to enter into royalty or licensing arrangements, and could adversely
affect our operating results and cash flows, harm our reputation, or otherwise negatively impact our business.
We track certain performance metrics with internal tools and do not independently verify such metrics. Certain of our performance metrics are subject to
inherent challenges in measurement, and real or perceived inaccuracies in such metrics may harm our reputation and negatively affect our business.
We track certain performance metrics, including GSV, the number of core clients, and client spend retention, with internal tools, which are not independently
verified by any third party. Our internal tools have a number of limitations and our methodologies for tracking these metrics may change over time, which could
result in unexpected changes to our metrics, including the metrics we report. If the internal tools we use to track these metrics undercount or overcount
performance or contain algorithmic or other technical errors, the data we report may not be accurate. In addition, limitations or errors with respect to how we
measure data (or the data that we measure) may affect our understanding of certain details of our business, which could affect our longer-term strategies. If our
performance metrics are not accurate representations of our business, user base, or traffic levels; if we discover material inaccuracies in our metrics; or if the
metrics we rely on to track our performance do not provide an accurate measurement of our business, our reputation may be harmed, and our operating and
financial results could be adversely affected.
Our loan and security agreement provides our lender with a first-priority lien against substantially all of our assets (excluding our intellectual property), and
contains financial covenants and other restrictions on our actions, which could limit our operational flexibility and otherwise adversely affect our financial
condition.
Our Loan Agreement restricts our ability to, among other things:
•

incur additional indebtedness;

•

sell certain assets;

•

declare dividends or make certain distributions; and

•

undergo a merger or consolidation or other transactions.

In addition, the interest rates we pay under our Loan Agreement are derived from the prime rate, which may increase in the future. Interest rate increases will result
in us having to make higher interest payments and reduce the amount of working capital available to us. Our Loan Agreement also prohibits us from falling below
an adjusted quick ratio. Our ability to comply with this covenant is dependent upon our future business performance.
Our failure to comply with the covenants or payment requirements, or the occurrence of other events specified in our Loan Agreement, could result in an event of
default under the Loan Agreement, which would give our lender the right to terminate their commitments to provide additional loans under the Loan Agreement
and to declare all borrowings outstanding, together with accrued and unpaid interest and fees, to be immediately due and payable. In addition, we have granted our
lender first-priority liens against substantially all of our assets, as collateral, excluding our intellectual property (but including proceeds therefrom) and the funds
and assets held by Upwork Escrow. We have also agreed to a negative pledge on our intellectual property. Failure to comply with the covenants or other
restrictions in the Loan Agreement could result in a default. If the debt under our Loan Agreement was to be accelerated, we may not have sufficient cash on hand
or be able to sell sufficient collateral to repay it, which would have an immediate adverse effect on our business and operating results. This could potentially cause
us to cease operations and result in a complete loss of your investment in our common stock.
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We may require additional capital to fund our business and support our growth, including in connection with any future acquisitions or strategic investments,
and any inability to generate or obtain such capital may adversely affect our operating results and financial condition.
In order to support our growth and respond to business challenges, such as developing new features or enhancements to our platform, acquiring new technologies,
and improving our infrastructure, we have made significant financial investments in our business and we intend to continue to make such investments. In addition,
we may, from time to time, seek to acquire or strategically invest in other complementary products, technologies, or businesses. As a result, we may need to engage
in equity or debt financings, in addition to our Loan Agreement, to provide the funds required for these investments, acquisitions, and other business endeavors. If
we raise additional funds through equity or convertible debt issuances, our existing stockholders may suffer significant dilution and these securities could have
rights, preferences, and privileges that are superior to that of holders of our common stock. If we obtain additional funds through debt financing, we may not be
able to obtain such financing on terms favorable to us. Such terms may involve additional restrictive covenants making it difficult to engage in capital raising
activities and pursue business opportunities, including potential acquisitions and strategic investments. If we are unable to obtain adequate financing or financing
on terms satisfactory to us when we require it, our ability to continue to support our business growth and to respond to business challenges could be significantly
impaired and our business may be adversely affected, requiring us to delay, reduce, or eliminate some or all of our operations.
We may be required to comply with governmental export control laws and regulations. Our failure to comply with these laws and regulations could have an
adverse effect on our business and operating results.
We may be subject to U.S. export controls and sanctions regulations that prohibit the shipment or provision of certain products and services to certain countries,
governments, and persons targeted by U.S. sanctions. While we take precautions to prevent aspects of our platform from being exported in violation of these laws,
including implementing internet protocol address blocking, we cannot guarantee that the precautions we take will prevent violations of export control and sanctions
laws. If we are found to be in violation of U.S. sanctions or export control laws, it could result in substantial fines and penalties for us and for the persons working
for us.
In addition, various countries regulate the import and export of certain encryption and other technology, including imposing import and export permitting and
licensing requirements, and have enacted laws that could limit our ability to distribute aspects of our platform or could limit our users’ ability to access our
platform in those countries. Changes in our platform, or future changes in export and import regulations may prevent our international users from utilizing our
platform or, in some cases, prevent the export or import of our platform to certain countries, governments, or persons altogether. Any change in export or import
regulations, economic sanctions or related legislation, or change in the countries, governments, persons, or technologies targeted by such regulations, could result
in decreased use of our platform by existing or potential users with international operations. Any decreased use of our platform or limitation on our ability to
export or sell our products would likely adversely affect our business, operating results, and financial results.
Our reported financial results may be adversely affected by changes in U.S. GAAP.
U.S. GAAP is subject to interpretation by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (the “FASB”), the SEC, and various bodies formed to promulgate and
interpret appropriate accounting principles. A change in these principles or interpretations could have a significant effect on our reported financial results and could
affect the reporting of transactions completed before the announcement of a change.
In particular, in May 2014, the FASB issued ASC 606, which supersedes the revenue recognition requirements in ASC 605, Revenue Recognition. The core
principle of ASC 606 is that an entity should recognize revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects the
consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services. As an “emerging growth company,” we are allowed under the
JOBS Act to delay adoption of new or revised accounting pronouncements applicable to public companies until such pronouncements are made applicable to
private companies. We have elected to take advantage of this extended transition period under the JOBS Act with respect to ASC 606, which will result in ASC
606 becoming effective for us for the year ending December 31, 2019. Any difficulties in implementing these pronouncements could cause us to fail to meet our
financial reporting obligations, which could result in regulatory discipline and harm investors’ confidence in us.
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We are continuing to evaluate the adoption method and the potential impact that the implementation of ASC 606 will have on our consolidated financial
statements, specifically related to the following items:
•

identification of performance obligations;

•

principal agent considerations;

•

whether the discounts offered under our tiered pricing program for freelancer service fees result in a deferral of revenue under ASC 606;

•

whether costs to obtain a contract with a customer will be capitalized or expensed, as well as the timing of recording such capitalization or expense;

•

timing of revenue recognition;

•

method of adoption; and

•

revenue disclosures which are expected to expand and may require judgment in certain areas.

We are currently an emerging growth company, and we cannot be certain that the reduced disclosure requirements applicable to emerging growth companies
will not make our common stock less attractive to investors.
We are currently an emerging growth company, as defined in the JOBS Act, and, for so long as we continue to be an emerging growth company, we may take
advantage of certain exemptions from various reporting requirements that are applicable to other public companies that are not emerging growth companies
including, but not limited to, not being required to comply with the auditor attestation requirements of Section 404, reduced disclosure obligations regarding
executive compensation in our periodic reports and proxy statements, and exemptions from the requirements of holding a non-binding advisory vote on executive
compensation and stockholder approval of any golden parachute payments not previously approved.
While we remain an emerging growth company under the JOBS Act, we cannot predict if investors will find our common stock less attractive or our company less
comparable to certain other public companies because we rely on these exemptions. For example, if we do not adopt a new or revised accounting standard, our
future operating results may not be as comparable to the operating results of certain other companies in our industry that adopted such standards. We will no longer
qualify as an emerging growth company as of December 31, 2019, and, at that time, we will no longer be permitted to use these reporting exemptions. If some
investors find our common stock less attractive as a result, there may be a less active trading market for our common stock and our stock price may be more
volatile.
If currency exchange rates fluctuate substantially in the future, the results of our operations, which are reported in U.S. dollars, could be adversely affected.
As we expand our international footprint, we will become more exposed to the effects of fluctuations in currency exchange rates. Although we expect an increasing
number of sales contracts to be denominated in currencies other than the U.S. dollar in the future, all of our sales contracts are and have historically been
denominated in U.S. dollars. However, we offer clients the option to settle invoices denominated in U.S. dollars in the local currencies of several non-U.S.
countries, and therefore, a portion of our revenue is subject to foreign currency risk. While we currently use derivative instruments to hedge certain exposures to
fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates, the use of such hedging activities may not offset any, or more than a portion, of the adverse financial effects of
unfavorable movements in foreign exchange rates over the limited time the hedges are in place. Moreover, a strengthening of the U.S. dollar could increase the real
cost of transacting on our platform to clients located outside of the United States and could result in a loss of such clients, which could adversely affect our
business, operating results, financial condition, and cash flows.
We may be adversely affected by the withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union.
In March 2017, the United Kingdom announced its decision to exit the EU (“Brexit”). The United Kingdom’s withdrawal is currently scheduled to take effect no
later than January 31, 2020, unless a further extension is agreed to; however, uncertainty remains as to what kind of post-Brexit agreement between the United
Kingdom and the EU, if any, may be approved by the UK Parliament. The ongoing uncertainty on the status of such an agreement sustains
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the possibility of the United Kingdom leaving the EU without any agreement in place, a so-called “hard Brexit,” which would likely cause significant economic
disruption and further depress consumer confidence and the economy of the United Kingdom. Our results of operations derived from revenue earned from clients
and freelancers in the United Kingdom may be adversely affected by the uncertainty surrounding the timing of the withdrawal and the future relationship between
the United Kingdom and the EU, and those effects would be increased in the event of a hard Brexit. Brexit could also contribute to instability in global financial
and foreign exchange markets, including volatility in the value of the Euro and the British Pound, which are currencies in which we transact business. In addition,
we could be adversely impacted by changes in trade policies, labor, tax or other laws and regulations, and intellectual property rights and supply chain logistics. All
or any one of these factors could adversely affect our business, revenue, financial condition, and results of operations.
We may be adversely affected by natural disasters and other catastrophic events, and by man-made problems such as terrorism, that could disrupt our business
operations and our business continuity and disaster recovery plans may not adequately protect us from a serious disaster.
A significant natural disaster, such as an earthquake, blizzard, hurricane, fire, flood, or other catastrophic event, such as a power loss or telecommunications
failure, could have a material adverse impact on our business, financial condition, and operating results. In the event of natural disaster or other catastrophic event,
we may be unable to continue our operations and may endure system interruptions, reputational harm, delays in development of our platform, lengthy interruptions
in service, breaches of data security, and loss of critical data, all of which could have an adverse effect on our operating results. Certain of our departments are
situated primarily in one office location and any natural disaster or catastrophic event to such office may impact productivity or revenue generating activities
occurring in that office. Our corporate headquarters are located in the San Francisco Bay Area, a region known for seismic activity and potentially subject to
catastrophic fires. In addition, natural disasters and other catastrophic events could affect our partners’ ability to perform services for users on a timely basis. In the
event any such partners’ information technology systems or service abilities are hindered by any of the events discussed above, our ability to provide our platform
and other services may be impaired, resulting in missing financial targets for a particular quarter or year, or longer period. Further, if a natural disaster or other
catastrophic event occurs in a region from which we derive a significant portion of our revenue, users in that region may delay or forego use of our platform or
other services, which may adversely impact our operating results. In addition, acts of terrorism, civil disorder, or military conflict could cause disruptions in our
business or the business and activity of our partners, users, or the economy as a whole. These disruptions may be more severe than in the case of natural disasters.
All of the aforementioned risks may be augmented if our or our partners’ business continuity and disaster recovery plans prove to be inadequate. To the extent that
any of the above results in delays or reductions in platform availability, activities or other services, our business, financial condition, and operating results would
be adversely affected.
Risks Related to Ownership of Our Common Stock
The stock price of our common stock has been and may continue to be volatile, and you could lose all or part of your investment.
The market price of our common stock has been and may continue to be volatile. The market price of our common stock may fluctuate significantly in response to
numerous factors, many of which are beyond our control, including:
•

overall performance of the equity markets;

•

actual or anticipated fluctuations in our revenue and other operating results;

•

changes in the financial projections we may provide to the public or our failure to meet these projections;

•

failure of securities analysts to initiate or maintain coverage of us, changes in financial estimates by any securities analysts who follow our company, or
our failure to meet these estimates or the expectations of investors;

•

acquisitions, strategic partnerships, joint ventures, or capital commitments;

•

recruitment or departure of key personnel;

•

the economy as a whole and market conditions in our industry;
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•

negative publicity related to the real or perceived quality or security of our platform, as well as the failure to timely launch new products and services that
gain market acceptance;

•

rumors and market speculation involving us or other companies in our industry and/or other industries;

•

announcements by us or our competitors of new or terminated products or services, commercial relationships, or significant technical innovations;

•

new laws or regulations or new interpretations of existing laws or regulations applicable to our business;

•

lawsuits threatened or filed against us or our key personnel, litigation involving our industry, or both, or lawsuits threatened or filed against our users
relating to their use of our platform;

•

developments or disputes concerning our or other parties’ products, services, or intellectual property rights;

•

changes in accounting standards, policies, guidelines, interpretations, or principles;

•

political changes or events, such as Brexit or U.S. government shutdowns;

•

other events or factors, including those resulting from war, incidents of terrorism, or responses to these events;

•

sales of shares of our common stock by us or our stockholders; and

•

sales of large blocks of our stock relative to the size of our public float.

In addition, the stock markets have experienced extreme price and volume fluctuations that have affected and continue to affect the market prices of equity
securities of many companies. Stock prices of many companies, and technology companies in particular, have fluctuated in a manner unrelated or disproportionate
to the operating performance of those companies. In the past, stockholders have instituted securities class action litigation following periods of market volatility. If
we were to become involved in securities litigation, it could subject us to substantial costs, divert resources and the attention of management from our business,
and adversely affect our business.
Sales of substantial amounts of our common stock in the public markets, particularly sales by our directors, executive officers, and significant stockholders, or
the perception that these sales could occur, could cause the market price of our common stock to decline and may make it more difficult for you to sell your
common stock at a time and price that you deem appropriate.
The market price of our common stock could decline as a result of sales of a large number of shares of our common stock in the market. The perception that these
sales might occur may also cause the market price of our common stock to decline. We had a total of 111,899,493 shares of our common stock outstanding as of
September 30, 2019. All shares of our common stock are freely tradable, generally without restrictions or further registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the “Securities Act”) except that any shares held by our “affiliates” as defined in Rule 144 under the Securities Act would only be able to be sold in
compliance with the volume and manner of sale restrictions of Rule 144.
In addition, as of September 30, 2019, we had outstanding (i) stock options that, if fully exercised, would result in the issuance of16,596,305 shares of common
stock and (ii) 1,471,876 unvested RSUs. We have filed registration statements on Form S-8 to register shares reserved for future issuance under our equity
compensation plans. The shares issued upon exercise of outstanding stock options or settlement or outstanding RSUs will be available for immediate resale in the
United States on the open market.
Moreover, certain holders of our common stock have rights, subject to certain conditions, to require us to file registration statements for the public resale of such
shares or to include such shares in registration statements that we may file for us or other stockholders.
We may also issue our shares of common stock or securities convertible into shares of our common stock from time to time in connection with a financing, an
acquisition, investments, or otherwise. We also expect to grant additional equity awards to employees, directors, and consultants under our 2018 Equity Incentive
Plan and rights to purchase our common stock under our 2018 Employee Stock Purchase Plan. Any such issuances could result in substantial dilution to our
existing stockholders and cause the market price of our common stock to decline.
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The concentration of our stock ownership with insiders could limit your ability to influence corporate matters, including the ability to influence the outcome of
director elections and other matters requiring stockholder approval.
As of September 30, 2019, our executive officers, directors, 5% or greater stockholders, and affiliated entities together beneficially owned a significant portion of
our common stock. As a result, these stockholders, acting together, could have substantial influence over most matters that require approval by our stockholders,
including the election of directors and approval of significant corporate transactions. They may also have interests that differ from yours and may vote in a way
with which you disagree and which may be adverse to your interests. This concentration of ownership may have the effect of delaying, preventing, or deterring a
change of control of our company, could deprive our stockholders of an opportunity to receive a premium for their common stock as part of a sale of our company
and might ultimately affect the market price of our common stock.
If securities or industry analysts do not publish research, or publish inaccurate or unfavorable research, about our business, the price of our common stock
and trading volume could decline.
The trading market for our common stock depends in part on the research and reports that securities or industry analysts publish about us or our business. If
industry analysts cease coverage of us or fail to publish reports on us regularly, the trading price for our common stock would be negatively affected. If one or
more of the analysts who cover us downgrade our common stock or publish inaccurate or unfavorable research about our business, the price of our common stock
would likely decline. If one or more of these analysts cease coverage of us or fail to publish reports on us regularly, demand for our common stock could decrease,
which might cause our common stock price and trading volume to decline.
Even if our stock is actively covered by analysts, we do not have any control over the analysts or the measures that analysts or investors may rely upon to forecast
our future results.
We do not intend to pay dividends for the foreseeable future.
We have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our common stock and do not intend to pay any cash dividends in the foreseeable future. Additionally, our
ability to pay dividends on our common stock is limited by restrictions under the terms of our Loan Agreement. We anticipate that for the foreseeable future we
will retain all of our future earnings for use in the development of our business and for general corporate purposes. Any determination to pay dividends in the future
will be at the discretion of our board of directors. Accordingly, investors must rely on sales of their common stock after price appreciation, which may never occur,
as the only way to realize any future gains on their investments.
Provisions in our charter documents and under Delaware law could make an acquisition of our company more difficult, limit attempts by our stockholders to
replace or remove our current management, limit our stockholders’ ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us or our directors, officers,
or employees, and limit the market price of our common stock.
Provisions in our restated certificate of incorporation and restated bylaws may have the effect of delaying or preventing a change of control or changes in our
management. Our restated certificate of incorporation and restated bylaws include provisions that:
•

provide that our board of directors is classified into three classes of directors with staggered three-year terms;

•

permit the board of directors to establish the number of directors and fill any vacancies and newly-created directorships;

•

require super-majority voting to amend some provisions in our restated certificate of incorporation and restated bylaws;

•

authorize the issuance of “blank check” preferred stock that our board of directors could use to implement a stockholder rights plan;
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•

provide that only the chairperson of our board of directors, our chief executive officer, president, lead independent director, or a majority of our board of
directors will be authorized to call a special meeting of stockholders;

•

prohibit stockholder action by written consent, which requires all stockholder actions to be taken at a meeting of our stockholders;

•

provide that the board of directors is expressly authorized to make, alter, or repeal our bylaws; and

•

establish advance notice requirements for nominations for election to our board of directors or for proposing matters that can be acted upon by
stockholders at annual stockholder meetings.

In addition, our restated certificate of incorporation provides that the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware is the exclusive forum for any derivative action or
proceeding brought on our behalf, any action asserting a breach of fiduciary duty, any action asserting a claim against us arising pursuant to the Delaware General
Corporation Law (the “DGCL”) our restated certificate of incorporation, or our restated bylaws, or any action asserting a claim against us that is governed by the
internal affairs doctrine. Our restated bylaws also provide that the federal district courts of the United States would be the exclusive forum for resolving any
complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act (the “Federal Forum Provision”). Any person or entity purchasing or otherwise acquiring any
interest in any of our securities shall be deemed to have notice of and consented to this provision.
These choice of forum provisions may limit a stockholder’s ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum that it finds favorable for disputes with us or any of our
directors, officers, or other employees, which may discourage lawsuits against us and our directors, officers, and other employees.
In December 2018, the Delaware Court of Chancery found that provisions such as the Federal Forum Provision are not valid under Delaware law. In light of this
decision of the Delaware Court of Chancery, we do not currently intend to enforce the Federal Forum Provision in our restated bylaws unless and until there is a
final determination by the Delaware Supreme Court regarding the validity of provisions such as the Federal Forum Provision. To the extent the Delaware Supreme
Court makes a final determination that provisions such as the Federal Forum Provision are not valid as a matter of Delaware law, the board of directors intends to
amend our restated bylaws to remove the Federal Forum Provision.
Moreover, Section 203 of the DGCL may discourage, delay, or prevent a change of control of our company. Section 203 imposes certain restrictions on mergers,
business combinations, and other transactions between us and holders of 15% or more of our common stock.
Item 2. Unregistered Sales of Equity Securities and Use of Proceeds.
In October 2019, we issued 49,963 shares of our common stock upon the cashless exercise of a warrant to purchase up to an aggregate of 500,000 shares of
common stock. The warrant was exercised as to all 50,000 then-vested and exercisable shares. In lieu of a cash payment, the holder of the warrant surrendered 37
shares of common stock to cover the exercise price. The offer, sale, and issuance of these securities was deemed to be exempt from registration under the Securities
Act in reliance on Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act. The recipient of securities acquired the securities for investment only and not with a view to or for sale in
connection with any distribution thereof and appropriate legends were affixed to the securities issued in these transactions. The recipient of the securities was an
accredited or sophisticated person and had adequate access, through business or other relationships, to information about us.
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Item 6. Exhibits.

Exhibit Number Description
Certification of Principal Executive Officer Pursuant to Rules 13a-14(a) and 15d-14(a) under the Securities
31.1
Exchange Act of 1934, as Adopted Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification of Principal Financial Officer Pursuant to Rules 13a-14(a) and 15d-14(a) under the Securities
31.2
Exchange Act of 1934, as Adopted Pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification of Principal Executive Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as Adopted Pursuant to
32.1*
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Certification of Principal Financial Officer Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as Adopted Pursuant to
32.2*
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
101.INS
Inline XBRL Instance Document (the instance document does not appear in the Interactive Data File because
its XBRL tags are embedded within the Inline XBRL document).
101.SCH
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document.
101.CAL
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document.
101.DEF
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document.
101.LAB
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document.
101.PRE
Inline XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document.
104
Cover Page Interactive Data File (formatted as inline XBRL and contained in Exhibit 101).

Filed or
Furnished
Herewith
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

__________________________
* The certifications furnished in Exhibits 32.1 and 32.2 hereto are deemed to accompany this Form 10-Q and are not deemed “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of
the Exchange Act, or otherwise subject to the liability of that section, nor shall they be deemed incorporated by reference into any filing under the Securities Act or
the Exchange Act.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned
thereunto duly authorized.
UPWORK INC.
Date: November 6, 2019

By:

/s/ Stephane Kasriel
Stephane Kasriel
President and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Date: November 6, 2019

By:

/s/ Brian Kinion
Brian Kinion
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)
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Exhibit 31.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
RULE 13a-14(a) OR 15d-14(a) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Stephane Kasriel, certify that:
1.
I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Upwork Inc.;
2.
Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements
made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;
3.
Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) for the registrant and have:
a.
designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to
ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those
entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
b.
evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
c.
disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal
quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect,
the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.
5.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a.
all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting, which are reasonably
likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
b.
any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control
over financial reporting.
Date: November 6, 2019

/s/ Stephane Kasriel
Stephane Kasriel
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 31.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
RULE 13a-14(a) OR 15d-14(a) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934,
AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Brian Kinion, certify that:
1.
I have reviewed this Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of Upwork Inc.;
2.
Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements
made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report;
3.
Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material respects the financial
condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) for the registrant and have:
a.
designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to
ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those
entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;
b.
evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our conclusions about the
effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
c.
disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal
quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect,
the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.
5.
The registrant’s other certifying officer and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial reporting, to the
registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
a.
all significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting, which are reasonably
likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial information; and
b.
any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control
over financial reporting.
Date: November 6, 2019

/s/ Brian Kinion
Brian Kinion
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

Exhibit 32.1
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Stephane Kasriel, Chief Executive Officer of Upwork Inc. (the “Company”), do hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to the best of my knowledge:
1. the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of the Company for the fiscal quarter ended September 30, 2019 (the “Report”) fully complies with the requirements
of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; and
2. the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company.
Date: November 6, 2019

/s/ Stephane Kasriel
Stephane Kasriel
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Exhibit 32.2
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO
18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350, AS ADOPTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 906 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Brian Kinion, Chief Financial Officer of Upwork Inc. (the “Company”), do hereby certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to the best of my knowledge:
(1) the Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q of the Company for the fiscal quarter ended September 30, 2019 (the “Report”) fully complies with the requirements
of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; and
(2) the information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the Company.
Date: November 6, 2019

/s/ Brian Kinion
Brian Kinion
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

